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CONCTUI)INC REI,'IRKS J lr
l?3. 
--ftris is an opportrrne moment to recall that the second'
',.t 
.' Buropean Social Badget constitutes the firs't step towards the achievenentt of the general aims fixed, for the operati'on as a shole, which rviLl call
i;"-;-ei"taineA effort in nany field.s over a to*, period' of time (l)'
An effort is mace hero to arrswer t$ti sets of qrrestions
concoming the limitations and short-oornings of the operation and' how
they might be overcorl€o
I. LnffrArro]is oF' TiE-SECOND I]IJ--L0P3A]I-S9CLA! $ryCgr-ry
EEIE !o[s!eP!c!s
LigllglioTs-3f lhe segond lt\rgpean s99ia1 *3,P1
I?4. Follor+ing the gui.deLines adopted by the Cowrcilr the
second. E\ropeas Social Bud.get vras confined to the,areas covered by the
present Social Accounts (see points 8-1O). In addition to sociaL
protection, which is a very significant item, social policy covers many
other fields : vocational training, Low-cost housing, asset forma'uion,
education, etc. However, even though limited. to social protectionr the
E\rropoan Social Erdget does not inalud.e alL categories of such expen-
diture.
.r:....11 covers current but not capi-tal expenCiture (in ttre'forn
of investnent) 1 $irect beneflts (narnely, those that give rise tofinancial flows), but not ind"irect benefits in the form of tax rebates.
In this corvrection, it m:st be borne in mind that social protection
policy ca.n be implemented. mainly througtr palrrrent of benefits t+hich may
or nay not be accoppanied by tax advantages for certain categories :
fanitri"es, old. peopLe, the.unenpLoyed,, otc. in sone countries, such tax
advarrtegea can represent a significarrt pelcentage of benefits.
6 of Chapter I and Altnex II point. 1,2!o(f) seo'points
./,
b-:.^:,r^- +tra f i he fieLd' of survey, there1?5. ldsides the limits fixed to t'
are limits on, ths analysis of irends in social protection sche:nes'
AlthouSh it-r,ay le pooliirL. io make an approxlmate estima'te of the
ro}ep)'ayedt,ytheoconomicenvironmentinthesetrends,thisisnot
tmo as 
""gu",i" the other 
faciore rnaking for ehange (l'ogisLationt
. 
regula.i".ron", Ou*o#tpftio factor=L:ryli{io features of various schemee
or tlreir r6g'r6ctive degree of iniluenco). Howevori it should' p.4otea
that, e.s for'-tax rebatos, the various national reports d'o contain
infor-;aation,cln these Points'
- 
vali.clitIjf comqSlisog: il the 9oci31 p:g!'qctllgn field t
l?6" $ince the second suropean social Budgpt concentretves solely
on sooial.protection, the 
""ff"lifity of the comparisons 
made j'n this
' area as rega::de beneiits and receipts should' ba exarnined'
Various iactors play a role trers- i
; First).Xr as rnentioned above, there are major lacwtae in
a
. 
' ths field str:rveYed.ln add,ition, there are 
_differ€ncos from one eountlTr to
another 
"" 
oug*"ds the criieria used. for the subdivision of seetora and'
breakd,owng o:f-total expondlture, despite the efforts in thie field
nade by the $tatistieai offics of -the E'ropean Coonrxrities'
- 
The escond factor'ls differences in the econornic and
social stnrctursa of the l,lember States. Thoir sconomio stmctures wete
.brlefly desorlbed in chapter IY; with respect to social cond'itions, to
obtain a realistic idea the general situalion in each country mrrst be
thoroughly exarnined., particularly as regard's working conditionst',
d.onogrlphic and fanily stmctures, inco*e distribution, and. bow tbe
' different eocial security schenee are adapted..accord'ing1y' ,i
-88- 'v/t343fi?-Et{
- 
ThE third f,actor ie the projectious thenselves, wbtoh
















f ) . Assgrntlions underlging tbe grojectiogs /'
uB.'Acomparison.oftheprojectionsreveals
significant differenccs as to how each country interprets thair
nature and significance' I
The assumptions anC nrethods used are far from
homogeneous. this j.s due to itre conslderabre difficulty in preciseiy
defining what is meant in each country by the reLatively vague concept
of ,,const"nt f"gi"Iation", and the grlater or lesser extent to r"hich
each count"y 1"i"" to make realistic projections co'sistent with the
econonic enlironment as regards the anarysis of behaviour patterns.
L/ 
- 
rhe_macro-ecg:gmig_:E1l-:l!91*"|sed 1: de scrile
glggll_gye r_the_perr. og r \!)-! >2w
I?9. {tre basis is the fourth revised medium-term
econonic progranme, which has been updated' to a varying extent
depending on the country. foday, view of the developments that took
place 
'n-f 9i&f 977 
it lt_oks as though the prog'amme shouLd be
reconside"*i , thi" ."tt be regard,ed from two angles :
the assumptions seem unrealistic in 19?g to T
extent varying from one country to anotherl
the results for 1976-1977 d'o not cast doubt on
the!-yearprojectionsforeachcountryinthesarneway.
Conslguentfy, iire I'growth paths' observecl during the first two years
show diverglnt i""rri" whicir are reversed in 19?8-1980 - a eituation
whic|hardlyetandsuptoh&Cfo-g0onornicanalysis...
' Detailed information on this point is given in
Chapter I (see Points 2O io 2J) '
Thus, the first trap to be avoid'ed vrouLd be to
invalidate the Sqropean Socia1 Budget projeciiqrs for LgBO' since they






the.problem here is to design a mediurn-terro
. proJeatlon for eacb Member State.




i (a) rrgiectigng gt-cgngtgn! $eerSretlon(in the restrictec sense/
Projcctlons at constant legislation assune
that no change r+il} oocur auring the period" covered, as regards scope
a.ndmet}:.asorapp}ication,andthatarrychangginthe}3ve1of
benef1', or 
".ru.iii (ittau*-iittt ing of prices or rvagee) ealling 
for a,
. legis ;ivo d.elcision is excludeal (Such conventions Lead to extremel'y
unr6a -stic er;tiroates and. - particularly in inflaticnary period's -
' eharply curb 1;he upward, treni of benefits at constalt prit"") ' '
' (t) lrgigcligns :n99gperglirrs.*l.g !"!?]?+:
IaliErgslog 3u!t!c-a.gt!1:,i3,iSs-qd' botl
SiE"E gf:i+}gsIlf i" relation to the
economic situation
131. This t;pe of projection calls for a fuII
analyois of the past from which stable nrl"es of behaviour nay.bp
inferred over tirne (for exanrple i an implicit assuranco regarding
the progress.rrf purehasing power) and.conseqrrentLy presupposes the use
of econonetri6 tichnigues. -5ueh techniques m&f,' however, be inadecluate
ghera new problems aiise in a situation described in a macro-economlo
projection, I:r particu).ar, rando,n elenents become significant if
lpe"ific sooi;e} need.s connected with grotrbh problems developr fortexa*pl,e, the extent that u.nemplopnent projections point to hitherto
gnlceovnr-Ievs},s, it would be verydiffitult to propose specific measuies
€ogol lowerin,gi the retirement age or adjusting ths level of unemploy-'
nent'iniurane,a benefits, in accordance with the situation
(") lrgjgcligng inglgdlng ge$i3mltgrg
. .. 
, Goyerngegt_oljgcliyeg
182. This option is the last stage in preparing
a mediurn-term proj'ection which seeks to take acoount of priority
lmprovenente in rnediun-term sociai. policy and the implementation of
noasures.noedod. to cope r+ith problens arising in tho framework of a
rsalistic projection, as d.escribed' in the previous ca,se.
The dlfferent countries have to a varying
extont ad.opted. assunptions involving a}l three conceptsr whlch





Z) . Sitg tg'ken to prepare-thg projec'i;lons
lB3.InClrapterlwenotodthattheEuropeanSocial
Suriget was prepared over 4 +'1';Q-]rgaf period' Thsre is therefors a
aangorl in i time of urcertain ocononic doveloprnent, that both the
p"ojeoitons and the comparisons base{i on them at Comnlrnity love1 rnay
i"pidly roso iituit reLevancsr '
3) . Extending-thg time-spen 9f lhe-projection
3y lirniting the iime-span of #e pro3ection to'th"
nocliuur-term, l.ong-torm trencs - particularly C'enographio, - cannot be
taken lnto consideration. Tnus, by about 1985, there is likely to be a
substantial increase in the number of oLd.-age pensionexs and an egually
eharp decline in the number of recipients of family allorvances.
II. IRgrysll! Io-rl:!PloIE:w-c9ir4All$!v-ol !ry tRgrEclrgN!
.a
184. ttre proposals belou follos frorn the foregoing remarks o1 th9
Iimitations a:rd. 1*cnrr". in the second $rropean Social Sudget, and their
consoquencos for the comparabili.ty of the projections..





without attemptt"" *: cover the ground
. 
exhaustivoly.
3y approving the pgidelines for the seoond European social
Br.rdget, the Clunclf also agreed to thq extension of thb Social Budget to
other ieotors of soci.al action - most urgently to adult vocational
training and lou-cost housing, on nhich the Comrnission staff are at'
present working.
185. ltre proposals ni1l concentrate on the three foll"owing
subjects l
(a) hp"ovement of the social protection account i
by includ.ing tax ai.vantages relating to the sectors




by taking into accourrt capital expenditure exptrioitly.
./.




moro detail vras called. fort
sourcos; this was the case
-92-.
IB5, The analYses gi'ven in the
Br:dget 5enera1ly concern aggregates' l'lhen
inforrnation had to be obtained from other
itr Chaptcr III o
. I,t r*cu1d therefore be desirable (and this is.erpressly
. prov,ded for in.the objectives of the guropean socil],Budget) for tfrg
budgrt to contain nore items of inforr:ration to facilitate more deteiiled'
, 
*t"Iyt"", uhich coultl irnprove eomparability'
1B?, The search for new items of information ehould. first
be directed. to a1I ,or some sectors or.t;ryes of benefits (in cash or
kind).
,Forexa:nple,overa}ld.ataonbenefitsinkind.in
gensral, or for the sickrress sector, should be systematically
accornpanied, by inforr:ration on'their conponents : cost of hospitalization,
medicaL fees, pharnaceutical costs, etc' I
' In the case of unemployment, information shoulC be
provid.ed on the actual numbers receiving compensation, the average
' d,uration of unernplolanent, the average a*ount of compensation and' ihe
distributiorr of the benefit payments. It vrouldr moreover, be d.esira'ple
to hnow.this distribution for all functionsl .this trould, make it
possibl,e to thfor.r light on the extent of reCistribution phenomena 
-iesulting fr.on Member Slatesf social protection po}icies. Consequentlyt
. there would. be a need, to d.istinguish between net and gross benefitst
so far abeerrt fron comniunity statistical .comparisons. '
IBB. The search for nen informat:,on should also iouch on the
'factors deterrroining'the evolutj-on of social- protection systems, either
endogenous or exogenous, overall or sectorial". The first staS;e should'
be limited t;o general legislative, econoinic (pr5.ces and wages) and,
demogiaphic (insured. persons, beneficiaries, changes in po.oulation
target groups) factors. (Sorne national reports already contain'ihis
type of infornation).
!\rther, inforrnation of this i;'p(i has aLreadgr bee::
colLected for particular studies or research projects (for exampie 3n
health), o.r statistics concerning recipients of 
.bonefits. This wo:::': /-
./.
(f) t'tore dotaileti information is giverr i.ri.l,n:cex TI, point 1.
-93- *. /. ^,1 /-- 5.-v/rJ+5ii{"xr\
shoul<i bo iontinued. and ex?anded, if not carried out on a systematic
basis, for tho purposes of the Europoan Social Budget.
( 
" 
) IgelgJg!9lt_i"_llg_re li abi I ily of-plg i e cggn:
This ca1ls for efforts iir two d.irections :
, 
-.more care snould be taken to ensure that SociaL
TU*a 
projections are consistent r.rith the econoudc environment,
- 
the concopt of 'rconstant legislation", with all its
irnplications, should, be defined., in particular where paet trend.e
are taken into considoration.
189. The Corulission beLieves that this set of proposalst
which represents the miniimrm needed to reinforce the si.gnificance'
and usefulness of the European Social tsudget through improving
comparability, couLd. be supplemented during the forthcoming
discussions !,rith the national- experts - at rvhich tine the me'uhod,s
to be used should aLso be determined. Itowever, it should be reaLlzed
that impler,renting these proposale vrould. subsialltially increase the work
' load reguired to produce the Social Budget, in.its present fottr.
' It is nevertheless the only
of the European Social Sudget and nake it
.:
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certain rierds :1""*illT:,i:;'i: il3il'.:"ilii":"'il#i:i:ll lll,r.,o
and 1975.
The word. "Budgeltt should. not be understood here in theprecise Bsnse in drich it is used in public fiha"nce, that is, an act
authorising expenditure or receipts for the financing of this expendi-
ture. The projections do not represent targets or constraints, at
Community or national level.
The lgBO figures, based. on various assumptions, d-o not
therefore represent national or Community political choices. The
objectives of such projections &re explained. in chapter I.
The data, comparative a.nalyses and accompanying
descriptions of legislative background. arrd projection methodolory are
,the fruit of cooperation between the national authorities and the
Coruni ssiorrr s servi ces.
The European Social Bud,get forrns part of the work of the
Directorate-General for Employment and. Sooial Affairs. :
L. CRIJNS Director, General social policy guidelines
R. DRAPERIE Head of Specialised Service, European Social
Budget
P. CALDERB.0,NK Principal Ad.ministrator
E. JOOSEN Administrator
The following also participated. in the work :
B. EYQUEM Statistical Office of the European Comrnunities





I. COl'frliISIIgN C9!N,IU1[IgA!I9N-T9 THE COIINCT!
1. The Council, at its f92nd meeting held on 30 April L976, declaredits agreement with the objectives of the European Social Budget and the
guid.elines f or the second Er:ropean Social Budget, as set out in the Com-
mission communication subrnitted to the Council on 1! December i9?5 (1).
e) lhere are two ob.iectives which the E\rropean Sociat Bud.get should.
neet :
a) tne Socia1 Bud.get should. be a source of quantitative informa-
tion on medium-term trend.s in expend.iture in the various social policy
sectors and on the way this expenditure is financed.
The achieven:ent of an objective of this kind is a difficult and
long-term task and involves :
(i) cornpiling comparable d.ata on a nurnber of social fields
where this has not yet been done or has only recently
commenced. I
(ii) tatcing capital expend"iture into consid.eratlon ;
(:-ii.) achieving greater conparability anong national projections
/\.(iv) analyzing the relative influence of the various factors
affecting expenditure arid receipts so as to pinpoint the
reasons for converging or d.iverging trend"s.
2.
?




l) ffre Social Budget is intend-ed to becorne an aid to deeision-
naking at national as well as Community Ievel, since it provides informa-
tion whic.h can be used as a basis for policies in various spheres :
social protection in particular, public financer employment, etc.
The comparison of forecasts at Community leve1 is usefuf to
nationaL d.elegations in several ways, such as reciprocal information'
pooling of experience and the search for common solutions or ways of
tackling problems. It is particularly important in the context of the
concertation of policies in this field,, set in motion by the Council
Resolution of 21 January I)l{ concerning the social action progratme (1).
B) qgiqglines for the secong-EgfgBege_Eggf3l_91is"!
6. The guid.elines d.efine the limits of the Er.rropean Social Sudget
in terms of the scope and period' covered.
It was specified. that the field" to be covered by the Social
Bud.get wouLcl be the sane as that covered. by the Social Accounts - now
lcrorrrn as thertsocial protection accounts" - whilst the period- covered
would be ten years (r9?o-f98o).
It was also ind.icated that efforts to extend its scope should be
made at the same time, with a view to including other areas of social
policy such as vocational training for ad.ults, low-costs housing, etc.,
at a later d.ate.
r r . pnEpARArr oI eF_qp_sECoND guEoFAN-sqcLA! IUlqEr- ( 1916:1289 )
The preceding guid.elines were
almost tvlo years.
The first stage concerned the
the Commissionrs summary report which
European Socia} Budget exercise.
implemented. in two stages, lasting7.
nationa] reports and the second.t
constitutes an overafl view cf the
A) F,irst gtgsg : tlgp3lg!1on 9€-13!fggl-f9P9r!:
B. The reports were prepared by Government experts from the Member
States on. the basis of criteria and guidelines adopted in close coniunc-
tion with. the Commissionrs departments.






revenue were compiled. following the system





pend.iture, but only expenditure
of which social security is the
mins t o tfrn-dfrTTl6;-Accept ed.
taken into consid.erationr
data concerning expend.iture and
used by the Statistical Office
protection accounts (1).
does not cover all types of social ex-
incurred in respect of social protection,
chief component. &rly expend.iture confor-
as the basis for the social accounts is
9.
'rAny expend.iture involved. in meeting expenses by households
incurred. as a resul-t of the materialization or existence of
certain risks or needs, insofar as this expend.iture gives
rise to the intervention of a I'third. partyfr, narnel.y a unit
other than the household.s themselves 
- 
a public or private
administration or urd.ertaking 
- 
without there being any
simultanenous equivalent counterpart by the beneficiary. tr
Only current expend.iture is at present includ.ed. (ttrus
exclud.ing capital expend.iture, on which studies are in progress).
Revenue used to fina^nce the social expenditure refered to
above is also included. in the European Social Budget.









physical and mental disability,
- 




family benefits (including maternity)^
- 
miscell&n€oos r
(f) nir:.s is the new designation of the social accounts. It is planned. later
to set up other accounts alongside the social protection accounts !
housing, health, education, etc. A11 these accounts could then be inclu-
d.ed. und.er the title trsocial accotstts".
-4-
10. Expend.iture is effected. and. financed. thror:gh institutions
administrative bod.ies grouped. under (I) :
- 
-bype A schemes (generall special, statutory, conplementary,
rroluntary) : these are social_pgolegtlog gtheges ;
- 
l,ype B schemes (ernployerst voluntary benefits) ;
- 
type c schemes (benefits for victims of political events or
rratural disasters) ;
- 









11. The 1tB0 projections given in the national reports are based
on a number of assumptions resulting from the Cor:ncil mand.ate and. specific
characteristics of national legislation.
. legigletive assr:gptions
The projections were mad.e on the assumption of trconstaptn or
unchanged regislation, that is to say, the law as it stood. at a givendate 
- 
in this caser 1 January L977 
- 
taking account of aII rel-evantprovisionsr in particular indexation machinery. Irrespective of the proce-dures used 
- 
which d.iffer from one country to another 
- 
ind.exation has a,ni.mportant.part to play as regard.s cash benefits, especiarry long-termbenefits (o1d. a,ge or invalidity pensions).
A list of schemes
State is 'provicled
covered. by the D:.ropean Social Bud.get in each Memberin Append.ix ff.2.
(r)
-5-
The importance of certain measures taken after this date, and.during L977t has led. sorne d.eregations to ad.opt a later d-ateo
Lastlyt some delegations have ertend.ed the concept of consta.r,rtlegislation to incorporate reforns where the probability ol their being
realized or ad.hered. to seemed. very greatl This is tnre, for exarnple, forrtaly as regard.s the introduction of the national healih schemen
. $egega! gcononic_agsurnptions_
12. These are assumptions concerrring d.ernographic and. general econo-
mic trend.s.
a) legega! d.egogrg:hic assumptions
The latterr which are obtained. from national sources in al1the Member States, concern overall and active population trend.s, which
are shown in the tabte below (in ttre form of ind.ices) (f).
(f) Oata in absclute nunbers are given in Appendr;: f.-r e*, E.
}IOTE TO TI{E READER :
In order to simplify the presentation of the tables in the various chapters
and. aruaexes of the overall European Social Budget report, the Ivlember
States will be d.enoted. by the following initials :
B = Belgiurnr DK = Denmarkr D = The Fed.eral Republi.q of Gerrnany,p=trarancel IRL=Ireland-, I=ItaIXr
L = Luxembourg, N = Netherland.s, IIK = United- Kingdom.
Indices
lanrr-+-.'vvqrurJ
L975(tglo = roo) rq80(tgt> = loo)
-t- -Total Active
Population I Population















































13. The assumptions ad.opted. in the European Socia1 Bud.get are
the same a.s those und.erlying the macro--economic projections contained. in
the fourthr med.ium-term economic progra.nune (L976-L98O) updateiL at Comnunity
level in Sipring t 1977.
L4. Events which have taken place since the publication of these
projection.s have however caused some lillember States (netgir:rn, Francerluxem-
bourg and. the lfetherland-s) to d.epart from them, as far as the projections
for the Eu.ropearr Social Budget are eoncerned.
The macro-economic assumptions of the fourth prograrnme 
-
updated. to Spring 1977 and. used in the Social Bud.get 
- 
&?€ shown in the





















































15. [he table below makes it possible to comparer for the same
parameters, the trend.s forecast with the results record.ed. for the period.
I97q-L975, which are reflected. in tlne L975 Social Budget datao Neverthe-
less, it raust remembered that there was a break in the trend. towards the
















































The Community G.D.po growth rate was about ( /" per yearbetween 19it0 and L974 ; however, in l)lJ it ferr by l.g % r"' against theprevious year.
16. As far as unemployment is concerned., on the basis of the
Tlsumntionsr- ( Spring L977) on wirich the 1976-1980'proj"ciiot"-"""" based(that 1s 4.3 T"perJmrfor C.D.P, by volgrne ed 3.8 /" pu, year for producti-vity per person in emploJnnent) the-unemployment level for the Communlty
wourd stirl. be high in l!80 : 3.? /" of the active population or about{ million Feople. Ass}rown in the table below, unemploy:nent would. be une-qua11y distributed among the member countries :
3DK






fn some countries a return to much more acceptable levels is anticipated.,
while in others unemplo;rment rtrill continue to be of concern,
L7. These were the rates used. in the national reports as basisfor the calculation of the cost of unemploJrment in 1!BO. itre only excep_tion was Fbance, where a higher rate (6.5 fl)was seleoted as being prolally
more realistic in the light of present economic trend.s than that shown
above o
18. fhere are ground.s for d.oubting the reliability of the assump-tions for tlhe various economic parameters on which the nurlpean SocialBud'get projr=ctions are based., there being a quite consid.erable d.iscrepaJlcy
over the course of the last few years (tglS-tgl6-L977) hetween the actualtrend.s forbhese parameters and those forecast (as shown above in poini14). This irnportant point will be d.iscussed. at a rater stager
,>/ Other assumptions
19o In preparing the projections stilI further assumpti.ons are
used for factors applicable to all or part of the social protection schemes,
such as the number of recipients of benefits, the duration and 1evel ofbenefitsr the rate of consumption and. unit costs of health care, etco Thecornbination and relative irnportance cf these factors vary according to the
scheme and. I,iernber State in question.
-9-
5/ - Ns!19le1_p'sJgs!tg$_Igr_1299
20. The projections for lpBO given in the national reports arederived, as indicated above, from a set of assurnntions corresponding to
a view of economic trends as at spring, L977. F\rller details havepreviously been g:"ven (points ]l to 1l).
2r. Changes in the 999!9119-!1!931r9!_3tg_!Ierr_rtPlr93lrgn_Igr
llg-prgrge!:en:
Dre to the deteriorating economic outlook since thi_s time,the assumptions on which the second. European Social Budgetts 1!80 pro-jections were mod.elled may no longer be realistic for a number of
countriesr in particular as far as growth and unemplo;rment are concerned.If this d.eterioration were taken into account now, it would have impor-tant implications for the 1!80 pro;ections as they appear in this d.ocu-
ments, as follows.
mic si tuar,"l"i"l"';:"T:;:,:fi"i:*":: ;n:n:"3::Hiffition or the econo-
22. 
") Iggg$-gcgngritg gerelgpge$:
The annual report on the Corununityt s economic sj-tuation andthe guidelinee for economic policy in ltl8 subrnitted in october gl7 Q),highlight the changes that have taken place in the economic situation :-nthe last few years as seen in terms of certain significant paraneters :gross d.omestic prod-uct, priees, earnings and unemplo;rment,
a. grgs:-4ggg"lrg-prggrg!
The fluctuations frorn one year to another for the Cormu-
nity as a whole were as follows : 
- 
1.8 in 1975; + 4.I in f9?5;
+ 2.5 in l!l'f .
The comesponding trend_ for each of the Member States is
shovnn in the table below :
(T)-Oocument Nr cotvl (77) qg+ fina].
-to-









































ruR9 - 1.8 4.7 2*
b. Prices
ces ( expressed .:"o:f"ff*:-:ilil3:';"il*il3*;:;,** ilH#:i :ilil:'indi-
considerable disparitieso
gDK!E
1g?5 1 2.8 9.6 5.9 11.7
Lg76 9.2 9.0 4.6 9.6
























Prices rose quite sharply in L975 in all the Member States'
but, by ccntrast, the trend. lras Teversed for some of them in L976. However,
this reversal was not sustained. in every case in L977.
-11 -
c. Earnin€:s
23. Fbonn lpf4 tu L977, the role of.increase in per-capita
remuneration in the Community fell from 16.7 
"/" in t975 t,o L2.8 dl inL)16 and IL.O /" in L977 (year-to-year changes), ind.icating a significa,nt
showlown, though ranging in ertent from one country to another as the
foll-owing table shows :
E pK ! g rRr I ! I uK ruRg
L975 r5.4 15.0 7.7 17.7 24.6 19"? r2.5 13.4 jo.B L6.7
Lg77 1Oo0 8.0 6.9 11.8 13.5 22.O 10.3 7 
"7 10.5 11.0
(rylq- or L)lJ 
- 
being the year in which this tendenc;r became e*pparent).
d.. Unqgrployment_
ln relation to the previous period (19?0-1974), L975
marks a turning-point from which time the rate of unemplo;rment rose










7.9 $.6) o.2 4.o
9.4 (l.g) o"4 4.3




/r r\)oY \)t) )
24. The communication of the Commission to the Council concerning
ad.aptations in guid,elines for economie policy in t9?8 (f) shor^rs that the
gross d.omestic product 61rew in L977 by L.9 "/'o for the Comnnrrnity as a qrhole
instead. of the 2", fL estinated in the October 19?? report (mentioned in
$ ee)"
(x) fire unemployment rate shown in brackets is that obtained. by taking,
for ltaly, the unemployment figures record.ed by the Department of -tnpl'o;'-
ment rather than those of ISTAT.
b) Tmplications of_the egogomic changes_ for t3_e-}989 proiections
25. If the economic trend-s observed
are conpared with the assumptions ad,opted
the European Social Sudget ($$ tr-r7), it
of several cou.ntries they noare no longer
light of the communication rnentioned in I
. 
-^6/ a.^nB /l'o . ..,\Ln tylo-LY( { \,J! zz anc1 tJ)for the llBO projections for
carr be seen that in the case
realistic, particrrleirly in the
24.
(t) loc. COU (78) 102 final, sent to the Corurcil oir I) iiarch L978,
-12-
This statement may be illustrated. by the following tablerwhich
shows the d.evelopments which would have to take place over the remaind'er
of the period (f9?B-f980) for the five-year assumptions to be achieved.
(1" change, yearly average)
Per capita earnings
Lastly, it is clear that, in the prevailing ecolomic conditions'
the assump'tions concerning the unemploynent rate in 19BO ($$ 15 and 1?)
lose nuch cf their valid.ity for almost all l{ember States.
25. Obviously such changes, if applied. to the 1980 projections,
would impl.r mod.ifications as regards both expend.iture and revenue.
A comple te revisj.on of the projections would. have to be under-
taken in o:rder to quantify these changeso To be realisticr legislative
and other neasures introduced since the preparation of the 1p80 projec-
tions, those appearing in the present Socia1 Budgetrwould also to be
taken into account.





L97 54o'L97 64 7' t97B-Bo(r) (2)
197, Assumptions



























































ACopted i:: the each countryrs forecasts
Trends wh:ich would have to emerge during
five-year assumptions to be achieved.
the period 1978-80 for the
-rl-
However, in ad.d.ition to the fact that the report containsprojections rather tha.n forecasts, the uncertainty of the med.irr"ur-term
d'evelopnent of the European economies 
- 
and the time required. for thepreparation of national projections and their subsequent comparison 
-Led. the Conmission to forego such a revision.
It is nevertheless possible to give some gualitative indica,.tions concerning various aspects of the I!80 projections which would. be
affected. by the changes that have occurred.. These ind.ications are only
concerned with inmed.iate arid. automatic effects, since it is obvious that
changes in social transfers have macro-economic effects influencing growth,
via incomes a,nd. costs.
a) As regard.s legefils, the extent of the changes will vary accord.ingto the sector concerned, the type of benefits (in cash or in kind) the
ind.exation procedure and. the ind.ividual coultry.
- 
As the demographic factors r€main *naffected., it may be
assuned. that in respect of old. age pensions, fanily allowances and. sick-
ness benefitsr only the earnings factor will be operative. Therefore,
taking account of recent trend.s in the latter, lower figures than
those projected. may be expected.
- 
On the other hand., an increase in the nu.urber of unemployed.persons may result in a rise in the arnounts projected for r:nemplo;rmentbenefits.
In shortr there will be a change in the relative share of the
various sectors in total benefits.
b) As for financing, the l!80 projections are likety to prove roo
high as regard.s receipts from enterprises and. household.s as welr as
governmentr this being the automatic conseguence of the showd.owe in
growth.
Conclusion
27. In exa,mining the results of the 1!80 projections, analysed
Chapters II to fV, the read.er should bear the foregoing in mind..
surunarize !
- 
0n the one hand., these projections correspond. to a view offuture d.evelopment still regard.ed. as probable in the spring of l9??. As








On the hand., the deterioration in the economic situationr Par-
ticularly in terms of growth and. unemplo;rment, ind.icates a somewhat
different view giving rise to projections for 1!80 which vary to a certain
extent co,mpared. with those adopted in the present Socia} Bud.get.
- 
Lastlyr imespective of the view ad.opted., the I!80 projections
- 
based. on constant legislation - d.o not take into account measures and
reforms since d.ecid.ed on by the Governnents arid. passed by the national
parliaments whose effects will nevertheless be felt before the end. of
lgBo.
They will therefore yield results d.ifferent from the probable
out-turn in 1!80.
However, for a given economic context, their objective is to
enable eurerging trend.s and. problems to be determined more accuratelyt
and, in this way, facilitate decisions which the responsible authorities
will have to take to remefir such problems.
5/-. Plan ol thq..Bjetional reports
The national reports are presented. in similar form and includ.e
a sunmar?' of legislative changes from 1!J0 to L975 with an outline of
any furth.er changes up to the d.ate of the report. They also contain infor-
mation onr the methods used in d"rawing up the projections and. series of
d.etailed. tables based. on those prepared for the social protection accounts
if the St,atistical Office, covering expend.iture and receipts for all
schenes (menti.oned at the beginning of the chapter) for the years f970-
I9?5 and 1980. The reports contain d"etails of a number of economic and
dernographric aggregates (gross domestic product, active populationr total
populaticlnr etco) for the seune /€arsr
lloreover, in certain reports there are items of additional
informati.on reguested by the Commission (tax allowances, major factors
ca';sing changes, etc,) with a view to initiatingr or in due course d.eve-
loping, r'esearch directed. at a more-complete attainment of the objectives
cf the Eurropeaue Social Bu<lget (see $ 3).
-L5-
3) leqoga_stage_ :
30. The second. stage consisted in the d,rafting, by the Ccmrnission, of
the overall report on the European Social Budget.
On the basis of an analysis of the informati-on contained. in the
national reportsr the overall report compares d.evelopments in expenditure
on social protection and. its financing in the l{ember Statesr The objective
of this comparison is to highlight similarities and. d.ifferences, as we1l
as changes in trends which may have occured. or are emerging and the pro-
blems they entailc
fn add.ition, by using Community 
- 
wid.e sources of information(Comparative Tables of the Social Security Systems, Tax Statistics,
National Accountsr reports on the economic situation in the Cornmunity,
etc.), the Commission has rvid.ened. the scope for eomparison to incluCe :
- 
legislative data (Ieve1 of social protection, conditions of
entitlement to benefit, rnethod.s of financing, etc.),
- 
a micro-economic approach (benefits per person),
- a D&cro-economic.approach (gross d.omestic prod"uctr purcha-
sing power, etc.).
31. As for its composition, the overall repcrt for the lfuropearr
Social Bufuet is set out in five chapters, supplernented by two appenclices.
. Sgglg_I - Introd.uction - this chapter has provided. info:'mation
on the objectives of the European Social Budget and the guidelines ad.cpted.for the second E\aropean sociar Budget (tgl5-tg8o). tt has also given
detailed. information on the preparation of the national reports .in the
second European Social Budget,
. 9Lapter II - Basic Resu.lts - gives an outline of social expen-d.iture and receipts for the years L97O, 1975 and 1980f with the accent cn
the trend.s from L975 to 1980. fn addition, it gives a comparison of expen-diture with gross d.omestic product for the three /e&rsc
. Cbapter III 
- 
The F\:nctions of Social Benefits 
- 
is a general
analysis of developments in the rnost important sectors : health, old.-age,fanily and unemplo;nnelt, supplemented by a micro-econornic analysis(benefits per person).
-L6-
. Chapter fV - Social Protection and the Economic Sevironment -
cornprises T[6r-m-n on the l'{ernber Statesr economic stnrcturesr an analy-
sis of the trends in various categories of expend.iture and. an analysis
of the trends in various categories of receipts. In ad.d.itionr trends in
expend.iture and. receipts are compared. with that of the G.D.Po
. Chapter V - Concluding Remarks - points out the various limita-





32. llhe purpose of this chapter is to indicate briefly the kind.
of information contained. in the E\ropea.n Social Bud.get. Expenditure and
receipts are grouped into certain broad categories, which will be
looked at in more detail in the following chapters. Ttrese figures are
confined to cument expend.iture and the receipts, but include bothpublic and private schemes, in those fieltls covered by the fra.mework
of the Social Protection Accounts. At present this framework excludesfields such as housing and education which may in certain countries be
consid.ered an essential part of any measurenent of the monies devoted.
to social polioy. llhe framework also exclud.es uee of tax and other
allowances for social purposes, as well as governmental action on
specific matters 
- 
for example laws affecting certain prices, rents,
etc, 
- 
or in a wider national or regional context.
The glcture_in_lhe Cogggnlly as g whglg
33. The expenditure consid.ered in this report includes both
oertain social benefits and the costs entailed, in d.istributing them.
Receipts includ.e not only social security contributions but also
revenue from taxes, income fron capital and other receipts. Ttre relati-
ve importance of these categories varies fron country to country, but
an idea of the overall situation in the Community projected. to 1!80 is








Amounts in E.U.A. %
( Mi1 li ons )
( r)
Social benefits included in l-97O IIL 446
the Errropean Social Bud.get 7, 257 ,LOB0 454 243










7j 12 43o8o 21 732





75 187 70180 J43 432
1g7o 33 6tl









Income from capital and I97O 7 643
other receiprts 15 16 fiz80 24 4r7
Total receiprts LgTo 126 2r71' 284 557Bo 498 777
(f) ffrropearr Units of account : exchange rates with national currencies are
given irr Appendix f.F. For 1p8O, the latest available rates were usedt





Social benefits represent by far the greatest part of social
expenditurer with little change in their share apparent in the past orprojected for the future, at Commuaity Ieve1. Contributions make up
around two-thirds of recei-pts for the community as a whole, and the
share of taxes is around. a guarter.
J4. tilhat exactly is meant by ttprojected,fr ? Sefore an appleciation
of the main results in this Europea,n Social Bud.get is possible, it is
important to recognize the usefulness of projeetions and also thepitfalls which may be involved.. As nentioned in the Introduction the
purpose of the projections in this report is to show what would. happenif legislation and policy remained. unchanged. until 1980. A projectionis not the sa.rne as a forecast, which should. try to include all likely
changes to produce a realistic picture of the future. The projectionsin this European Social Bud,get only show what would happen on the basis
of policy or legislation when they were calculated. lltreir objective is
thus to indicate areas where changes in this respect could be necessary,if a different situation is desired in 1t80.
II. EXPE}IDII'I'RE
The nature of social benefits
35. Leaving asid"e costs of administration, the Chart for table
rr.2 shows that cash benefits are projected. to be 7o,5 /, and benefitsin kind 29.5 f" for the Comrmrnity as a whole i.n 1!BO, for those benefitsincluded in the European Social Budget. Cash benefj-ts are defined
broadly as covering money for income maintenance, whereas benefits in
kind. refer in general to goods and. services provid.ed either d,irectly by
national or locaL ad.ministrations, or purchased. by final consumers
fo1lowed. by reimbursement of part or all of the money spent (r). mre
projected. share of these benefits in kind varies from country to country,
with Denmark shown as spending almost half its total amount in this
way. This view of I!BO, projected on the basis of policy in early 1977,
represents a considerable leap upward.s in the share of benefits in kind
compared. to the situation in L)lJ in certain couniries. Only in the
United Kingdom is the share of benefits in kind. seen as appreci"ably
declining.
The functions of social benefits
36. The functions included in the European Social Budget can be
broadly classified under five headings : incapacity for work due to ilL-







































































































































































healthr old" age, farnily d.ependants, unemplo;nnent and miscellaneous.
The first four headings represent major risks, viewerl in financial
termsr a.ncl to alleviate thern each country has evolved certain policies
aimed. at provid.ing or supplernenting incomes and c&r€o Each caregory
may be further sub-divided : for example, aspects of cash payments or
costs of care d.uring ill-health may be looked. at in terms of sickness,invalidity, d"isability, ernplo;rment injuries or occupational d.iseases (l).A later chapter treats each of the main g"oups one by one, analysingthe information in more d"etailed. terms, particularly the difference
between cash benefits and benefits in kind., but this section attemptsto give an initial general picture,
37. In terrns of money spent, the two ma,,or functions relate tohealth (including both benefits in cash a.nd in kind) anrJ o1d age. Thelatter includes any d"eath benefits and also pa;rments to surviving
dependants, but does not incluce that part of money spent via thehealth function on old. people. In the Comnmnity as a whole, approxima-tely two-fifths of expenCiture on benefits is projected for fgBO to go
on health-related pa;rments and care, and two-fifths on the o1d. aEefunction. Farnily benefits (including maternity) would account for ibout
IO f" of the total and 5 /o would be clevoted to alleviating the effects
of unemplo;rment. The rrmiscellaneousfr group would aocount tot 2 /"overall.
38. The above percentages call for some rernarks about the danger
involved in confusing more money spent for social purposes with rtbettern
social conditions, or a movement towards them. A country may well d.evo-te rnore money to unemployment simply because it has many more people
unable to find. an appropriate job. On the other hand, another country
may spend rmrch less on this function rnainly because its unenploymentbenefit rates are low. Health benefits in certain countries may also
reflect 1ow rates, or may be high in others mainly because of the highprofits or salaries to be earned. in this sector. More inforrnation is
necessary before regarding expenditures as 'thigh" or ilIowrt, particular-Iy in relation to other countries where circumstances may be d.ifferent.
The d.ifficulty of interpretation increases when amounts for separate
functions are added together to form some rttotal't of social benefits
by which countries are then jud.ge<l. This report attempts where possible
to throw light on certain national eituations, in the space availa-ble. There are, however, many trees in this particular woocl and d.iffe-
rences in social structure and attitudes among the western European
nations i-n the Community nay often appear to outweigh similarities.
39. The charted version of the 1!80 pro.;ections in table If.3
ind.icates certain differences in amounts spent by function among the
nember countries. Old age will take a smaLler share than health in
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severaL countries if the situation in early \)ll continues until
1980 (1). Spend.ing on child.ren and maternity uould account for more
than a tenth of the total in most countries, except the Federal
Republic of Cermany, Italy, Luxembourg and the Netherlands. Although
it is difficult to make accurate pro.jections of the total amount of
unemplo;rment benefits, the data for each country show shares ranging
from 1 .O ',t" to 5.9 '1' for 1!BO, in most but not all cases lower than the
share taken in 1975 Q).
III. BEgEIPTS
Ing-gl-rgggipts
4O. The question of the ways in which such social expend-itureis financed will now be examined. Although figures are given for the
Community as a whole, there is far greater apparent C.iversity in the
methods for financing expend.iture than in the functions of the expencli-
ture itself. The main feature of this situation lies in whether greater
ernphasis is given to contributions or to taxation. Even thou3h they
may be treated. as similar for certain economic purposes, it is arguable
whether such similarity is perceived. by the general public, and d"iffe-
rent traditions have grormr up in this respect.
In the Communi-ty as a whole, contributions are projected to
make up over two-third.s of receipts in 1980, and taxes over a quarter,
showr in the Chart for table TI,4. Revenue from capital and other
receipts would be Less than ) i(. Great differences exist between
countries. Over 80 ;r3 of receipts would be collected by contributionsin France in 1!80 rvhile at the other extreme Denmark would only rely on
this method for 13 !, of the total financing pro;tected. Alternatively,the part played by recei-pts from taxes would vary between 16.2 /, tn
Ii'rance and B?.I '|L in Denmark. 0f the two final categories, I'i-ncome frorn
capital" and rrother receipts'r, the first would" oniy account for more
than )'1L of toial recei-pts in the Netherland-s and the United. Kingdom,
while rrother receiptsrr are only of importance in the Federal Republic
of Gerrnany anC ltaly.
11I. Compared to I)IJ, contributions would increase in importance
while the share of taxes would. fall back somer.rhat, for the Community as
a whole, although this pattern does not apply to ltaly, Luxembourg,
the I'Tetherlands and the United. KinEdom.
(l) Aftnough ltaly seems to have the highest share devoted. to health, the
reason for this is the inclusion of inval-id-ity pensions, payable after
retirement age, in the health function rather tharl in old. ager accor-
dins to the framework of the Social- Protection Accounts.(e) On Issrunptions provid-ed. by the Commission, except for France, where a
national assumption concerning the number of unemployerl. was used. in
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42. In this section, the receipts have been reclassified- as
coming fr.om enterprises, households (including the self-employed.)
Governmelt and other" Covernment now includes contributions paid in
its capaoity as employer, as well as taxes collected. from enterprises
and houserholds.
fn the Community as a whole enterprises are shown as directly
contribut;ing 38.5 fo and. household"s 21.6 /" of total receipts in the 1t80projectionsr although indirect contributions via taxes have not been
apportiorred. between these sectors. The part played. by Goverrunent is
shown in the Chart for table II.J as varying between 26,6 f" and 87.I %.
Compared. fo L)IJ, the share provid.ed. via Goverrrment will increase in
Ireland, Luxembourg, the Netherlands and the United Kingd.omr if policy
remains rmchanged, Tn the same period, d"irect household- contributions
are projercted to increase in importance in 3elgium, the Fed.eral Republic
of Germany and France.
43.
rv. $38_09 giry guIOlElN-sgcIA! BimGEr
sggi a ]" exp egdi tu rg c gmpare d_t 9_gro g:_$gtg:!f 9-PI9g39!
In this section, a brief indication will be given of the
amount ol'total social expenditure in relation to the economic en-
vironment;. It has become customary to express social or other expendi-
ture as eu percentage of g?oss domestic product (C.D'P.) in order to
provid-e riuch an indication. [tris comparison nay be somewhat misleadingt
for reasons explained in paragraphs 45 and 46. In the Community as a
who1e, the sooial expenditure included in the European Soeial Bud.get i.s
projeoteiL to be equivalent in 1!80 to 2J.A f" of G.D.P., a slight fall
compared to I)lJ when it amounted to 25.4%. (See Chart for table II.5).
In the Federal Republic of Germany, Denmark, Treland and. the
United Ki.ngdom, the percentage projected. for 1t80 would be also less
than that; observed. Ln IJIJ, on the legislative and economic assumptions
used.. To some extent, this fa1l reflects the fa11 in G.D.P. leve1s in
1!ll whioh caused. the percentage to be higher than it otherarise mi.ght
have been. The fall also reflects the effects of measures in certain
countries designecl- to d.amp donn increases in public expenditure.
For Lrrxembourg, the percentage in 1980 would" be significantly
higher than in 1975. This picture may reflect a relatively lower growth
rate in 1;he G.D.P" to 1!BO as well as increases in social benefits.
Increases; in the percentage ind-icator are also projected for Belgiumt
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45. This type of comparison may be misleading for several reasons,particula:rly if different countries are to be conpared. One fundanental
drawback :is that like is not compared with like : transfer pa;rments are
includ.ed. :Ln social expenditure but not in G.D.P. In other word.s cash
benefits which transfer income fron, in theory, one group to another do
not represent anSr ad"d.ition to G.D.P. Senefits in kind, on the other
ha,nd, rep:nesent the uee of resources in the production and d.elivery of
goods and services, so form part of G.D.p.
A further point is the limited. coverage of the present
European liocial Bud.get, which excludes field.s such as housing, excludes
taxation, subsidies or other methods of intervention, and is confined
to curren'b expenditure and the receipts which finance it.
45. On the other sid"e of the conparison, G.D.P. is not the most
perfect ind.icator of the wealth, incone, or even production of e
country, still less its welfare. It counts resources used up, for
example, on repairing vehicles after traffic accid.ents as ad.d.itions to
the count::yrs prod.uct rather than waste. It is arrgrossil concept, too,
in that il! takes little if any account of the costs imposed by pro-
duction pr:ocesses. These may result not only in pollution but also
accidents and ill-hea1th, physical or nental, thus causing an increase
in social expenditure 
- 
which may then even be thought of in some
quarters &s a "diversion'r of resources away from wealth-producing
sectors. llhe comparison also cannot convey differences in how income
resulting fron the overall product is d.istributed, a^nd therefore the
improvenerrts secured by redistribution via social security benefits.
A final point is that the vafue of G.D.P. in a particular year may
well prodrtce results unt;pical of the medium-term trend. lltris considera-
tion coulcl be inportant for comparisons including L975.
A closer examination of growth rates for particular functions




47. To examine the d,etails of the ad.ministrative base for social
e:qpenditure is not the purpose of this report. It is nevertheless impor-
tant to urirderstand the broad significa,nce of the different national
arrangener:rts in so far as they affect a,mounts of expenditure or receipts.
llhe variou.s national schemes have therefore been grouped" into certain
categories, some much more significant in fina,ncial terms than others.
_24_
By far the most expenditure occurs via schemes mainly for emplo;rees
which incorporate the insurance principle (in name if not in fact)
where there is a requirement based. on contributions, taxes or both, to
be met before entitlement. Although in sone countries the nature of this
reguirement is largely a formality, as regards anounts finally received.
from one source or a"nother, it may make a consid.erable d-ifference in
other countries.
48. These insurance-type schemes are mainly itgeneral'r, covering
aI1 employees (a"nd. in sone countries the self-employed.), but in certain
countries what have become lcnor+n as special, statutory, complementary
and voluntary schemes (1) are of no little importance. Table T,I.7 |
Appendix I.H, shows the amount of expenditure passing through the gene-
ra1 scheme, projected. to be 62.3 /" tor the Community as a whole in 1!80
and ranging from alnost all in Denmark to under half in France (2).
rrSpecial" schenes are of a certain financial importance only
in France and ftaly, ttcomplementaryrr schemes in France and the United.
Kingd.om, and 'rvoluntary" schernes in the Netherland"s.
49. Information on "employersr voLuntary benefitsrr is availablefor certain countries, while voluntary benefits provided by trade
unions, religious or charitable organisations are not measured. separate-
Iy but grouped. r:nder rrother social measuresrr. This latter category
mainly includes social aid or supplementary benefits to those provided
by insurance schemes. It is of greater importance in the Fed.eral
Republic of Germany, Irela^nd, the Netherlands and the United" Kingdom.
(f) See Appendix II for definitions and for list of national schemes
grouped, into types.(Z) A selection of legal and" institutional provisions influencing benefit
amounts via general schemes is published. by the Commission every two
years in the 'rConparative tables of the sociaL security systems in the
nember states of the European Communityrr.
-L
-25-
As regard.s the significance of these institutional arrange-
nents llor receipts, the finazrcing of insurance t;rpe schemes is sinilarto the picture shown in Charts 1f.{ a^nd. II.5. [trl other 1arge sector,
"other social neasuresrr is financed. mainly iy Governments, itttrougtrhouseholds and enterprises contribute in Leriain countries. (;;;-'-
chapter. IV for firrther d.etails).
50. A sumrnary of.the orga^nisational stnrcture of each countryrsgeneral scheme of social security as at lst July 19Td is given inAppend.ix If.4.
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CHAPTE.R III
rHE FIJNCTIONS OF SOCIAL BENM'ITS
INTRODUCTION
51. Ttris chapter presents results of various analyses designed to
go further than the basic results set out in chapter II. It concentra-
tes on the four major areas of social benefits : health, old aget
farnily a.nd. unemplo;rment, d"iscussed. in separate sections.
The pla,n for each section is as follows : the major areas
mentioned above r,ri11 be split where possible into constituent functions
although results will also be given for the area as a whole. For
example, rrhealth" as a functi-on will be discussed., arrd. a fater section
will then be devoted. to sickness, invalid.itJt, disability, employment
injury and occupationaf d.isease. Cash benefits will be examined. separa-
tely from benefits in kind. Changes between I97Ot I)lJ and,projections
for 1!80 wi.ll be looked. at in both nominal and real terms (current and
constant prices) because of the difficulty of comparisons between
countries when wid.ely-different rates of inflation exist. An initial
attempt has been made to produce more specific figures for each
function, comparing average benefit amounts per person in the most
releva^nt population group for which data was available. Some account
has been taken in these figures of differences in purchasing power among
countries. These exploratory results have also been used. in an attenpt
to investigate the view that a richer country might be expected to pro*
vide higher social benefits than a Iess rich country.
52. Each section includes certain data taken from Communi.ty-wide
sources where these may help in rrnderstanding cha"nges between years.
As well as references to particular national situations in the text of
each section, a tabular presentation of the main features of each
countryts 1egal or other provisions, affecting amounts of benefitr is
available in a separate publication (t).
For reasons of space, only the more important analyses are
presented in this overall report. Not all differences between
countries are examined nor erplanations attempted. For a more complete
understanding of the various national situations, it is essential to
The rrComparative Tables of the Social Security
Sl,ates of -bhe European Communitj.es'r, publisheo
every two years.




refer tc, the wealth of information artd more detailed figures in the
national. reports (1).
Finally, there is perhaps a need to stress the fact that
althoughL differences between countries are shol.rn to exist in many
respectsr, the aim of the European Social Bud"get is not to imply that
every country should" aim at a similar level or rate of increase in each
type of social benefits. Much d.epends on the available policy options
influenced. by institutional arrangements in each country as well as
its 1ever1 of social and economic developrnent, and by no rneans all
method.s of improving social conditions are covered- by the present fra-
mework of the Social Accounts.
I. gE{LITI_BENEFITS
The group of functions d.escribed as "heafth benefits" in this
report i.ncludes sicicness, invalidity, disability, emplo;rment injury
and occupational disease (Z). fn this first section, they are conside-
red. as f'orming one overall function with similar objectives, covering
income-naintenance as wefl as prevention of and care in ill-health.
The aim is to provid.e a broad view of this expenditure rather than im-
mediatel.y entering into detail. Ttre separate functions listed. above
are howerver briefly discussed. in the last section of this chapter.
The benefit amounts examined under these headings include
only extrrenditure involving an organisation outsid.e the household, and
therefor.e exclude all private, non-reimbursed purchases of treatment or
medica^nernts, as well as any self-medication, under whatever variety of
forms. lilthough only current expendi.ture is covered" by the framework,
in pract;ice, in those countries where a certain percentage of a retail
price may be reimbursed, the costing on which the retail price is based
may cover aI1 costs. MedicaL care for the elderly is included in the
health llunctions, but maternity benefits are excluded. ancl classified
under far,mily benefit s.
Although expenditure on preventive medecine is includ.ed., it
should be borne in minrl that the wider rarnifications of prevention are
not takern into account. (Examples would include the money required to
make a d[angerous bend. in the road. safer, certain aspects of consumer
protection, annong others). Practical d,ifficulties in measurement as
well as the lack of agreement on an appropriate framework make it









A) TOTAL HEALTH BENM'ITS
l. Changes between lesrs
55. A11 countries in the Community saw a great increase in
total health benefits i-n the period.1970 to 1975, with an annual avera-
ge increase eguivalent to an extra J.8.7 i4o, at current prices. The in-
crease projected. fron L)'IJ to lpBO is consid,erably lower, at IJ.2 /o.
Table III.l
Amounts of IIeaIth Benefits
$n"ttg$ Aggg{:=fl$A % /" of t,otal benefits(millions) in the European(i) !ggi"1_Ig9se1
Sicimess 1970 29 374.8 58.1 26.4
75 70 717.5 7O.2 2.7.580 132 409.8 7O.4 29.1
rnvalidity ,/ rgTo 9 760.5 22.8 8.8disability 75 23 025.7 22.8 8.9(z) Bo 43 744.0 23.3 9.7
Emplo3rment L97O 3 588.8 I .4 3.?injury, 7, 7 072.6 7.0 2.7
occupational 80 11 821.1 6.3 2.6
di sease
1r\
Total health I97O 42 724.1 1OO 38.4benefits 75 IOO 816.0 100 J9.180 r87 975.1 lO0 4L.4
To some extent this difference reflects the lower rates
of inflation assumed., but even at estimated constant prices the equiva-
lent annual averapp increase drops from 5 .I ,{o tn the earlier peri-od
to 3.6 /" tron 1975 and.1980.
(t) See Append.ix I for details of conversion rates into national curen-
cies. The latest available rates have been used" for 19BO (End
October, 1977).(e) for the Federal Republic of Germany, France and lre1and, no separate
figures were provided,(3) fncluded in either sickness or invalid.ity benefits for the Netherlands.
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National projections for 1980 indicate two distinct
g3oups ofl increases compared. to 1-97r. In Denmark and the Federal
Republic of Germany, health benefits are proiected. to increase at under
IO /o arlrrtally, at current prices, between 1975-80. In the other SrouPr
containirrg all the other countries, the increases projected are in
gpneral ar,round. LJ /, per year. (See table III.2, Appendix I.H).
To some extent the pattern in the former group of
countriesi may reflect measures already taken to reduce public expendi-
ture or publicity given to the need, to damp d.own cost incr€asosr(ltttrougtr brief expla"nations for major d.ifferences will be attempted. in
this report, it should be recognised. that it is d.ifficult in the space
availabler to give an adequate explanation of the undoubtedly complex
factors i.nfluencing expenditure on benefits in each country. More
detailed. informati-n tnay be found. in the national reports).
Changes in benefit arnounts within the health sector
cannot ber satisfactori.ly a.nalysed, however, without taking account of
the d.iffelrence between cash benefits and benefits in kind.. Different
policies are like1y to be necessary as regard.s amounts for each type
of benefj.t. It may for exarnple be wished" to increase cash benefits
while recLucing benefits in kind, within the same function. Information
on expeniliture by firnction split in such a way has not previously been
made avaj.lable at Community leve1.
2. Health_beneflts !n_cg"h 9"9 in-k!n!
55. g) ft should be mentioned here that cash benefits are
defined eis relading only to income maintenance or alleviation of higher
costs of living associated. with i11-health. Benefits in kind cover both
health celre directly provid.ed. and also reimbursement or repaJrment of
a.mounts previously spent by the patient, since this reimbursement is
for servj.ces provided. (The distinction is not water-tight and it may
be difficult in practice to draw the borderline). tt is not intended
to discusls the merits of different payment systems for health care, but
it shoulii be borne in mind. that reimbursement is usually not of the
whole sunr actually spent but up to a certain limit, often quickly
outd.ated in inflationary tj.mes. Therefore the total amount devoted to
health celre in countries using this system is 1ike1y to be somewhat
under-es't;imated. 0n the other ha^nd, no attempt has been mad.e to cost
aspeets possibly more associated" with the direct provision systemr such
as waiting time or any other constraints on treatment.
57. For total health benefits, the Chart for table III.3illustral;es that benefits in kind are projected. to account for about
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only a srlight increase over that tor I)IJ, but ltJ) represented a con-
siderable increase compared to I)fO. ft can be seen that cash benefits
in 1l8O would. be more important in the Netherlands than in other
countries, with ltaly and Luxembourg also having higher percentage
shares. llhe importance of invalid"ity pa;rments helps to explain this
situation. Below average shares for cash benefi-ts occur particularly in
France and lreland. Ttre explanation here may be the relatively higher
leveI of' benefits in kind in France compared to other countries, a^nd
perhaps as with Ireland (f) 
" 
lower than average level of cash benefits,
to be examined in the next few pages.
U 9!eleg:-!g!vsg"-rssl:,:-!9!9rr!L1r-e3rl-sr9-r!.5reg
For the Community as a whole, cash benefits increased
on avera,ge by lJ.B /o between llJO and 1!l) compared to 2O.) /o forbenefits in kind, at current prices. Certain countries experienced a
gfeater increase for benefits in cash than in kind. The position for
the Comm,unity and for each country can be seen from Chart rrAtr for
table III.4.
Between I)lJ and,1980, for the Community as a whole,
health benefits in cash are projected to increase by 13.1 /o on averageper year at current prices while the percentage increase would be
13.4 /, for benefits in kind. Making allowance for the estimated d.iffe-
rences in expected rates of inflation, the corresponding percentages in
real terms would be around 5.L f, for cash benefits and around 2.7 /o torbenefits in kind (2).
Within these overall rates, individual countries vary
marked-ly, not only because of d,ifferences in inflation. Larger increases
in cash benefits than the Comnunity average projected for Belgium,
France and the Netherlands, at estimated constant prices.
The period 1970-f9J) saw health benefits in kinC
swallowing larger and larger amounts of expenditure, particularly in
certain countries. Chart frBfr for table III.4 illustrates that between
ltll and. 1980, considerable d.ifferences would exist between countrj.esf
projected. increases for benefits i.n kind. Denmark and the Fed"eral
(f) ft should. be noted that the Irish figures d.o not include the amounts
of wages and salaries paid by employers in the prrvate sector when per-
sons are absent from work due to siclcaess, as well as private siclsless
benefit schemes.(Z) Rssuming that benefits in kind are predomina"ntly services, affected. by
increases in earnings rather than prices, in the case of those countries
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Republic of Germany are projecting lower increases than the other
countrie s.
An ind.ication of differences between inflation rates
in the med.ical sector compared to consumer prices as a whole between
1!lO and 1975 is given in table III.5, Appendix II.H. llhe statistics
show that while there was not umch d.ifference for certain countriest
such as 3e1gium, there was a considerable dj"fference for others. In
particular, there was much greater inflation in the medical sector in
the Republic of Germany and the Netherland-s, with significantly lower
rates in tr'rance, Treland., Italy a^nd" the United Kingdom. (See footnote,
table III.5, for details of source).
While this fraaework is less appropriate for countries
providing health care dj-rectly, for other countries it gives valuable
lnformation, for lpJO and L975, on the factors underlying increases in
health benefits in kind.. lltre d.ata point to the higher proportion of
health care costs ta]cen by medical services rather than good-s in ltaly
and the Netherlands. It would eppear too that the increase in wages and
hospital costs was a much gteater influence in the Netherla.nds than in
Italy. It would also seem that price increases for rnedical a.nd pharma-
ceutical products were less important, especially in Belgium and Francer
than the extra volume of these products consrm€dr (tatte III.5'
Appendix II.fi).
9) Otrrgr a:pect: relalils_to benefits in kind
61. Certain statisticcr are available relating to the
numbers of doctors, dentists and nurses in each country for 1!10 and
Ig7, (1). Ttrese statistics while not completely comparable_can show the
trend uithin the country. Table III.? indicates, for examplet that
larger increases in numbers of doctors occurred in Denmark and the
Netherland.s in the period., while the largest increase in numbers of
dentists ocqurred in 3elgiun. The numbers of nurses increased at a
faster rate in the Federil Republic of Germa^ny and France than in other
countries.
The total number of d.ays spent in hospital is another
important factor in health costs, and the statistics indicate that this
number increased particularly in the Netherlands but decreased particu-
larly in France and the United, Kingdom, on the basis of d'ata up to
l-974 tor the latter countries.
50.
(t) Source : rrSoci.al Indicators 1t60-1!75" S.0.8.C.
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B) rsAlflr BENEFTTS 
- 
AVERAGE AM0UNTS pER mRSoN
62. As well as discussing the various rates of change in benefits
between the years, it is importa^nt to have some idea of the levels or
arnounts spent per per.son. Statistics are not yet available on a compa-
rable basis for the numbers of persons protected. by health benefit
schemes n.or for the number of persons actually receiving such
benefits (f). ft is therefore only possible to give a general idea of
average amounts per head. in relation to the total population (or rele-
vant sections of it for which data was available). Conseguently, the
resulting' figures should be used with care and attention should be
glven to relative differences between countries rather than absolute
amounts. It should also be borne in nind" that the figures refer only to
amounts of benefit classified under the function, not to actual benefit
rates nor average net incomes retained per person. At most, they provide
an indication of possible policy areas for further investigation and
are the first attempt at such an examination by function at Communi.ty
leve1.
1. Cash_benefits
53. In view of the exploratory nature of the results,
certain points need to made. In so far as proportions of the population
actually receiving cash benefits differ from country to cor:ntry, a
comparison based. on total population g?oups may not reflect each
national picture correctly.
An attempt was made to take account of differences in
consumer prices between countries. Certain reservations should be
stressed with regard to the statistics available on purchasing powerparities. Not all prices throughout the year were included. i-n the com-
parison of purchasing power which has been used to ad,just flne I)lJ
figures and. the survey was confined to capital cities onty (e). It
would. nevertheless seem that differences in price levels, important as
they are, are far out-weighed. by d.ifferences from country to country
in average benefit anounts per personr
A further point is that the various national currencies
have been converted to a comparable basis by using the Errropean Unit of
Account (AUa) (3). wnife this unit does enable a fair comparison to be
(r )
(z)
fhe Statistical Office of the European Communities has recently begun
a prog?amme airned. at establishing such statistics.
A:r exploratory attempt was camied out for autumn L975 hy the Statisti-
cal Office of the European Conrnunities, the results being available in
"Consumer prices in autumn I97r', and "Survey of retail prices and con-
sumer purchasing power parities 
- 
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mad.e of t;he rrarious national situations in 1975, it was only possible
for 1!80 to use rates for the end of 0ctober 1977, the latest available.
64. Chart rrArr for table III.8 provid.es an illustration of
the resul.ts. It nould. seem that the a.rnor:nts of health benefits in cash
projecteil for l!8O in the Netherlands are almost twice as high per head
as the nerxt highest group of countries, which includes Belgiumr the
Federal Fiepublic of Gerrnany, Denmark a.nd" Luxembourgo France, Ireland
and the tlnited Kingdom are projected. as providing relatively lower
amounts, Adjustment for the lower price levels in these countries would
nake up only some of the difference. Perhaps of rruch more importance is
the relat;ionshi.p between benefit rates and the previous salary level(or abselce of srrch a relationship) as well as the d.egree of incapacity
required before becoming eligible for benefits. (A summary of such
legaI or institutional factors ntrich influence benefit levels ca.n be
found. in the t'Comparative Tablestt (1). tt should. also be mentioned.
that ther data for ltaly includes invalitLity benefits paid. after pen-
sion age, while data for Ireland exclud.e private sector schemes.
2. pege!,its_in \ind
65. When consid.ering average arnounts of health benefits in
kind per person, it is most important to keep in mind- that this kincl of
input measure does not provid.e an accurate ind.ication of the anount of
treatmen't; received, still less of any improvement in health over the
period, covered. Even in this measurement of the |tdelivery costfr of
health services, many aspects are not fully reflected.. This is particu-
1ar1y ther case where health services are provided- d.irectly via govern-
ment agencies, where price equivalents may well depend on various
assumptions.
As well, the figures colleeted und,er the present frame-
work d.o not includ"e capital expenditure for countries d.irectly provi-
ding hea)-th benefits, whereas this is partly reflectedr vi? charg€sr in
amognts 1'or schemes based on the reimbursement principle. (Countries
were requLested to provid,e estimates of capital expenditure, based on
national definitions, and these figures may be found. in the relevant
national reports). This consid.eration d.oes not, of course, prevent
comparisons between countries using sirnilar systems. (See "Comparative
Tables'r (f)for d.etails of legal or institutional provisions affecting
health caure).
Under the present framework, too, costs of care or
treatnent; arising out of rnaternity are included. under maternity rather
than heal.th.
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66. Finall-y, it was not possible to take into account
d"ifferences in purchasing pohrer since no statistics on this basis are
available for med.ical eosts at Comrnrnity 1eve1.
ftre results ind.icate less d"isparity among most
coultries than for health cash benefits, without ad"justment for any
differences in purchasing powerr Chart rf3n for table fII.$ shows the
Fed.eral .Repub1ic of Gennany at the head. of a group at fairly similarlevels. frelandl ltaly and the United Kingdom appear to provide signi-
fica^ntly lower absolute amounts, perhaps reflecting rmrch lower leve1s
of costsr includ.ing earnings of the medical professions, rather than
less health care. It seems unlikely that such d.ifferences would. vanish
if adjustments could. be made for purchasing power parities.
c) maLTH BENEFTTS 
- 
A\IERAGE AMoUNTS coMpaRED T0 EcoNoMrc
FESmfreEs-
67. Amounts of benefit per heail in absolute terms, even when
correcterl for differences in purchasing power, may differ if a richer
country r:att rrafford-rr more than a less rich country. The d.ifferences in
absolute amounts may not however represent any greater relative level
of claimrsr as a proportion of national resources. In an attempt to
investigirte how far this thesis rnight apply to countries in the
European Comnunityr the amounts of health benefits per person in the
relevant population glroup, as exa;nined. in the previous section, were
contrasteiL with a measure of economic resources, the amounts of gross
d.omestic product (G.D.P.) p"t person in the active population.
A more faniliar comparison might be with the level of average
ear::ings per week or month, but one reason why this cornparison has not
been usecl is the d"ifficulty of producing comparable estirnates based. on
currently available statistics (1).
Even if some estimation of earninEls were used., however,
comparisons between countries would. be seriously affected. by d.ifferen-
ces in di.stribution between incomes from employment (particularly as
represeni;ed, in Community statistics by earnings of manual r.lorkers in
industry)r and other types of income. TLre choice of a total aggregate
such as Cl .D.P. helps to avoid. such problems. The rractivett population
was consj.d-ered. more releva,nt, as conceptually the prod.ucers of G.D.P.;
than the total population r"rhen considering social transfers or benefits.
(f) ffre Conmissionts Statistical Office d.oes publish separate series, onefor hourly earnings and another for working hours offered" by employers.
Indices f'or each country are also published for trends in gross hourly
or monthly earningsr the latter only from 1972. See trHourly Earnings.
Ilours of Work. TV-L976". Eurostat I-L977.
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rt should be borne in mind. that the results are j.ntend.ed. only as afirst attempt to provid,e this kind- of comparison, and should therefore
be treated. with caution. In particular, values of G.D.P. for particular
years may not be typical of the med.ium-term trend.
The absolute level of the percentage for health benefits in
any one country is not important, since it will be recalled that the
average arnounts are not based on persons receiving such benefits but
on a much larger grouping, and attention should, rather be given to
relative 1eveIs.
1. Cash_benefitg
58. Chart rrArr for table III.9 illustrates the relativepositions of countries in 1!ll a,nd- the projections for 1!8o. A major
result of this analysis is the lessening in the gap between the highest
and the lonest country, which was revealed by the comparison of average
amounts in absolute terms alone. Such a red.uction d.oes 1end. some
support to the argument that higher benefit amor::rts in absolute terms
could be expected fron a richer country, even though less rich countries
may be making great efforts to catch up. If each eountry was
provid.ing cash benefits (average amounts rather than raies) in
accord.artce with its economic possibilities, as meiasured. in this compa-
risont then the gap should. disappear. Substantial d.ifferences remain,
implying that other factors are important in accounting for diver-
gencies in absolute levels of benefits. Searing in mind, the need for
caution in interpreting the results (in particular the appropriateness
of G.D.P.), ttre differences suggest that some countries nevertheless
provid.e higher amounts on average of cash benefits during ill-health
than othersr even when d.ifferent economic circumstances are ta.ken into
account. Even if the lpBO projections tlepend on the r:nd.erlying
assumptions, the l)lJ statistics also ind.icate the existence of such
di fference s.
59. 0n this basis France, Ireland and the United. Kingd.om
are below the Corurunity averager as with absolute amounts. Belgium
fa1ls below average on this relative picture, and. ltaly climbs to an
above averagp posi.tion, although it should be remembered that health
benefits in this country include i-nvalid.ity payments continued. after
pension age.
It should. be stressed. once again that terms trabovert or
rrbelowrr average refer only to average a,nounts, rather than minirmrm
benefit rates ox even the proportion of people suffering from ill-
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a,mounts of benefit to a limited proportion of its sick might come out
as above average, even though it paid. little or no benefits to certain
groups, for exarnple, the self-empLoyed-, d"isabled housevl-ives and. other
goupso Before making any final jud.gements, it is essential to have
d.ata on the coverage and d.istribution of the relevant benefits as well
as their amount.
2. Senefits-ig kind
70. As stated- earlier, d,ifferences in averag€ anounts ofbenefits in kind per person were less great than for cash benefits, and
this pattern is found. when these a,nounts are compared to G.D.P. p€r
person in the active population. Some differences are indicated.,
suggesting that Derunark, the Ferleral Republic of Germany and France
spend relatively more than other countries. As well, Irelarid,
Italy and the United Kingd.om appear in this analysis to be on a more or
less sirnilar level in relation to some of their Community neighbours.
These results are subject to the same cautionary remarks
as the previous section concerrring their purpose as initial attempts at
analysis.
7L, SUMMARY OF MAIN RESIJLTS FOR I]EALTH BENEFITS
s: ve an i,,"o,npr"*tidH:lr""ll{nfi;":" ;:;*:: TStlr:"i:H 3iu*il3t
chapter.
&o The expenditure included in the European Social
3ud-get orn hea1tE benefits would increase by lpBO so that it accounts
for over two-fifths of the total social expenditure measured", making
it the lrarpst function' The projected amount of benefits wou1d. be
around. I'?O 000 million EUA in the Community as a whole.
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b. The amount of health benefits is projected. to
increase by 1!BO at significantly lower rates in Denmark and the
Fed"eraL Republic of Germany, compared, to the other countries.
co Senefits in kind. are projected. to account tor 62 /"of all health bEnefits by 1!80. Cash benefits are particularly
important in the Netherland.s, Italy and Luxembourg.
d. There is evid.ence of consid-erably d.ivergent infla-
tion rates betGen 1!lO and 1!JJ for the med"ical sector compared. togeneral consumer prices in certain countries but not i_n others.
€r An attenpt to compare average health benefits per
person in a relEvant population grouping indicates wid.e d.isparities
for cash benefits, even taking some account of dj-fferences in price
1evels among countries.
f. Somewhat smaller differences were found when average
benefits in kind for health were compared. These benefits, or costs
of health care, were signi-ficantly lower in certain countries than in
others.
go Looking at these absolute amounts per person in the
light of one measure of economic possibilities, the d.ifferences between
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72. Not all countri-es were able to provide separate data
for these fi:nctions and rnost of the analyses in this section relate to
the grouping of functions as a who1e. Since in certain countries the
people rerceiving survivorsr benefits as a result of the last war are
now anon€g the agedr it is possible to treat this function as part of
benefits paid to those in old. agB. It is not possible to exarnine sepa-
rately the benefits paid. to those in younger age g?oups at present
treated- €r,s frsurvivorsrt, such as orphans, wid.ows or wid,owers.
A further introductory remark is necessary before consi-
dering the arnounts of benefits associated, with old. age : under the
present llramework on which the European Social Budget was based., bene-
fits to old people for health reasons are classified under the health
functions;. Ttris division by no means represents a clear-cut distinction,
particuleirly when the broad. field. of measures which could. be classed as
rfpreventi.vetf are consid"ered. : adequate heating, for exarnple, either
provid.ed directly (in nna) or via a sufficiently high pension (in
cash). In ltalJ/'r as wel1, cash pa;rments to those treated as invalid-s
are not re-classified. as part of o1d age benefits when the person passes
a certain og€o For this country, invalid.ity cash benefits are relative-
ly more i.mportant tha"n in other countries and old. age benefits relative-
Iy less i.mportant.
73. In 1!8O, benefits for these functions are projected to
be almost 190 000 million units of account for the Community as a whole
as showr in the table below. The figure is slightly below the total for
health bernefits, although it should be remembered. that the latter inclu-
des the oost of medical care for the e1d.erly. The national percentage
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have been used for






19Bo (end" October, 1!lJ).SeeThe
74. Sgelil"Jn cash-ald-in kind. For this group offunctions, cash teneFitJaie rnuch more important than benefits in kind.(if nealth benefits for the elderly are exclud"ed-). Only in Derunark do
benefits in kind. account for a large share, projected to be 3O.4 /" Ln
1980. This share is much higher than in other countries due mainly to
the cost of special homes for the aged, which are not basically ge-
riatric hospitals. (tn ttre Danish national report, the method- und.erlying
the projection for this function is described. in detail). Benefits in
kind would reach almost LO /" of the total in Ireland (f) ana over J /"
in the United Kingd.om in 1!80, as can be seen in the Chart for table
III.12. Little change in the shares of benefits in cash and those in
kind is apparent when the IIBO projections are compared to the situation
in I)lJ.
2. Changeg lelwgeg yegrE
75. For the Comnrunity as a whole, benefits in 
-cash areprojected to increase in 1!BO at a rate eguivalent to lJ /o p.er year
Lompared to their 1!J! a,mount at current prices, or over 5 % at estima-
ted constant prices. Chart 'tArf for table III.14 shows the picture for
each country and. ind.icates certain differences. It would seem that
greater i-ncreases are projected for benefits in cash classified" under
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to the community average, in real terms (at constant prices). Lower
than average increases are projected. for eash benefits in the Federal
Repubric of Germany, the Netherla^nd.s and partieularly the united.
Kingdom, also at constant prices. A more varied. pattern may be seen forbenefits in kind, with not all cor.mtries projecting increa-ses in real
tgrms.
The national reports g:.ve rnore inforrnation on speoificfactors affecting each country, inclucling any changes in legislation upto the beginning of 1977. In the case of France, certain legislative
changes up to l 0ctober IpJl nere also taken into account, which helpsto explain why this cor:ntry is shown as having the largest increase
from 1!Jl to ll8Or at estimated. constant prices. Ir cerbain countries,
the increase in the number of elderly people is projected. to be less
than in other countries, particul-arly 3e1giun, the Fed.eral Republic of
Germany, and France. (Tabte III.15). In the case of the United Kingd.om,
the 1t80 projections ltere based on actual benefit rates in 1!15 andI)ll and. for the remaining years the benefits have been increased only
by the ninimun commitment as regard.s uprating. (tt is for decision
annually whether the Government increase benefits by more than this
minimrm, as was the case in previous years).
Changes between 1!l) and l!80 for benefits in kind. also
vary somewhat from country to country, with gtreater increases projected.
by those countries where this type of benefit is more important. lflrus
Derunark is pictured. in chart trB" for table rrr.14 as projecting thegreatest increaser at estimated. constant prices, and Italy the greatest
d.ecrease.
3. Avsra.Se gpeultg pel lelsgn
76. The results of this analysis are intended. to ind.icate
the level on average of benefits for retired persons. They d.o not
relate to actual benefit rates or net amounts retained after taxation.
The average amount gives no ind.ication of the extent to which benefits
received by particular persons may be above the average or below it.
No comparable statistics at Community Ievel yet exist on the nunbers of
persons receiving o1d age pensions (f). mre relevant population used. to
calculate the figures per person was therefore taken as the numbers of
people at or over the 'fnormal'r (2) retirement age in each country.
(f) fne Commissionts Statistical Office has begun a programne aimed at
establishing such statistics.(e) ns stated. in the tfOomparative Tables of Social Security Systems'r
July 11J6, except that this was taken to be 5l in Belgium, Denmark and
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Results on this basis can only act as a rough guid.e and care should be
used. in interpreting the results. IIhe results illustrated in the Chart
for table III.16 ind"icate the existence of three broad. groups of
countries. The highest benefits per retired person in t!80 would. be
paid. in the Fed-eral Republic of Germa.ny, Luxembourg and the Netherlands,
at over 7 0OO E[JA per person per year. The second. group would include
Be1gium, Denmark and France, at around. 5 500 E{JA, while the lowest
amounts per head would. be paid" in the other countries. As mentioned
earlier, Denmark devotes a considerable part of i-ts benefits for this
group of functions via benefits in kind. The fi.gures for ltaly, as
we1I, take no account of those in the retired populati-on who are reeei-
ving invalid.ity rather than old. age pensions.
If average cash benefits for 1975 are ad"justed. to take
account of estimated. d-ifferences in purchasing power parity, then the
average level of benefits was highest in Luxenbourg, followed by the
Netherland.s, the sarne position as before ad.justment.
As regard.s benefits in kind., much lower figures than in
other countries are projected for Belgiun and ltaly, perhaps rartly
reflecting a greater reliance on care by the family.
{. {verage benefils_related_to G.D.P.
77. Differences in absolute amounts of benefits may be
related to d.ifferences in some measure of wealth or income between
countriesl G.D.P. per mernber of the active population in this instancet
and. a comparison rr*rich atternpts to take this factor into account is
illustrated in the Chart for table III.17. fhe reasons for using this
particular ind.icator have already been d.iscussed. in the section on
health benefits (para. 67). tt each country was provid.ing an equivalent
average level of benefits, in proportion to its resources accord.ing to
this measure, then the percentages illustrated. in the Chart would be
similar.
This d.oes not appear to be the case, bearing in mind.
the limits of this type of compari-son, and. the percentages have a
fairly similar pattern to those for absolute amounts of average benefits
per head. Luxembourg has the highest figure tor L975 a.nd, 1!BOr some
d.:istance from the percentages of the Federal Republic of Germany and
the Netherlands. The two latter countries have similar percentages to
those of nenmark. Belgium, France and the United. KingCom are shown in
this analysis as providing equivalent benefits as a proportion of
economic roso[Toesr
4ta.
OHART for oLD AGE, DEATH, suRvrvoRs r @
TASLE III'U bencfits per person at in active population

















































Once again, it should be borne in mind. that comparisons
based. on averages do not take account of the d.istribution of benefits.
In the case of old. a6e benefits, an average figure may be composed. of
both relatively high occupational pensions a"nd. rnuch lower levels provi-
d.ed. by social aid schemes. In certain countries, for sleans-tested. bene-
fits, a significant proportion of the eld.erly may be receiving no income
whatsoever from oublic firnd.s.
5. Figat gegagkg on_bengfltg lor o1$ gg,_dga!h_a4d
gugrEvgss
78. The above figures per person reflect legal or institu-
tional arrangenents at national level vrhich have been described. in
sunnmary fashion in the 'r0omparative Tables" (1). As well as givingdetails of the r*ay in which olct age pensions were calculated in each
country in 1!J0 and 1t16, they draw attention to other factors influen-
cing the total level of benefits, such as the relationship to previous
earrrings.
A further final point is that total benefits nay change
because of a change in the numbers living beyond retirement age. In the
Corurnr:nity as a whole, the number of persons aged. 6J ot over increased
by over 1f y'" mtween 1970 and. L)'lJ, so that they forrned 13.3. /o of lhe
population by that )r€&rr 01d age pensions may be claimed at earlier
ages in certain countries, and the nunbers at therrnormalrr retirement
ag€ or over increased at a lesser rate , 7.2 /o instead of 11 /o between
1!JO a,nd 1975. (fatte III.15). Between I)lJ +o 1980, the rate of increa-
se of this group is projected to be only 1.4 fo, compared. to J$ /o of
those aed,6J and over. llhe projected increase in total benefits for
olcl age is thus much more influenced. by the need to keep up with or
ahead of inflation rather than any great inorease in the numbers of old
people. (Certain national reports contain an analysis of the factors
influencing chaxrges in total benefit levels for these fi.rnctions).
(r) see footnote on page 26.
l7c
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SIIMMARY OF MAIN POIMS
&1 Benefits for o1d. aget d.eath and survivors
would. account in 1980 f6r over two-fifths of all the social benefits
includ.ed. in the European Social Bud.get, with national shares ranging
from a third- to a half.
b. No country would" in 1!80 d.evote more than
a sma1l proportion of tfie total to benefits in kind. except for Denmark,
but health benefits in kind, for old people are not included in this
group of functions under the present statistical framework.
cr One group of countries projects a
relative"Ly higher level of increases for cash benefits than other
countries, in real terrns. Great variation exists a.mong the projections
for bene:flits in kind..
d. 0n average r the Federal Republic of
Germany, Luxembourg *raltne Netherlands would spend. in 1!BO higher
amounts :Ln benefits for people at or over the 'rnormalrr retirement age
than other countries.
e. Compared with a measure of available
resources, the average amounts of cash benefits would be relatively
larger irr the above three countries and Denmark than in other countries.
f. The numbers of people at or over the
"norrralrf retirenent age would only be 1.4 /o greater in 1!80 than in
1975 for the Comrmrnity as a whole, compared with an increase of 7.2f"
between .t!JO and 1975. The need to keep up with inflation is the main




BO. This section will examine benefits for "maternity" andItother family benefitsrr (f). (gy far the major part of these latter
benefits are child benefits). It should be noted that health benefits
in kind. for children a^nd other family members are included. in the health
functions and not und.er this section, whereas health treatment in mater-
nity is included here. (Rs in the case of old. age benefits, the exact
denarcation between preventive health benefits and other benefits for
children 
- 
affecting for example the diet provid.ed. by food.s purchased -
is not easy to d.raw). Benefits for family members may also be provided
via income-tax allowances but these are not as yet covered by the Social
Accounts frarnework. A final but very important point is that money
spent via ed.ucatlon senrices is also not included, in this European
Social Budget.
81. Share in total social benefits. For the Community as a
whole, maternitv-t-enErTti Er6 f,'r6;6cTed -to-aEcount in 1!BO for L.o /o
of the totat benefits includ,ed. in the European Socia1 Budgpt' with
other family benefits 9.7 %, Tfre f!$O proportion for other familybenefits is about a third. less than the 1970 figure, due mainly to a
falI in the birth rate in rnost countries, Maternity benefits have
occupied a fairly stable share, due mainly to increases in benefits
in kind.. The following table gives the figures for the Community as a
whole :
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(f) See Apperndix I for details of excha^nge rates into national curr.oncies.
llhe laterst avallable rates have been used for 19BO (end October, Lg77).(z) nxcl.uding Italy 
- 
no breakdown available.
benerit s, in the tl*ll" 
";":::Hl :il::i'l*"'::1"1ffi"' :"r5: :fll"r "range irr 198O fron 1 .9 /, in the United Kingd.orn to 0.3 /" tn tne
Netherlemds, in part a reflection of the shares taken by other f\rnctions.
For otherr family benefits, their importance in total benefits would
differ between 1{ /" tn Belgium to l.J /o tn ttle Federal lepublic of
Germany, and 5.2 /" tor totil family benefits in lta1y. (See table III.1p,
Appendi:r: I.H) . It should however be pointed- out that in certain
countriers (ttre Feaeral Republic of Germany, Ire1and., ftaly and the
United. llingd.om) the effeot of assuming a state of 'rconstant legislation'l
means that where no uprating procedure is provid.ed for in the legisla-
tion, probable increases in benefit levels have to be excluded from the
pro jecterd figures.
bene f i t s o the r -#"*:*:#r$'i*ffi'rHSiit:t';i*;*;'ff 'Jil;l{" r"
kind for the Comm'unity as a whole, with the notable exception of
Denmark., In 1t80, two-third.s of these benefits are projected to be
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Chart for table III.2O the proportion taken by benefits in kind for
childre:n would rarrge from about a quarter in the United Kingdom to
under 5 /" ,n the Netherlands, this latter figure being perhaps
connectred. w'ith a lower participation of women in the Dutch labour
force' (See last item, table TII.25 on this point).
The picture as regards maternity benefits is not so
clear-cu,t. Although for the Cornmunity as a whole in 1t8O just over
two-fif'ths of maternity benefits would. be in cash, variations would
range f:nom fl .5 /o in Luxembourg to 18 .9 /o in the United Kingdom.
2. Chengeg lptwgeg legrg (benefits in cash and in kind)
84. Farnily benefits are not projected. to increase as
quickly between 19?5-80 as they did in the previous five years, partly
because of the legislativ€ assunption mentioned- above, but also because
of the decline in the birth rate in recent ;r€&rsr In fact at estimated
constanl; prices, the Community as a whole projects hard.ly any increase.
This oveirall total masks consid.erably divergent pro.jections for indi-
vidual countries. For a more complete view it is necessary to look at
benefits in oash separately from benefits in kind...
85, At oument prices, total farnily benefits in kind.
increaserd slightly more rapid.ly than those in cash betr.reen ltJO and
l)lJ fot: the Community as a whole, and are projected to do so again
from \p'l'l to 1p80. (See table III ,221 Appendix I.H). These nominallygreater increases are not likely to be reflected. in real terms, however,
because of the growing cost of providing benefits in kind..
a) Idaternity benefit:
Over the Conmunity as a whole, total maternity
benefitsr in kind. are projected. to increase at about three times the
rate of total cash benefits. The rate of increase of the former is
similar in fact to that of health benefits in kind. No information is
available in this report on the birth rate in 1980. Oreat differences
occur in. projections of individual oountries, shown in Charts rrArr attdfrBrf for table III.22. Considerably larger increases in total caeh
benefitsr are projected in Luxembourg arrd the United Kingd.om, and in
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For the Comnunity as a whole, other fa,rnily benefits
in^cash are projected. to increase uuch less rapid.ly between r)lJ to
1p80 at current prices than they did in ttre earlier five y"a""r-a,nd
even to fa}1 in estinated. real terms, at constant prices. A largeincrease is however projected. for the un_ited Kingdom, reflectins theintroduction of a child benefit scheme extending coverag€ to the first
child,r together with withdrawal of the appropriate tax allowances.This country also projects the greatest decrease in rear terms forbenefits in kind., with d.ecreases also in France a^nd" the Netherland.s.
The greatest increase, equivarent to 28 % p., year at current prices,
would occur in Belgiuml from a fairly 1ow base.(See Charts rr0rt alrd rfDtr for table II'T.22).
3. Avgraqg benefit s3gr_pgrgog
a) &Lgrrt3r
86. Statistics are available at Cornmunity level on the
number of live births per Jrear in t97o and 1!l! a,nd these have been
used. to attempt an estimate of average benefits for these two years (1).In L)IJ, it would seem that Denmark and France paid. out above-averagp
a^mounts in maternity cash benefits, followed. by the Fed.eral Republic of
Germany and Luxembourg. As regards the average amount of benefits in
kind r the Federal Republic of Germany, Fra.nce and the United" Kingd.ompaid the highest amounts in I)IJ, It should be remenbered. that highinput figures may partly reflect high costs of med.ical facilities,
perhaps related, to an excess of hospital places provid.ed. before fa11sin the birth rate were recognised. As wel1, the lower than averagefigure for naternity benefits in kind for the Netherlands reflects thepolicy of encoura€l-ng births in the home rather than in hospital, apolicy which presupposes the existence of adequate accomnod.ation for
young families. (fatte III.23, Appendix I.H). Other lega1 or institu-tional features of the schemes are listed. in the 'rcomparativeTables" (2).
b) 9!!er-!es:lu-!gelrt"
B?. In the absence of comparable statistics at ConmrnityIevel on recipients of fa"nily benefits other tha"n maternity, estimates
were made by the Commission of the nunbers of children entitled to
(1) Source : 'rSocial Ind.icators 1960-19?5"
was available on the projected. nunbers(Z) See footnote on page 26.
S.O.E.C., L977. No infornation
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these benefits (f). tn so far as such estimates do not represent the
comect numbers of recipients, because in certain countries thebenefits include those for other dependent relatives besides children,
an exact conparison will not be provided. The importance of considering
both benefits in cash and those in kind is evident in this sort of
average measurer since d.ifferent countries have different policy mixee.
88. Per child entitled, the Chart for table }.II.24
indicates that the av€rage annount of cash benefits is highest in
Belg'iumr followed by Fra^nce a"nd lowest in lrela.nd.. France also projects
a fairly high level- of benefits in kind. per child., whereas in the other
two countries the arnounts are row. Dennark provid.es the highest average
benefits in kind. for children, at a leve1 three times higher than the
nert highest cor:ntry. Although this level reflects perhaps a somewhatdifferent view as to the place of mothers in society and therefore
the need for child.-minding facilities, it is also a problem of statisti-
cal definition of the borderline between family benefits in kind and
education benefits. In Denmark day nurseries are regarded. as part of the
childts schooling (although included. in that countryrs Social Budget
data) and are therefore also used by farnilies where the rnother is not
enga6ed. in paid. employzrent. ft should be noted that, in contrast, the
Germa.n figur"es do not include expenditure on kindergartens and crbches.
Other differences in legal or institutional features of national schene6
are listed in the trComparative Tables" (2).
4t lverage legelits_related_tg g.!.!.
89. Differences in absolute amounts of benefits between
countries may be related" to differences in wealth or income between
countries. A comparison using G.D.P. per menber of the active popula-
tion is illustrated in the Chart for table UI.25. (The reasons for
using this indicator have been outlined. in the relevant section under
health benefits). (paragpaph 5T).
a) tvtaternitg
90. This comparison shows an increase for both benefitsin cash and in kind between 1!'f0 and lpll for the Community as a whole
and for each country. (No information was available on the projected
number of births in f98O). For benefits in cash, the position of
cor:ntries is similar to that shorrn by comparing absolute amounts on
averag€, vrith Denmark having the highest amount tn I)lJ, except that
Italy in this case joins the Federal Republic of Germany and Luxembourg.
As far as the cost of maternity benefits in kind. are concerned, the
(f ) me Statistical Office of the
me aimed at establistring such
are given in the footnote to(e) See footnote on page 26.
European Communities has begun a progTam-
statistics. The sources of the estimates
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the effect of previously mentioned, policy d.ifferences on the cost of
these benefits is hightighted in table III.25 by the relatively highfigure for the United Kingdon in ltll and the low one for the
Netherlands. Tttis difference, not reflected in statistics for infant
and maternal mortality (l), illustrates the dangers of judging the
sta^nd.ard. of social conditions by reference sirnply to the amount of
expenditure as measured under the present statistical framework.
u) 9]tt"LlegllU_lgnefit s
9L. Consid.ering the IlJl results first of all, the level
of provision on average would seem to have been widely different
depend.ing on the country, implying that d"ivergencies in absolute average
amounts are by no means wholly due to d.isparities in economic resources.
It should. be mentioned. that the extent of the dj-fferences are reduced,
from about four-to-one comparing the highest and lowest amounts in
absolute terms d.own to about two-to-one in this relative comparison.
Belgiun remained the country with the highest leve1 of cash benefit
provision according to this comparison, and lreland the lowest, as ca"n
be seen in the Chart for table TII.25.
fn looking at the projecti.ons for 1l8O on this
basis, it should. be remembered. that certain countries (e) feft unable
to includ.e probable increases in child. benefit levels since these were
not covered. by legislation when the projections were d.rawn up. Ttre ltBO
results therefore indicate what would. happen, gtven the econornic and.
demographic assumptions, in the absence of new legislation. As regard.s
cash benefits, it would seem that the leve1 of provision in Denrnark
would be reduced. in 1t80 to near the }evel in lreland, when account is
taken of relative economic resources. Without further legislation, the
level of provision in the Fed.eral Republic of Germany, the Netherla^nds
and the United- Kingd.om would also be below the Comrunity averager on
such a relative comoarison.
As regards benefits in kind", this type of relative
comparison with economic resources would. seem to ind.icate that provision
would by 1t80 be rnore than keeping apace with economic development in
Be1gium, the Fed.eral Republic of Germany a"nd the Netherlands, admittedly
fron a relatively low base. llhe opposite can be seen to some extent in
Denmark and parti,cularly in France and the United Kingd.om. (See
table ITI.25, Appendix I.H).
t'Social Indicators t95O-19?5r', S.O.E.C. Table vT/z.
Fed-eral Republic of Germany, Irelandy ltaly and the United. Kingdom.
(r) see(z) tire
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Iig"! gegarks gn_fgmifg benefits
92. It is important to keep in mind that this tyge of
comparison, of the absolute amounts of average benefits contained in
the expernditure figures in relation to a neasure of economic resourcest
is a somewhat blunt instnrnent. It does not take into account the f\r1t
ra.mificertions of tax allowances for farnily support, the structure of
housing policies, reductions in the cost of travel for large farailies,
or many other measures which are d.ifferent expressions of family policy.
Even if these neasures were fully taken into account,
however, and bearing in mind. the inexactitude of the numbers of persons
invoJ.ved;, it remains questionable whether the gap observed for the
Comrnunity as a r.*tole wou1d. be closed to any great extent 
- 
that is,
when average benefits for oId. age (includ.ing d"eath and survivors)
related to the particular measure of economic resources chosen are
contrast;ed with a\reragts family benefits (exoluding maternity), Average
benefits for old age in 19?5 were 28.2 /" of G.D.P. per person in the
active p,opulation for the Community as a wholer oonpared to
4.4. /o f'or average 'rother fa,urily benefits[ per estinated child
entitled. 
- 
more than a six-fold, d.ifference. Such a comparison at natio-
nal level reveals considerable differences from the overall Community
figure. (Tables III.U and III .25).
93. SUUMARY OF MAIN RESULTS
a. In 1!8O, child. benefits are projected. to
account for just less tfian IO /" of the total benefits includ.ed. in the
European Socia1 Bud.get and maternity benefits about I /o.
!. rrOther fa.mily benefitsft in cash seem to be
much more important than benefits in kind for ev6ry eountry except
Dennark. For 1t80, the United Kingd.om is placing much more emphasis on
cash benefits with the introd.uction of a new chilrl benefit scheme.
Several countries project lower real levels of benefits in kind, at
-fl-
estirnated constant prices.
cr The averagg level of rrother fa,mily benefitsrl
per child. entitled. to tf,em varles greatly bstween cor:ntries, being
highest in Belgiun. Benefits in kind, consid.erably affect amor:nts of
total benefits in certain countries.
d.. When the averag€ amount of maternity
benefits per live birttr-is compared with a measule of economic d.evelop-
ment, the trend between 1!10 and ltl) indicates that spend.ing on
maternity benefits ran ahead of available resources at Community leve1,
in line with health benefits.
€o Given the legislation when projections
were dravrn up, the 198O-1eve1s of expenditure on frother family benefitsrr
per estimated child entitled. would, not keep up with the pro;jected.






94. Employrnent benefits amounted in 1!'f! to w,det J /o
of all social benefits included in the European Social Budg€tr which
was however double their share in 1!10. On the basis of assumptions
for unemployment levels in I!8O supp1ied by the Commission (1), the
amount of these benefits would. continue to increase between 19?5 and
19BO for the Commr:nity as a r*role. They would. still take up less than
5 ,/" of total social br.rclget expenditure, as indioated in the table below.
(t) See comments on the vi.ability of these assumptions in paragraphs 13,
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/o of total benefitsin the
Egrgegse-lggrel-*$es!
Emplolment benefits
(f) See Appendix f for details of conversion rates fnto national currencies.
llhe Chart for table III.2B illustrates, firstlyr the
/" of total social benefits which would be devoted to the unemplo;rment
function in 1980. The Comnrrnity average wou1d. be {.1 {o of all- benefits,
rrith Fra^nce projecting the highest proportion of J.) /" and Luxembor:rg
the lowest at 1.O 1o. these shares are very different from the IlJl
levels for certain countries, higher only in Francer Italy and
Luxembourg. Ttre ar:nount of expenditure on this function is projected. to
fall only in the Federal neputtic of Gennany and. Denmart. (lt estimated
constant prices, the level would also fall in Belgium and the
Netherland.s).
95. It should be noted. that the Social Accounts frarnework,
on which this Ebropean Social Budget is.based, does not as yet include
expend.iture on occupational training (1). It does include expenditure
aimed at improving lcrowledge of vacancies a^nd. of the aptitudes of
people seeking work, as well as paJrments to offset interview or. equip-
meni costs (referred to as "placing" expenditure in this report).
Only certain number of countries were able to d.istinguish such expen-
(f) fne Statistical Office of the European Commr:nities has begun an attempt
at establishing a series on ad.u1t occupational training. Certain
countries have given details of their expend.iture on this functiont
according to national d.efinitions, in their national reports, and such









d.iture from that relating solely to unemplotrrment benefits, in the
traditional sense of income maintena"nce in the absence of paid
employment. In 1980, placing expend.iture is projected to account for
over a tenth of all emplo;rment expend.iture in Denmark a^nd. the Unitecl
Kingd.on, while over a quarter of expenditure (not including occupatio-
nal training) is devoted in the Federal Republic of Gerrnany to placing.
2. Benefit"_ig gagh_agd_in kind
95, The largest part of emplolment benefits is taken by
cash benefits, with benefits in kind r:nder IO f" of the total in all
countries for wtrich data is available except the Fed.eral Republic'of
Germany, with 18 /o prolected for l-98O.
Although table III.3O seems to indicate that a large
part of the placing f\rnction goes in cash benefits in the Federal
Republic of Germany, this is because payments for interrupted employ-
ment (for example, bad. weather preventing construction work) have been
classed 'under placing rather tha"n unenployment.
3. lhanges lelwgeg learg
97. Changes between the years are not easily analysed
between 'benefits in cash or in kind since only a few countries were
able to :provid.e figures on such a basis for the emplo;nnent function.
The available d.ata is presented. in table I1I.31 and the Chart for this
table hi,ghlights changes in the largest sector, cash benefits for
unemploynent. At current prices, only Derurark a.nd the Federal Republic
of Gerrna:ny project fal1s in the total of cash benefits. The largest
increase, from a low base, is projected. for Luxenbourg, following its
creation of an unempl-o;rrnent fund in 19?5. lfhe large increase for France
ca^n be e:rplained firstly by the fact that projected numberg of
unemployrd in 1!80 are 75 /o gteater than in 1975, and secondly by
changes :Ln legislation allorring higher benefits in certain circumstan-
COSo
"oro,,,,,t" 
or u,,erll"l"*l-i3:lTl'*;: fffflll"3r"lilff: i:":f"l:*#"
unemplo;znent rate, in which numbers are erg)ressed as a percentage of
the civi.:Lian working population, ls given in the tables in chapter I(paras. 15r 17 and 23d) for 19?5-?? and projections for 1980.
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4 . lnemgl o;ment_ : _average_bengfltg pel lersgn
98. A comparison of a\rerage benefits per unemployed
person will be attempted. in this section, confined. to unemplo;rment
benefits for the sake of comparability. (ttrus excluding benefits for
occupational training a"nd. placing).
As for the other functions exa^mined on this basist
the regults d.o not relate to actual benefit rates nor to net a.rnounts
retained, but only compare the total of benefits in each country with
the relevant population group. No comparable statistics exist yet of
the numbers of people eligible for or receiving unemplo;rroent
benefits (f). Statistics are published giving the total number of re-
gistereil unenployed. in the Cornnrrnity, and these figures have therefore
been used (e). [}re definitions have been stand.ardised in a number of
respects but complete corparability is not possiblei national legisla-
tion and adninistrative practices are too different. Similarly, the
bases of calculation of the percentagps of registered unemplo;rnent in
the civilian working population have been stand.artl-ised in a number of
respects. Ttrey are therefore sornewhat better suited. for comparison of
trends 'than are unemplo;nnent rates calculated. nationally on different
bases i:n the various countries. However, it rmrst be emphasized that the
d.egree of standard.ization is insufficient to permit reliable conpari-
son either of absolute levels or of rates of unemploSrment; any such
analysis nust be made with extreme caution.
For 19g!s!g:"9 gnggplglllg4, the following data have
been usrad :
!e:!siug :
Persons out of work on the register at the
Office llfational de ltEmploi/ni;tsaienst voor Arbeid.svoorziening,
compris:Lng unemployed persons receiving benefit, other persons seeking
work who are obliged to register and persons seeking work registered
volrxrta;nily.
99.
(f ) fne Stalbistical Office of the Europea,n Conmr:rities




Unenployed persors agpd from about 16 years
seeking work, whether or not they are nenbers of tho trad"e unionsf
unenployment insura"nce fund.s, as counted by Danrnarks Statistik.
Fe$elal Republic_of Gernang :
Unemployment according to the d.efinition of
the Bunttesa.nstalt filr Arbeit, na,mely persons w'ithout job seeking
perna.nent work for at least 2O hours a week.
Fra^nce :
As d.efined by the Ministdre du travail and
registeretL at the Agence llationale pour lfhploi 3 persons without
work, available to start work inmediately a,nd seeking peruanent
emplo;rnent for at least 3O hours a week.
Ireland :
Unenployed persons on the Live reg:ister capable
of work and available for a job conprising clainrarrts to Unemplo;nnent
Benefits, applicants for Unernplo;rment Assista.nce a.nd eertain other
registered. persons.
Italy :
Persons registered. in classes I and fI on
employment exchange lists provided. by the Ministero d-el Lavoro e della
Previdenza Sociale. These conprise unemployed. persons who have worked
before as well as young persons und.er 21 years and other persons
seeking their first job, including those who have finished their legal
military service and are seeking work.
luSegbgule :
Persons rithout a job between t5 and 5l years
seeking full-time work (at least {O hours per week) provided they are
available for enploynent a^nd are registered at the Administration de
I rEmploi.
Netherland.s :
Persons under 65 years, as normally covered
by statistics of the lrtinisterie va.n Sociale Zaken, who d.o not have or




Unemployed persons registered for emplo;rment
at a local emplo;nnent office or careers office on the d.ate of the
nonthlSr count who on that day have no job and are capabl-e of and
available for work ordinarily for more tha.n J0 hours & w€€ko fhese
statistics are compiled. by Department of Ernplo;rment for Great Britain
a,nd Department of Manpower services for Northern lreland,
Accord.ing to agreements reaehed in the working party
of the Statistical Office, the standardized figures in principle d-o
not includ.e short-tine work for economic and meteorological ?easonst
unemployed persons taking part in vocational training schemes and
personsr for whom work has been provid.ed. by public initiatives in ord-er
lo avoj.d unenplo;mrent. In some cases, this nay not be the usual natio-
nal uncterstanding of registered unemployment. Tttis report follotrs
the same stand.ardisation procedure to improve conparability of benefit
figureel .
100. [he Chart for table III.33 illustrates the statistics
for 1!/) and the projected estimates for 1!8Oe There is a wide range
of vari.ations between countries in terms of average benefits per
personr unlikely to be wholly due to differences of Cefj.nition for the
numbersi of nnemp)-oyed, Taking the 1!ll statistics firstr since the
resultei are perhaps less controversial and more concrete, the average
amolnt of benefit in the Comnunity as a whole over the year was just
over 2 150 EtiA per personr Denmark and the Netherland.s were at the
higher end of the spectrum, with lreland and ltaly at the lower end.
If the figures 
"re td-irr"ted for differences in purchasing power 
(1)
with rerference to the highest-priced country, this would give averages
of arormd I 150 EUA per year in Ireland and 1 120 in ltalyt compared
to 6 2C)O for Denmark and 5 7rO in the Netherlands. On this adjusted
basis, average benefits in France tn L)lJ were around 2 OOO EUA per




reference, see footnote (z)t tatfe III.33. The estimates
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l-01. ltre.expla^nation for the relatively higher anount in
Denmark ls mainly the higher rate paid by the insurance scheme which
is continued for up to three and a half years. Details of the main
legal or institutional provisions affecting each countryts general
schemes of unemplotrrment benefit are given in the "Comparative
Tablesrr (f). tn the Netherlands, although the insurance benefits
(BO /" of' gross earnings) are continued only up to -a ma:rimum of six
months, afterward.s the unernployed may receive l5 % of gross earnings
for a furrther two years through the social aid schene. If the resulting
figure f'alls below the estimated f'gross minimum benefit'r, heads of
househol,d.s and single persons aged 35 or over have their benefit mad.e
up to tl:ris minirmrm-amoi:nt (at fl . 325 gross a week in July 1975).
It should" be noted that contributions remain payable by benefit
recipierrts in the Netherlands.
102. As a contrast, it should be borne in rnind. that
contriburtions are not payable by benefit reciplents in the Federal
Republic of Germany, so therefore the "net'r amounts wouLd tend. to be
lower thran the rrgrossrt amounts in certain other countries such as the
Netherleurnds. In the Federal Republic, the insurance period. can last for
a maximurn of one year (3tZ working days) and during this perlod the
unemployed person receives 68 /, of net earnings immediately preceding
unemploynent. After one year, social aid. for unemployment (Arbeitslosen-
hilf;) i;atces over, providing a smaller percentage (58 /") ot the net
earningel before the period of unemploynent, as long as certain contri-
bution oond.itions have been met. If not, the person would only be
eligibler for general social aid (Sozialhilfe) which does not aim at
replacing previous income. Batitlenent to assista.nce or aid benefits
is subjerct to a mears test, in which any earnings by the spous-e, parents
or chilclren living at home are consid.ered. In I)'lJ, only J.4 y'" of
unemplo;nnent benefits was paid. in the Fecleral Republic of Germany wia
social euid. rather than inzurance schemes, oompared. with 45.3 f" in tne
Netherleurds. (latte III.34).
103. The results of this type of average calcul.ation for
1!80 should. be approached. with even more caution, particularly since it
is not possi.ble to adjust them for d.ifferences in purchasing power
betueen countries, in the absence of more up-to-d.ate estimates. As wellt
projecti-ons were based on the minirmrm amor:nt of ind.exation allowed by
leg!s1a1;ion, although it is possible extra increases may be awarcleil by
Governments.
ft is nevertheless felt that average figures based. on
the 1!80 projections should be given, as an aid to policy-making at
nationalL and Comnunity 1eve1s.One advantage of such averages is that
they are unaffected. by whether total benefits are based on a realistic
projecti.on or not of the numbers of unemployed- persons.
(f) See footnote on page 25.
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1O4. The main changes in 198O compared fo L)lJ are that,
firstly, average benefits in Denmark would no longer be at the top of
the scale. Without ad.justnent for purchasing power parityr Selgium
a.nd the Netherlands would pay out higher avera€e arnounts of unenploy-
ment cash benefit. At the other end of the scale, Italy projects for
1!80 an avera€e anount higher than Ireland or the United. Kingdon.(ffris increase for ftaly nay however be due to the inclusion of
increased patrments to persons for whorn work has been provid"ed via
public fwrds in ord.er to avoid unemploSment). A further change worthy
of note is the effect of new legislation in Fra.ncel gfeatly increasing
averagg benefitg. The averages for f975 a,nd ltSO are illustrated in
the Chart for table III.33.
A final point is that average figures may conceal
large discrepancies in individual a^rnounts, partlcularly when only
certain countries follow a policy of ensuring a minimrm level for all.
No d.ata on the distribution of benefits is available in the present
Europea.n Social E:dget.
5. legefits3er_pergog gelale! to_G.D3P. lel lelsgn
105. As with the other functions examined in this reportt
as well as lookingl at absolute values of average benefits per headt
it is useful to compare these amounts with sone measur'e of national
wealth or income. Unemplo;rment benefits per registered unenployed
person have been related to the g?oss donestj.c product per person in
the active population to provid.e a conparable basisr although the
drawbacks of using this sleasure should. be borne i.n mind.. (See section
5 on Health Benefits). lgain, it should be remembered that both the
projected. numbers of unemployed. and levels of G.D.P. in 198O are based
on Cornnission assumptions (eicept for Fra.nce) and. may not eoincid.a with
national asswnptions or forecasts.
Taking results based on the 1!l! statistics first,
considerable differenceg still existed" nnong the oountries in the
Community, even though the effect of this ttrrye of indicator would be
to level them out if every cor:ntry was providing absolute a^mounts
according to its sconomic resources. As with everage unemployment
benefits per person, Dennark and the Netherlandg ca"ne at the top end
of the scale. At the bottom end, France jo.ined Ireland and ltaly.
The other countries were placed between these two groups.
IO5. llhe picture projected for 1!8O shows little
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micl-1977. The Netherlands would have the highest percentage figire in
1980, followed by Belgium a.nd then Denmark. 0n this basis, the
Federal Republic of Germany would have the lowest figure, close to
Irelandrs and near to those of Italy and the United Kingdom. At first
sight, this ranking of the Federal Republic of Germarty is d.ifficult
to und"erstand, since unemplo;rment benefits have been linked since 1!l{
to movements in earnings over the previous three years, in the same
way as old age and invalidity pensions. Part of the explanation, but a
relatively minor part, is the higher rate of growth j-n G.D.P. than in
earnings, between L975 and the assumptions used for the 1!80 pro-jections, coupled with a slight assumed decline in the size of the
active population. These projection assumptions would by themeelves
cause a slight decline i.n the percentage for the Federal Republic of
Germany. A more significant reason for the d-ecline is the L.6 ,4" fatt
in average benefits per head in the It80 projections compared fo $lJ
(measured in national curency, as is G.D.P. in this.comparison,
rather than EUA"s). This fall contrasts with a 51.8 % rise in G.D.P.
per head of active population.
10?. A special stud"y rather than brief comments in this
report would. be reguired to explain satisfactorily the underlying
reasons for such a falt in average unemployment benefits per registered
unemployed person in the Federal Republic. Moreover, the overal-I
average may conceal divergent trends for particular benefit schernest
and at the national level other types of emplo;rment benefit should
also be taken into consideration (in the Federal Republic, for example,
pa;rments for short-time working, for interruptions in emplo;rment due to
bad weather or wirrter, etc) for a more complete picture. Data in such
detail was not available by country und.er the statistical framework
used in this Socia1 Budget.
108. A significant fal1 in the percentage produced by this
comparison is also projected for 1980 compared. to 1975 in the United
Kingdom. An important part of the explanation for this fall is the
linking of lnemployneni benefits to prices (rather than earnings),
since prices are assumed. to rise more s1ow1y (+ ?O %) comparerl to
G.D.p. (+ lOt 
-/") tetween i-97, and 1!80, The continuing d-ecrease in the
role played. by national insurance benefits, particularly earnings-
related, compared to supplementary benefits would be another factor| , 
--- 
r.\I See -Eao]e III o54 ) o
The effect of recent legislation in France underlying
the increase in average benefits per head. in 19BO is reffected in this
comparison by an increase in the resulting percentage' A significant
increase would also occur for lta1y.
6. Final gemarkg on-emplogment benefits
109. It should be noted that legislative change at national
Ievel affecting the total of unemplo;rment benefits is occurring as it
becomes accepted that the period of acute economic crisis has
110.
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d.eveloped into a more chronic cond.ition, and therefore the 1!8O
projections includ.ed. in this report nay well have becorne unrealistic
from this point of view in certain countri€Br As well, future nunbers
of unernployed, persons are rather more d.ifficult to forecast tha,n,
say, nunbers of o1d age pensioners but changes in these numbers can
greatly affect any total of benefits. fhe duration of uaenplo;rment ls
a further signifi-cant factor in d.eternining banefit Ieve1g. It is
therefore necessary to read. the releva,nt sections of the national
reports, which give further insight into the factors affecting totaLs,
as well as describing recent legislative changes.
SUMMARY OF MAIN RESILTS FOR EMPIOTMU{T 3trNEF'ITS
&o After the threefold increase in total benefits,
conparing llll with L97O, a further two-thirils increase is projected
for lt80, at cument prices, for the Cornnunity as a whole.
b. lbw countries were able to supply separate d.ata forjob plar:ing adtivities in contrast to unenploymlnt income-maintenance
patrnnents, nor for benefits in cash compared. to benefits in kind.
co Betgiun and the Netherland.s would. provid"e mrch
higher irverag€ levels of benefits per unemployed person than most
other countries in 1980, on the assumptions used.,
g. Conparing benefits per unemployed. person with a
neasure of econornic resources, Belg:ium, Denrnark and the Netherlands
would have relatively hieh figures, in 1980. Ttre Fed,eral Republic of
Gernany,, Ireland, Itaiy and the United Kingd.om would have relatively
low figures,
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6r Duration of unemploJrment and the extent of reliance
on social aidl as well as the nunber of persons unemployed., have a
significant effect on total benefit a.mounts. The 1tB0 projections could
be consid"erably affected. by changee in these factors, as well as by




IUIPIEUEUTARY sEgrroN HEALTH BENEFITS IN MONE DETAIL
lnlrgdgc!ign
111. Part I of this chapter discussed the total of health
benefits, that is, adding together the functions of sicloessr invali-
d.ity, d:isability, emplo;rment injury and occupational disease. This
section presents a brief examination of these functions separatelyt
without the inclusion of charts d.epicting results in the relevant
table s.
a) s!3l9_or_!9g9ltt s in-!o!"1_Ie3ll!_9Ig*g!gr9
II2. It will be recalled from table IIf .l in the rrl{ealthil
section that sickness is the most important function, projected to
account for over 7O {" of total expenditure on health benefits in }t80.
Invalid:ity and d"isability together would. account for over I f,, wi.ft-
emplo;rrnent injury and occupational disease over 5 /,. Substantial
variations from these figures occur for individual countriesr as
table III.36 illustrates. Explanations for all d.ifferences cannot be
given irr the space available. France would spend in I!8O less than
lO (" ot the total on invalid.ity and disability benefits. Denmark,
freland and the United Kingdom are projected to devote less than 3 /o
of the rbotal to benefits for emplo;rment injury and. occupational
disease,, in contrast to Belgium, France and Luxembourg with over LI /o.
b ) 9!glg9:-!gtgg"Ugars : 
-fun"llol:_e5j-$91e
113. Expenditure on invalidity and d.isability is projected
to increase between L975 and 1l8O by slightly more than siclcness for
the Community as a whole, at current prices. Both would have a greater
rate of growth than benefits for emplo;rment injury and occupational
d.isease" This pattern does not apply to certain countries : siclmess
expendil;ure is projected to expand. much more rapid.ly than expenditure
on invallidity or disability between L)lJ and,1!80 in Belgium' France,
Ireland,, with less of a d.ifference in Italy (1) ana Luxembourg.(See table III.3?a).
Five countries were able to provid,e data :for inva-
lidity ers d.istinct frorn disability. In Belgiun and the United
Kingdom (e), aisalility benefits are projected to increase more
rapid.ly than invalidity benefits. Fol Denmark, Italy and the Nethertrand"st
the reverrse would occur. (See table III.]?b).
Assuming the introd.uction of the health
At current but not at constant prices.
t'r \
( z)
service reform by 1!80.
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c) Benefits in cash and in kind
114. The importance of the d.istinction between income-
naintenance paJrments a^nd the cost of medical prevention and care has
been enphasised earlier. There is a great d.ifference within the
separate health functions on this basis. For the Comnunity as a whole,
79 /'ot sickness expend"iture would occur in 1!80 via beneflts in kind,but only 20 /o for invalidity arrd d.isability, with 2Q /o for employnentinjury and industrial d-isease.
115. At the national Ierrel, table IIf.3B indicates that
siclcness benefits in kind. would. range from around 90 % in France andItaly to 60 /o in tne Netherlands in 1980, largely ciue to higher fevels
of cash benefits in the latter country. As regards invalidity and
disability, benefits in kind would arnount in 1t8O to more than JO f,in three countries : France, Ireland and the United. Kingdom, again
largely due to higher lavels of cash benefits in other countries"
l,ess d.ifference between countries is apparent when the shares taken by
benefits in cash and kind for employment injury and occupational
disease are exannined.. The share of benefits in kind ranges from 45 /,in Denmark to ! /o in ltaLy.
a) 9leses !9!s-t-{9'::;-!9g9!1!:-tl-se:I-glg-:s-tirg
1I5. Benefits in kind expand.ed. much more rapidly than cash
benefits from ltlO to 1)l), but this patterrr is not projected. to conti-
nue during the next five years. Only in the sickness function (and. only
at current prices) are benefits in kind projected to expand more rapid.ly
than those in cash, for the Community as a whole but not in Denmark,
the Federal Republic of Germany, Italy and the United Kingdom.(tatte rrr.39a).
117. At the national 1evel, it'can be seen that changes
in nominal terns (current prices) for benefits in cash and those in
kind. are often of a d.ifferent pattern than changes in real terms(constant prices). It should however be noted that, in the projections,
the Latter data had to be estimated for all countries except Denmark
and. the United. Kingd.om by the Commissionrs services, and may not
reflect national viev,rpoints as to future trend.s.
For those countries who separated. invalid.ity from
d"isability benefits, the largest increase from ltll to 1!8O in cash
benefits for invalid.ity is projected. to occur in the Netherland,s, with
Denmark projecting a large increase for d.isability cash benefits. The
Netherla"nds again projects the largest increase for invalidity benefits
in kind., while for disability benefits in kind- the largest projected
increase is in Belgium. (tatte III.Jgb).
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e) Ayeraee lenefi!:-pgr pe:sgl
118. In the absence of comparable statistics at
Comnmni.ty 1evel on recipients of benefits (f) rrr attempt has been
mader els for other fr:nctions, to present inforrnation on averaga bene-
fits per person in a relevant and. available population group, rather
than si,nply as an averag€ for the total population. The need for
caution in interpreting such results and the importance of general
relatiro levels rather than precise absolute nunbers has already
been st;ressed. iu this chapter. The rezuIts are presented. as only the
first otep toward.s a nore exact laaowled.ge but are nevertheless thought
worthy of interest in revealing tlifferences between countries.
i. Siclaress_benefitg
1. In cash
119. Table III.4Oa g:ives an id.ea of the averagg a^urounts
of sickness benefits in cash per person in the acti.ve population. The
analysis indicates a projected situation in which the trbderal Republic
of Germany, Denmark, Luxembourg and the Netherla.nd.s (2) would in 1!BO
be spend.ing mor6 than twice as mrch at least as other countries, with
the latter country spending by far the most. France and. Italy wou1d.
spend the lowest amounts, perhaps to some extent due to sone benefits
being classified under the function employnent injury a,nd occupational
disease, conpared to certain other countries.
The effect of differences in what is officially
defined" as rrsicloressrt in the various countries should. not be ignored.
when co,nsid.ering these figures. "Comparative Tablest' (3) give a
short sunnary of the more inportant features of each national general
scheme. ft can be seen that the duration of cash benefits varies con-
siderably between countries. Total benefit arnountg are also influenced
by d.ifferent relationships to forner earnings, or the absence of such
a relationship, according to the country.
(r)
( z)
A prograrnne to obtain such statistics has reoently begun at the
Statistir:al Office of the European Corrununitieso
Data for the Netherlande includes some expend.iture classified. in other
countries under the fi:nction I'emplo;rment injury/occupational d.is€aserr,
since the distinction as to which environment caused. the ill-health ig
no longe:n rnade in the Netherlands.(l) See footnote on page 26.
-o)-
2. In kincl
120. Since siclarosg benefits in kind may be provided to
all or mogt rcgidents, the total population has been used as the basis
for figures per head, rather than figures relating to people actually
reoeiving treatrnent, where these exist. Againr this procedure may
produce nisleading figures for partiqrlar years if sickness rates or
thc typee of siolc1ress vary significantly between years (due to
rflu epiclemics, for exanple) or countries.
On this basis, five cor:ntries project for 1980 fi-
gurets eguivalent to over 500 ntA per person in the total populationt
and two countries (Ireland and the United Kingd.our) project amounts
less than 2O0 g(|A per person. As well as different costing nethodsr the
comparisons are also affected. by d.ifferenceg in purchasing power
parities. Unfortunately, no statietics at Community level are available
to indicate the ertent of differences in the cost of medical treatment.(ratte IIr.{oa, Appendix r.H).
ii . Invalisilrldlsgtlritg
1. In cash
121. In the absence of comparable gtatistics, the only
procedure possible was to compane benefit a"mounts in cash to the
numbers of people in broad. population g:roupsr For the purposes of this
a.nalysis, the relcvant group was taken to be persons aged. 2O and. over
to therrnormaltrretirenent a€e (1) in each country, although it is
realised. that certain benefits may apply to persons youngpr or older
than this particular g?oup. (tn ttre case of Italy in particular, this
group excludes those over the 'rnormal'r pension age who still receive
invaliclity cash benefits, and therefore inflates the result).
I2Z. For 1!8O, most countries project arnounts over 2@ EUA
per person on average, per person in this population gfoupr except
ior ireland a^nd. the Unitecl Kingdom. The Netherlands has a projected
amount more than d.ouble that of the nert highest country, Dennark (2)(tatfe III.{Oa). Ttre }!l} flgures, when adjusted by estinates of pur-
chasing power parities, ind.icate the importance of the function in
Italyr-sut;ect-to the resenre nentioned. above. Aggin in L975 France and
(r)
(a) See table III.I5,t{ith reference to footnote 
(e) for details of the agesr
the Netherla.nd.s, see footnote 2t pagB 54.
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the Unii:ed Kingdom had average cash benefits lower than other
countricls, and in the case of freland. much lower, on this adjusted.
basis. Ii'or those countries who were able to distinguish invalid.ity
benefits; fron those classified under disability, the Netherlands still
project the hi.ghest average amount per person for both benefitst
followeil by Italy for invalidity benefits and by Belgium for disability
benefits. Denmark and ftaly would seem to project for 1t8O relatively
low aver:age cash benefits for rlisability. (talte III.4Ob).
123. It is possible, as with sicloress benefits, that
disparil;ies in what is officially recognised as invalidity or disabi-
li-ty can affect the results, rather than the fact that one country has
many mor.6 people in certain physical or rnental conditions. The rnininum
level of incapacity for work al-so varies considerably, ranging frorn
IJ f" or over in the Netherlands to 100 /, in lreJand and the United
Kingdom, which perhaps goes some way to indicate the reason for the
enormous difference ln the averag€ figures per head between these
countriers, apart from the differences i-n benefit Tates.
2" In kind
I24. Again, it was not possible to take account of
d,ifferen.ces between countries in price 1eve1s when comparing average
benefitsr. Ttre results wou1d, even so appear to indicate great dispari-
ties anong the various countries with Dennark, the Netherlands a^nd the
United K.ingdom at the top end of the scale projecting benefits of over
60 EUA per head of total population. (Table III.{Oa). At the lower end
of the scale, France appears to be projecting a very low average
amount for benefits in kind. It is d.ifficult to account for such a
discrepancy without recourse to a detailed study. One possible explana-
tion may be a greater freedom of d.octors to use initi.ally more expensive
nedical procedures than in certain other countries. IIhese procedures
would be classified. statistically under trsicknessrr since their ob;ective





as quickly as possible, rathar than allow the cost of treatment
to be prolonged into 'rinvalidity" or rrdisability" in the form of longer
peri-od.s of hospitalisation or out-patient treatment (including a
necessarily longer period of therapy). Another possible explanation
could be a hieher level of social service care in certain other
countries.
L25. For those countries able to separate the invalidity
function from disability, it would. seem that Belgium and Italy project
much smaller average benefits in kinds for invalid.ity than the other
countries. This d.ifference does not seem to be the case with disability
benefits. (Table rII.4ob).
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1' In cash
I25. Benefits classified in this function have been re-lated to the active population, in the absence of more exact d.ata.
A great difference is shown between one g?oup of countries uhich pro-
iects for 1t80 a relatively low averag€ level of benefits and anothergroup projectins a much higher leve1
ineludes Denmark, rrerand and the unitecl Kingdom while *ff"rlii3i"aflo"n
cludes Belgium, France and Luxembourg.(Table {o a). It is difficult to
8:ive a brief a^vrd. satisfactory explanation for such differences, parti-
cularly since short-term benefits are not distinguished. from those paid.
over a longer term. Table IfI.41 presents certain indicators releventto this firnction. National d.efinitions on accident rates are too di-
verse for reliable comparisons except in the iron and steel ind"ustry.
L27. In this industry, there wou1d seem to have been
consid.erably lower non-fatal accident rates in Ireland arrd. the United
Kingdom in L)lJ than in certain other countries.(No d.ata is availablefor the latter country on the averag€ number of days not worked. because
of such accidents).Another possible factot is that the group of countriesproviding higher averag€ benefits include benefits arising out ofinjuries while travelling between home and the place of work und.er thisfunction, while the other group include them under sickness or invalidi-ty. A further factor is und.oubtedly the lower level of the relationshipto previous earrrings, in general, in Ireland and. the United Kingd,om,but this does not seen to apply to anlr great extent in Denmark.(See 
"Comparative fables") (1).
2. In kind,
I28. The pattern seen for cash benefits is not repeated,for benefits in kind. llhe Fed.era1 Republic of Gerurany projects thehighest average amounts for 1t8o in this respect, about two and ahalf tines as much as in France, with Luxembourg also projecting a
relatively higtl average arnount, It is not known to what extent such
d.ivergencies reflect d.ifferences in the amount of treatment received"
as opposed to the cost of such treatnent.
i i ii . {vgr!ff9, gnsqgt : gogpared._t g e cangmr. c_rgsgulcgs
L29. To reduee the length of this part, comments wiII only
be made where the comparison of average arnounts with economic resources
produces major differences from the picture outlined" in the preced.ing
section. As for others firnctions, the measure of economic resources
(f) See footnote cn page 25.
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used i.s the average anount of G.D,P. per person in the active popula-
tion. Once again, the resufts are of al exploratory nature and should
therellore be treated" with caution.
a) Sickness beneflts
1. In-cash
1]0. The rnain differences in this analysis compared
to the picture seen when looking at absolute average amounts is the
relative improvernent in the position of freland in particular and to a
lesser extent the United, Kingd.om, with higher percentages than Selgiunt
and tvirice as high as those in France and lta1y. (Table III.Q2a,
Appendix I.H).
2. fn-klne
131. Whereas in absolute arrerage amounts France isprojecting a similar and only slightly lower anount tha.n the Federal
Republic of GermanXr in this analysis France would clearly be at the
top of the scale in 1!8O for costs of medical care conpared" to the
measure of national resources used. Ireland, and the United Kingd-om
would be at a similar 1ow level, not too much below the Netherl-and"s.(ralre {2a, Appendix I.H).
b) Invalid.flgllfgettlfE
1. In_cash
132. The comparison does not rmrch change the pattern
indicated. for average arnounts per person in the particular population
group chosen, except to emphasise the importance of such benefits in
Italy. For those countries providing separate data for invalid.ity as
d.istinct from d.isability, Italyrs percentage produced by this compari-
son for invalidity benefits is even closer to the Netherlandsr. As
regards disability benefits, there is little d,ifference to the ranking
produced by a compariscn of absolute a:nounts. (Table {2b, Appendix
1.H) .
2. ].n_k1n4
133. The comparj-son ind.icates the higher relationship
of ben,efits to this measure of economic resources in the United
Kingd.om, followed. by Denmark, although their percentages for 19BO are
Lowerthan in I97r. A seemingly sharp fall in the percentage prod.uced.
by this comparison is ind.icated for freland between ltll and the pro-jectio:ns for 1!BO. (tatte {2a, Appendix I.iI).
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f. In_cash
1J4. Perhaps because of the great di-fferences between
certain countries seen in the comparison of absolute average amounts,
the analysis has 1ittle to add, except to ind.icate that Denmark,
Ireland and the United. Kingd.om project even more similar leve1s of
benefits when compared to this measure of economic resources. fhe
Belgian and French projections result in similar percentages, with
Luxembourg at the top of the scale.
2. In_kind"
Luxembourg as well as the Federal Republic of
Germany has a high percentage when average benefits in kind are compa-
red to the average amount of G.D.P., both amounts per person in the
active population.
SUMiU,ARY
I35. o.c Sickness is by far the most important of the
separate functiSns which form part of total health benefits. Conside-
rable variation exists from country to country as to the relative
importance of benefits for invalid.ity and disability compared to
benefits for employment injury or occupational disease.
b. For the Community as a whole, four-fifths of
sicicness benefiTs in 1!80 would be spent on benefits in kind., compared.
to between one fifth and a quarter for the other health functions.
The growbh rate of sickness benefits in kind is projected to be much
lower from 1!JJ to 1t8O than between 1!lO and L)lJ, depending on the
country.
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cr Setween I)lJ and 1980, benefits for invalidi.ty
and. d.isability lre expected. to increase at a faster rate than other
fi:nctions within the total of health benefits.
d. In a,n attempt to compars averag€ amor:nts of
siciqess benefiTs in cash pex person, four countries appear to pro;ect
at least twice the amounts projected for other countries, withparticularly low amounts in France and rtaly. For benefits in kind.,five countries oroject average amounts more than twice as high as in
rrela,nd s,nd. the united. Kingdom, although no statistics are available
on relat:lve levels of medical costs.
e. Average arnounts of benefits for invali.dity and
dj.sabilil;X proi6cted. for 1!8O would seem to be more than twice as highin the Netherland,s as in the next highest country. rreland is shown
as projecting parti.cularly 1ow average arnounts.
f. For emplo;rment injury and occupati.onal disease, a
comparison of 
"Terage amounts ind.icates hlgh benefils in Bergium,France a.nd. Luxembourg but low benefits in Denmark, rrelald. and. the
United" Ki.ngd.om. It is not clear why there should be such a difference.
g. When averag€ amounts in absolute terms are compa-
red to a measure- of each countryf s economic resources, certain new
results emerge. Belgium would. join France a^nd. rtaly in 1!80 at the
lower end of the scale for siciq:ess benefits in cash while France is
seen to have a relatively higher level of sickness benefits in kind






SOCIAI, PROTECTION AIfD TI{E ECO}IOMIC n{VIRONMENT
136. A conparison of the social protection systercin the llember
States 
- 
whose main characteristics were d.elineated" in Chapter II 
-
revealed contrasting aspects as regard.s both the d.istribuiion of bene-
fits and the financing structurer The simil.arities and d.ifferences
refl-ect the influence a^nd. weight, varying from one cor:ntry to another,
of the political, philosophical, sociological, econonic and demographic
factors which d.eternined- and stiLl deterrrine 
- 
the creation, tra^nsfor-
mation and d"evelopment of the systems.
Menber States social protection policies are chosen arrd where
necessary ad.apted in the i.ight of the social needs of the popu}ation
as a whoIe, or of particular categoriesland of economic factors which
in turn d.epend on the Level- of economic development attained.
137. The d.ifferences and sinilarities in structure and economic de-
velopnent between the Member States go hand in hand with differences
and simiLarj.ties in their concerns and choices in resoect of socialprotectiol. To make a significant comparison of the effort expended in
this area by the Member States, both as regards expenditure and its co-
vera€e, leguires relating it to the economic environnent.
Accord.inglyl this chapter has been d.ivid.ed. into three sections :
f. ECONOliflC BfVTRONMU,IT
II. SOCIAI, D(PMIDITURE AISD GROSS DOM$STIC PRODUCT
III. RECEIPTS AND GRO6S DOMESTIC PRODUCT.
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r. E0oNoMrc_ryvlRgNuryr
138. I:rfonration on certain structural factors (f) fraving a substa,n-
tial inflLuence on the deveLoprnent of social protection systems and their
financiry; is given bel-ow for L970-L975 z
- 
population, gross d.onestic prod.uctr taxation.
Ol;her significarit factors are 3
pricesr wa€es and salaries, unenployment rates.
informati,on on trends in these factors subsequent to 1975 has aLready
been givern in Chapter f .
A. Potgf"tigg
139. The uorking population is d.istributed. a^nong three nain sectors i
agriculturre, industry and services.
ALthough in France, Ireland and ftaly a large proportion of
the Labourr force ls stiLL employed in agriculture, in all the other coqntries
two sectorrs are in the forefront, with services in the lead. except inItaly a,nd. Lurenborrgo
The situation in 19?5 is given below :
(t) nrawn from '',rarious Comrnu::ity d.ocuments which will be referred. to by the
following synbo3.s :
- 
l$ationaL Accounts 1-977 = Z i Basic statistios LlJl = ! i
Tax statistics l)'16 - c:
When no indication of origin is given, the d.ata has been taken from
nationaL reports for the European Social Bud.get.
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Percentages
g prc P g IRt I ! { uK EUBq
Agri-
cuL- 3.6 9.8 7.3 1"1.3 24.3 15.8 6.? 6.6 2.7 8.?
ture
Indus- {O,0 31.5 46.0 38.5 30.3 M,I 47,? 34.8 4O.9 4I,7try
serwi- 56.5 58.? 46.7 50.0 45,4 4O,1 46.6 58,6 56,4 48.7
ceg
Total 100 100 100 100 100 1OO lOO 1O0 10O 10O
Source_: b.
140. A second mea:rrs of comparison is given by the proportion of
wage and. saLary earners in the La,bour force, as shown in the following
table.
Year q nK I g IRt I !, U IJK EURo
tg55 77.5 78,2 8O.8 75,r 65,7 64.9 76.7 81.5 g3.3 7g,4
rg7o 8o"g 80.t 83.4 78,6 58.8 68.2 81.5 83.7 92.3 81.4
rg75 83.1 81.7 U$ 81.5 71.1 71.6 85.3 U.g 92,3 83.1
Source_: a.
Fron this it appears that the proportion of wage and salary
earners in the working population has been increasing in all Merrber
States. Although in some countries the figure has reached a level it
wou1d. be difficult to exceed.rin others self-employed..workers (particu-
larly farners) account for a substantial proportion (e.g. Ireland and
Italy).
1.41. Lastl-y, the reLative size of each Member Staters population
is another factor to be taken into consid.eration. The situation was
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5 060 61 829 52 748
8., Gross d.onestic product
L42. 1. To neasure the economic f'weighttr of a country, refe?ence is
usually utade to the gross donestic prod.uct, which gives information on





the posi.tion of Menber States i.n relation to the





















Interesting results are obtainecl, by weighting these data
take a,ccount of Meurber Staters relative populations, as shown in
foLlowing table :
g pK ! g rRL M uK EirRq
1970 106.5 128.5 124.4 rr2.g 53.8 ?O.3 t27.3 98.8 Bg.Z. 10O
1975 112.0 t24.5 121.1 rtg.6 53.4 68.5 trg.z 100.7 gl .5 1O0
Source : a.
To complernent this table and tbrow further light on the rnatter., figures(expressed in EUA) per inhabitant and. per person in enpLoyment'in 1!'/0
and 1!ll are given belowtaken frorn the national reports. A comparj.son
of both tables brings out certain differences, which may be explained by




19?o 2597 3084 2976 2727 1310




I rrK EUR 9
5 518 4 293 5 676











Per person in emploJnnent
E.DK!g
19?o 65qq 63'12 677o 6Sgl








LM. Data for lnO-LyTi show that the gross domestic product' in volurne terms increased to a d.ifferent extent in each Member State.
There were two phases in this movenent 3 one of growth a'nd one of
d.ecLine.












Si'ir:i''-l(: i ill r
3.4 1.9 1.9 4.O 3'I
-?"0 -1.1 -2.5 0.r o.4
1.8 3.4 1.8 2"6
-8.4 -J.1 -L.? -1.8
2.3
-3.5
I45. The problen of fixing the level of fj.scal or para-fiscal pres-
sure is always an eninently political one in all Menber Statesr parti-
cularly when the econonic situation is deteriorating. This ie bound' to
be so since the conpuleory levy on the econouy (enterprises and house-
rt"ra"ll-lJite 1975 as u,r, 
"*rroile, is equivallnt to between 30 f" ard50 /" oi grosE domestic product depending on the Member State.
Howeverl these figures rel-ate to very d.ifferent national
situations, both as regards the overall cotryulsory lew and" its struc-
tura. We will now exa.nine each of these aspects'
- lygrall gognglgogY-lgv{ 
-1'46. This neans all taxes and social security contributions (1)
Levied by the public authorities.
From 19?0 to 1!'f ! this Ierry rose by 
'g /Z-in real terms 
in
the Cornmunity as a'whole (""t-"nno"l avlrage of 3.? /:) y:t\ the figures
for the respective countries rangir:g fron J .L /o I'o 47 .In/' (annual ave-








Ernl,!!,u UK EI'R A
2Q.7 2312 23.1 1Br2 N ,r J6-8 7.1 2o.o
3.8 4.3 4.2 3.4 B.o 6.4 L.4 3.?
E DNK
(f) ls opposed. to imputed social security contributt?Tur Ty"l,:"present the
equivitent of solia1 security benefits provided directly (that ist uncon-
nected with contributions) ty emplof€Teo
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L47, In I97!, the overal-l conpulsory levtr decl-ined in real terrns(- 0.5 o/) tor the-Connrrnity as a whole. However, !h9"? w_ere significant
differences in the results by coimtry ( from + 5.5 /o in Ltxembourg to
- 
e ,Z /o in Der.nark), tottr irr general and for each type of le*r reflec-
ting the choices rnad.e by Mernber Statesf Governments between easing
taxation ancl providing aclequate coverage for the public authoritiest
greater financial reguirernents.
press d.omestic prod.uct
- 9yet"11 goErglgogr-J' gv1 gl-1"-o!
Ilg?g-lel,5}
148. Figures for inclividual
47.7 % in 1975 (Community. avera€:et
Conmunity average t 35.1 %).
conntries ranged from 31. B /" to








































In L)lJ I taxation represented between 1?.? ed 42 6/" ot
the gross domesti.c- product I social security contributions ra.r:ged fron



































mn g 35.1 37.5 24.8 24.8 10.3 L2.5
Source 3 c.
tv
By way of connparison, actual
in the socj-aI security bud.get ranged. :











r49. rn short, from 19?0 to L)lJ the share of the totaL conpulsory
Levy in. the gross d.onestic product rose in nost cor:ntries (excluding
Dennark) folloning reductions in direct taxation,
In the same period., fiscal pressure evolved differently fron
one Menber State to another and social security contributions increased.
nearly everJrwhere ; Denrnark is the sole exception.


















































































































In 19?5t direct taxation was l-owest in ftaly aJrd France while
the percen:tage of social security contributions was highest.
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As shown abovel the share of the l.atter type of contribu_tion has risen in all cor:ntries except Luxernbourg, where it remained
stabler and. Derunark, where it feLL by three-quarters I however, in
Denmark sociaL security expenditure is nainly financed. through taxation.
r r . s 0c rAL_DHErrDr grEE_ArfD_cB0ss_Dgl@_s$ g lRgDgc!
151. This section has two ains : firstly, to bring together the
d.ata and infornation on sociaL protection expenditure in Chapters II
and lff 
- 
or supplenent thern 
- 
and secondly, to consider this d.ata,particuLarly that for 1975 
- 
80, in the econornic context of this periodby relating it to be the gross d.onestic product.
A. 0vera11 social protection expenditure
I52' Chapter If contains general inforrnation for the yearszL)lO,
1975 and 1"980r giving a breakdorn of expenditure by sector (benefits
and ad.ninistration costs) and. benefits.by category (treatttr, o1d age,
farailyr etc.) or type (:.n tcina or cash). Chapter lff gives more detai-
led. infornation for each firnction, based. on an in-d.epth analysis of thetrends. '
fn these two chapters, a number of simil_ar categories(siclcressr. accidents at work, occupational diseases, invalia:-ty,disability) have been grouped r:nder trhealthrr.
1r3. Table IV.l shows the relative share of the various catego -
riee in the Social Budget, in particular the ever-increasing share in
aLl Menber States of the slclrress and oLd. age sectors, which together
account for about two-third.s of al.l benefits.
On the other handr the rel.ative share of fqnily benefits i-s
d.eclining in most Mernber States.
154. The 
-growth rates of the more inportant categories are shownin TableIV.2 (at cument prices). This shows that in lglo-l>, sickness
was the category with the highest growth rate, followed by oJ_d age
-80-
or family benefits in the case of Denna.rkr Gernany a.nd Irelarrd.
Certain changes are expected. in 19?5-80 with respect to the
previous period. On the whole, the growth rate of the various catego-
ries will sl-ow down. There are exceptions in one or other country ;
sicloress in ltai.y (very probable introduction of a national health
service) I fa"nily alLowances in Luxeobourg, Ireland- and. the United
Kir:gd.on (foftotitg inportant changes in legislation).
The assr:mptions tmd.erlying the 1!80 projections provide an
explanation of this slowdown in the growth of social benefits. In sone
cor:ntries the public authorities have rnoved toward.s stricter control
of public erpenditure (Unitea Kingd.on), or taken steps to curb the
growbh rate of social expenditure (Federal Republic of Gerrnany).
155. The same table eontains figures showing the trends of bene-
fits in cash and kind, in the two reference periods. In nost eountries,
benefits in kind have grown 
- 
or a"re likely to grow 
- 
more rapidl-y
than cash benefits, For both types of benefits, the 1975-80 growth
rate will be lower - sometimes considerably lower - than in the past.
The explanations alread.y given concerning the various sectors are also
applicable there.
156. Table tV.3 (at constant prices) conpletes the previous
analysis, clearly underlining the observed or projected differences
in the trend. for a given category or period from one Menber State to
another.
Lastly, as regards unenployment, conment has been d.eliberately
omitted. For the reasons given in the introduction, the trend. in lJlJ-
80 shown in the earlier tabl-es deviates too far fron present reality
for nost Menber States.
B. CogparisgS qith grosu gotg:lic produc}
l-57. For a long tine, g?oss d.omestic product grew stead.ily in all
Menber States, although at d.ifferent rates. This vras particularly. true
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In the same period, almost everywhere (except in lrela^ncl)
expenditure on sociaL protection grew at a faster pace than gross
donesti,c product.
Or the other hand, the projection for It80 clearly show a
distinct fall-off in this trend, since three other countries 
- 
Derunarkt
Gennany a.nd. the United. Kingd.on 
- 
are expected to follow IreLa.nd.. Infor-
nation on a1l the countries is given in Table IV.4 (at cument and
constan'b prices).
158. In the case of lrela^nd, the phenomenon is nost probably





for the gross d.onestic prod.uct, correspond.ing to a period.
of 'rcatching up" in economic d.evelopment.
In the case of Gernany, it is probably the result of nea-
sures taken in recent years with the purpose of consol-idating the
sociaL security system a.nd. ensuring its fina^ncial stability.
fn the case of the United. Kingdom, the change can be accoun-
tetl for nainly by the Governmentrs policy of tightening up on public
expenditure.
With respect to Dennark, the explanation is to be found in
the assumptions used. for the L18O projection, in the absence of expla-
nations simiLar to those proposed. for the other countries.
L59. It would, however, be prenature to conolude that this is a
lasting phenonenon or that it will spread to other countries. Bearing
in nind. the nature of projections, it is in fact difficult at the pre-
sent tine to envisage the pattern of economic d"evel"opment over the re t
few yearsr and in particular whether a growth-rate in gross domestic
prod.uct will be experienced similar to that between ltJO and L973,
However, it would. be egually r:nrealistic to conclude that
transition to a sLower economic growth rate over a long period would
not seriousl.y affect social protection systems, both as regards benefits
and financing.
150. The graph presents at a gla.nce the d.ifference (fi.gures
given as points) between Menber States in the relationship of :
Social benefits
0.D. P.
and projected. for 1980.
in the past (1!10 and 1975),
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It traces the changes in this relatlonship from 1962 onwards for
the six origi.nal Menber States (f), ana fron 19?0 for the nine countries.
ft wilL be seen that there is a difference of about 8 points in 19?0
a.nd l-9?5, rising abruptly to 12.7 points in L!8O.
161. More specific d.ata by country a.nd function 
- 
or g?oups of fi:nc-
tions 
- 
is given in Table IV.5. It shbws the relative I'weightn of the
various functions and overall social expencliture in relation to gross
d.omestic product.
Last1y, Table fV.5r expressed" in 8.U..4,., gives per capita averagesfor social protection erpend.iture and gtoss d.oneetic product. It is
one neasure of the social protection provid.ed by Member Stateg in rela-
tion to their econonic capacity.
rrr. REgElPgs_AgD_cB0gs_q9rysgg ERgDgc!
162. As in the previous section, more details wiLl be given to fiLl
out the overalL information given in Chapter ff on the nature a.nd ori-gin of receipts used to cover social protection expenditure in the
European Social Bud.get.
Accorclinglyr attention will be focussed. in turn on change in
financing structures, cha^nges ln the growth rate of total receipts and
in the various types of receipts (contributions : enployers and insured
persons, pa;rments by public authorities : Goverrnments and Locai. autho-
rities, income from capital, etc.). Infornnation will also be given on
the nain methods of financirg social. welfare schemes.
L. c!a&ggs_i3 !ina4c!4g gtrugtgles_
L53. An examination of Table IV.J reveals the following :
-_IiggjJlt in I97O4l there was no najor changes in the
reLative shares of the nain types of receipts in total financing (con-
tributions and paynents by public authorities). In this period, no ra-
dical reform of the social protection financing structures took place
in any one country.
(f) ffre social protection
Statistical Office of




Member States are still divid.ed into two g?oups, accord.ing to whetherthe ma.jor share of financing is provid.ed. ty empioyers and household.s orby the public authorities through the budget.
I54. However, this d.ivision into two groups should. be temperedby a few comments.
.\ - rn the first group of countries (a11 except Denmark andrreland) r employersf contributions represent the double or even tripleof householdrs contributions. (rne fetrrerlands being the only 
"*"epiio.r).
- 
rn some countries (oenmart<r.rreland., uniterr. Kingdom 
-countr'ies with national health services) ttre trsickneesf' function isfinanced- entirely, or almost entireLy, by public fun,ls. This should alsogoon brl the case for ltaly.
- 
With respect to the allocation of public funds, besidesthe above example, the d.ifferences in Member Statesr choice may be
observed. Some give priority to certain socio-occupational categories(self-employed workers r farmers, artisans, tradesil;;i; ;; in Belgium,the tr'bderal Republic of Germany, France anil Luxemboo"g, or to economic
sectors with a special status.(mines, fisheries, etc)l'ott"r"(sonetimes the same countries)'allocate funas to rnore or less,'sensitiven
categories depending on the case : sickness, unemplo;rment (a11 countries),
oLd. age.
165' 
- Pgg}fr a number of changes nevertheless took place inrelation to thelrruation in rlfo 
- 
or will take place in relationto I)lj,
These changes reflect measures ad.opted by ldember States andthe policies followed by the public authorities w:.ttr respect to thetransfer of part of the financial burd"en (from enterprisls to house-holds, or to the budget, or vice versa).
From IIJO to I)IJ, the relative share of employersr andhouseholdrs contributions in total recei.pts d"eclined. in belgium,Denmark, the Federal Republic of German;r and the Netherlandi, whilethe public authoritiesr share correspondingty increased.. In lreland.,Italyr Luxembourg and the United Kingdom, -mptoyersr contributions
rose while the share of household,s declined" (except i.n lrela^nd., whereit increased). The Governmentrs share increased in nost Member Statesbut Cec.Lined, in frela^nd and ltaly.
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166. There are likeLy to be significant cha^nges in 1976-80 as
compared with the previous period. In four countries (Belgium, Denrnark,
the Federal Republic of Germa,ny a.nd Fra,nce) tire Goverrunentf s share
should d.ecline as the share of total contributions increases. For
Luxembourg and. the United. Kingd,om, the share of enployerst contributions
should d.iminish. the part taken by employeesr eontributions should
move in the opposite d.irection in Belgium a,nd the Federal Republic of
Gernarly.
2. Growth_rgtg gf_rgcgi3tg
167, The percentage changes in receipts in the two five-year
periods are looked at from two d.ifferent angles :
A. firstly, receipts alone (tattes IV.B to 10);
3. second.ly, receipts related to 0.D.P. (tatte IV.ll).
A. At current prices, the percentag€ changes in total
receipts from 19?dT6-I97tAF6-EiSher than those projections' for
1976-80, as shovrn in Table IV.9. This is understand.able since the
projections are based. on constant legislation in the first or seoond
half of L977, whilst the inflation rates assumed are lower than those
actually record.ed. in 19?0-?5. It should also be borne in mind that
year after year, whenever reforms are introd.uced subsequently to 1977,
the public authorities will be obliged to ad.just financing to changes
in total expenditure for social protection or for one or other sector.
For 19?0 to I)IJ, total receipts rose by 92.6 /, in the
Federal Republic of Germany and 229.5 /o in Trela.nd.; however, for
19?6-80 the projections range frorn 39.2 fo in tne Fed.eral Republic of
Germany to 133.7 f" in ItalY.
158. A look at Table IV.!
or wifl be, fluctuations of varYing
categories of receipts.
will show that there have been'
amolitude in the d,ifferent
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Thus in the period, l97O-75, employerst contributions
experionced a lower.growth rate than employees contributions in three
countrj-es (Setgiurn, the Federal Republic of Gerrnany and France) tut
higher than that of finance from public ftrnds in lreland, Italy,
Luxembourg and. the United. Kingdom. The growbh of employees contributions
was in general lower than that of public fr:.nd.s, except in Ireland and
Italy.
In the projection period., certain chang€s of trend will be
noted" as against the previous situation. In particular, employersl
contributions are expected to increase more rapid.ly than public
financing in Selgium, Derunark, the Federal Republlc of Germany and
Francen Tbe sane applies to employees contributions in these countries,
except for Denmark.
L59. Table IV.! shows the changes at constant prices in total
receipt;s and for each category of receipt.
Generally, the fluctuations in total receipts vary less
wid"ely from one country to another than for figures at current prices.
lltrey range from 21 .6 /o in lta1y to 75.4 /o in Oerunark for f)lo-lJ and
from 11..4 /o in the United Kingdom to 37.O /o fot France between 19?5-80.
Supplementi.ng Table fV.t, Table IV.IO g'ives the
growth ralg of total receipts for both five-year period.s.
B. lrgsg domestic3ro9ugt
I70. Tables fV.l and IV.Ll show that in all countries in the
reference years (t9lO-lS and 1tB0) the ratio of receipts to gross
d.omestic product is higher than the ratio of benefits to g?oss d.omestic
product. One could. jump to the conclusion that social protection systems
are in no financial d.ifficulties, ht available infonnation indicates
the contrary in a number of countries. Further, success in achieving
fina^ncia1 equilibrium can only be assessed over guite a long period 
-
not a single year 
- 
and nuet be seen in relation to economic develop-
ments, which may either facilitate or hind.er this task. fn particular,
the slowd.ovrn in the growth of the G.D.P. as compared with past years
and the corresponding slowdown in the growth of receipts, whether




r?1. There a,re very great d.ifferences in the administrative
orga^nization of sociaL protection between Member States, ra^ngingfrom a single schene to a garnut of socio-occupational 
"ch"me". Method.sof financing are sinilarly varied.
It seerned useful to liurit analysis of this aspect to schenescovering all or most of the popuration, na.nely schemes for wage andsalary earners in inciustry and. conmerce. The nain featr.rres of thesituation on J. July 1976 are given below (1).
172. With respect to
ral forns of contributionsbenefits (in cash or kind.) there a.?e seve -
- :fle*_lq!g, : particularly in Denmark, Ireland or the UnitedKingdon 
- 
al'though proportional contributions are not necessarr-ly exclud.ed. ;
- 
reprgsentipre..a p.erce#age of taxabLe incone : this is the systennainly used. in tne ot@ee a^nd divieion of
charges between workers and enployers varying accord.ing to cate-gorle
contributions are subject to a ceiling in a n*nber of
countries (except Italy) for sone or all sectors.
fn Belgiu.ur, ftaly axrd Lrucenbourgl special ratesancl ceilings are applicable to enployeesr contributions.
As mentioned. above, there are aLso great differences in thesituation as regards financing by the public authorities as already
mentioned.
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Sorlalbel trrgo en Arbeltsg$r
foployerst Socl al Contrlbutlors
Cotlsati cns soci al es d tesl oyeurr
Soclalbei trl;gs der prlvaten t{aushdtr
Householdsr social contributions
Cotisations des personn.s crotdgCa
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0uelle Arfiang I A/t : tEn&rbcrlchte
Sourte Acpendlr I AA : flatlonal roports
Sourcs Annero I A/[ : rapports natfonaur
AflllAllo l- F 0) tltEcHruilGstoffif 3 Sgenrprt dcs E.R.t. In lardovlhnrng
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Yi'll--:'l | 'j-L ''l*Ji-l.y:l-i'j'u .L "::- I ::jI*(l) Suelle Anhang l.F : tturostatr, tlonatsbulletln der Allgenlne Statlstlk Cktober l9??n S. leineS(l) tcurce AcpenCh l.F: ilurostati ronthly General Statlstics Bulletin Octobcr l9?, P. l67neg(f) Source A,rrexe l.F: rlurostali. Eulletfn mnsuel des stallsllques g1r6rales octcbre 1977, pp. l0?I8
?? vervendet
i?) For lli;0 ihc rate of t!,,c end ,f Cctotier l9?? has been used
(2j Pour lf,$ le taux I la fln d,octobre l9?7 a dtC prlse
ner?l l|8 1 re?47
?l 775 Irl 140 nl43
?2820 | I l7r 20 65e
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llnn.hncn und slls Earlotstungen (l). 19?01 ra. q
Recelpls and oll bcneflts In casi:fl) 1975i ;;';
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(l) Int den LinCerberlchtsn aufgeflihrte Indlces des prlvaten Yerbrauchs
Indlccs of consunenfrices as stated i! nationq! reportr (l) Indlces des prlx ! la consonnation, flgurant dans les rapports nallonaux
i2) PreislnCex fijr nle:unChcjlspflege letzter Verbrawh der prlvaten Haushalle lr l{lrtschaftsgebiedr In r[urostatr Volksufrtschaftllche
&santrechnungen t. S. y.G.,, Iabel I e 5 der aufgegl f ederlenlabel len I 9ro-1975
(?) Prtce Index for ioeCical caro rnd health extrenses, final ionsumptlon of households on econonfc terrltoryt i[urostatr llational accounts t.S.A.-
rirtailed tablet l!7J-l!75, table 5
(2) lndtcc dcs prlr dcs iServices pdClcaux et dCpenses rje sant6, consornatlon flnale des rdnages sur le terrliolre dcononlqusi i[uroslati
cnnirt',, natlona,.r S.[.C.,, tablearu dCtalllds l9?0.lg?5. lableau 5
(.iJ In den [-nccrbrriclten au{9ef)hrte Indicos Jer Erutloelnkomen aus urselbst:indlgArbell abh:;ng|9 Beschlfllgten (fur 1930 Schlitlung)(3) Inrjiccs of earrings per lrtrad (for lgB0,cJsunption) as stated In the natlonal reports (3) lndiies des salaires par tfie hour lgS :
pr{visiong) flqurant Crrrs-.I's raplcrts natlona..rr_(f l.dic[ dttTfr,rtttat'\',iiisrrrts.lrttr rcrrcn O.sartrechnungrrn t.S.v.G. Aggregate 1gCI-1975 (Abschnttt llL:;ndertabelle, Iabelle l)(l) Indtccs In lable l. Section ll (Country tables) of [urostatr l{atlonal accounts t.S.A. Aggregates l0m-lg?5
{i'J Inolces {lo,ll3nt au t3Neay'l SQlilon ll (Iableaux oar tays) de r[uroslati conptes nationaux S.t.C. Agg#gats l9&19?5(:,) vcn jer (ocnrsslon :uf3ttellte Hypothesen ausser Frankreich (Lenderberlcht) (5) Asrunptton supplied by the Cooalsslon, except Franca
supplleJ by nalional authcrities (6) Pour recettes unlquerent; des donndes I prlx constants pour les prest. ont dtd fourvrfos Dar les autnrit6s
-iat!c.gkt-(7) AnqJf,nn in konstanten Prelsen von den nallonalen 8eh0rden, voLel ftir Jede Lelstungsart und Funktlon angenessene Indlces vervendet vurCan(7) Constant prlce data suppli:C by natlcnal authorltles, u5lng partlcular Inrjex for each tt'pe of brneflt lrlthin each furcilon,(?) L:s donndes L grlx constanis ont dt€ {ournlcs par les autorltds natlcnales en utlllsant des lndices partlcullcrs pcur chacuc type de presta
tions tians chaqLe foncllon.
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II. OBJECTIVES OF TI{E EUNOPEA}I SOCIAT BUDGET
At the meeting of Government experts in June 19?5, the
Corunissionte selvices nade clear their viewpoint on the objectives which
the European Social Sud.get should meet, after due consideration of the
written and" spoken remarks nad.e by the various d.elegations.
These objectives can only be achieved in sta6es by future
Social Bud.gets.
a) The first objective of the E\ropean Social Budget is to be a





in expenditure on the various fields of social poLi.cy and
in the way this expenditure has been fina^nced.




At Comrnrnity 1eveL, it involves compiling comparative data
on a nurnber of social field.s where this has not yet been done 3 voca-
tional trairing, low-cost housing, tax ad"va^nta6es for social reasons,
formation of assets by workers, education, etc. i
(li) 
- 
ft also involves the consideration of capital expenditure(investment) as well as operating €xp€rsesr
The first Europea^n Social Budget (f9tO-f9tJ) only dealt with







of political- events a"nd natural
or in other word.s, purely with rfsocial protectionrr.
These are the only areas at present where it has been possible to make
any serious comparisons, after the work done by the Statistical Office
over a period. of alnost ten years in the framework of the rrSocial
Account srr I





rt a1so irnplies achi.eving nore comparability in the
national' forecasts in the European Social Bud.get and thlrefore fore-casting nretbod's which shouLd. at Least Le approxirnated if not copmorlr(A group of independ"ent experts is at present exa"mining this point).
(i") EVen if the Er.r.ropean Social Buclget in its present state were
exbentled ancl irnproved in this nay, it wouid stirl oniy ,ro.,*t io aqua.ntitative source of infornation for neaeuring trenis in sociaLlegialation, particularly ia the field of sociai protection, andeapeciall,y the financial problens they pose, but not for explaining the
reagong for these trends.
An anaLysie pf the relative influence of the various factors
wfaich gov€rn erpend.iture shouLd" therefore be incLuded so as to hrghlightthe reasons for converging or d.iverging trend.s.
b) ft shoulct fe evident fron a) that the Social Buctget couldat a certain stage in deveLopnent alread.y have becone all aicL to d.eci-sion-naking. Frrrthernorer if it fits in witft tne guiclelines expLained.abover it then becones even nore effective as an aid. to d.ecision-naking,both nationally a,rrd at Connunity level.
rn fact the forecaste contained. in the Bud.get, which arerealLy ther essence of it, highlight the probleme pos-a by the varioustrende in reoeipts arrd expenditure in the social -phere if legisLationrenains ur:rcha,nged.
These probrens should then be exanined jointly and eachlflenber state shouldl exprain what approach it hag irreaaj, rottowed orintends to folrow to solve its own probl.ems. rn this rray eaoh Menlerstate a,nd, the conrnission courd. rearn from this experiente a.nd. also
asgesa the consequences for, on the one hand, other &reaa of socialpolicy a^nd., on the other ha.nd., for other policies such as economic
and. taxation policy.
I'e has alreacry been pointed. out, these measures can only beinplenentecl gradually on the basis of the infornation thronn up ty theforthconing E\ropean social Burilgets as each of then is anaLysei.
-3-
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Ifi. CUIDETINES ['OR TITE SECO]rD EIJROPEAN SOCITL BITDCIET
' As nes the case nlth the first Etuopean Social Budlget, theforecasts for the second Social Budget wil.l. Le drenn up in the light of
constent legisletion and of a nunler of 
€cononic and d.enogrephic pa"a-
netersr
6, AeeE(t) Like the first, the second Europea.n sociarfEii be restricteclto the actual content of the Socia1 Accounts, whicir'corresponclg to that
of social protection.
Justification
Ilowever great the d.esire to ertend the scope of thc anelysia,it is a fact that for the nonent only the fielcl. of social protection iein a position to fir:mcish sufficlentLy leliable conparative dlata via
the Social Accor:nte of the Statietical Office of the E\ropeo Connuni-ti ee.
(a) While the second SociaL Burlget is leing prepared., efforts willbe nade to try to extenc the application of conparalle statiEtical
nethods to other e,reaB of gocial polioy. The areas of prlority concer-
ned. are vocetionaL trairring for adults and low-cost houeing, where
uork has been uder way at conrunlty level for eome years noil.
It is hoped that this mrk will be conpleted. rtrithin the next
two years so that it oa.n le lncluded in a future Ehropean social
Budget.
Jugtification
Both the cormcil mandate of sovenler Lglz ancl the cowrcil
Resolution of Jenuary lfl{ nentisned ertencting the Europenn SociaL
Budget to other areas besidee social protection, especially vooationeltrainlng for adults and low-cost housing.
(r) The forecaste ln the Errropea.n social Buclget will cover theperiod. ryT6-1980 a,nd, ratrospectiveryl the periocl rno-L%j. The refe-
Tenoe year wlll le LTl5.
Justifioation
Beoause of the tine it takes to conpile forccasts at nationel.
Level and then to utilisc then at connr:nity leve| a,s the drafting of
the first E\uopean sociar Budget creerry showed., it seene preferable
-4-
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to extend. the three-yearly (nshortrromed.ium-term) forecasts to five
years. There shouLd alss be a certain amount of coord.ination letween
the med.iu.m-term soeial forecasts and" the ned.iun-term economic forecasts(fourth nred.iurn-term economic programme).
The year 19?5 was chosen as reference year since work on the
second. European Social Bud.get will not really get under r^ray before the
end of the seconct half of 1pJ5, a^nd by then provisional general infor-
nation will be availafle for 1975.
(+) Eiuropean Social Budgets will be drawn up every two years,
starting with the second. European Social Bud.get.
Justification
The workl,oad, involved in tlrafti.ng a Social Budget, for both the
national delegations a.nd the Connission , nakes j.t unrealistic to con-
tenplate bringing out an ar:nua,l European Social Budget in the foresee-




APPENDIX II . L
Nomenklatur for institutioner og aktiviteter
efter lande og systemer pr. 31J2.19Vs
Nomenklatur der tnstitutionen und Geschdftsbereiche
nach Ldndern und Systemen am 31 .12.1975
Nomenclature of the institutions and activities
by country and by scheme as at 31 '12.19V5
I\lomenclature des institutions et gestions
par pays et par r6gime au 31 .12.1975
Classificazioni delle istituzioni e gestioni
per paese e per regime al 31 .12.1975
Indeling van de instellingen en beheerseenheden
per land en per stelsel per 31 .12.1975
-1-
N.B.: De med ') markerede aktiviteter er endnu ikke eller kun delvis inkluderet i statistikken.
Die mit einem ') versehenen Geschdftsbereiche sind noch nicht oder aber nur teilweise
in der Statistik enthalten.
The activities indicated by') are not yet, or only partially, included in the statistics.
Les gestions signal6es par ') ne sont pas encore, ou seulement de fagon partielle,
incluses dans la statistique.
Le gestioni segnalate da un ') non sono ancora, in tutto o in parte, incluse nella statistica.
De beheerseerrheden die met een ') zijn aangeduid werden nog niet, of slechts gedeeltelijk,










Syeteme des Typs A
A1. Allgemeine Systeme
1 Orts-, Astriebs- und lnnungskrankenkassen ; See-Krankenkasse; Bundesknappschaft; Ersatzkassen
fiir Arbeiter ; Ersatzkassen ftir Angestellte ; Landwirtschaftliche Krankenkassen (Krankenversicherung
einschl. Mutterschutz)
Z Landesversicherungsanstalten ; Bundesbahn-Versicherungsanstalt - Abt' A; Seekasse (Rentenvet'
sicherung der Arbeiter)
Bundesversicherungsanstalt fiir Angestsllte ; Seekasse (Rent6nversicherung der Angestellten)
Gewerbliche Berufsgenossenschaften, landwirtschaftliche Berufsgenossenschaften ; Gemeindeunfall'
versicherungsverbdnde ; Gebietsktirperschaften, Bund, Linder, Gemeinden ; Bundesanstalt fLir
Arbeit; Feuerwehr-Unfallkassen ; Seeberufsgenossenschaft (Unfallversicherung)
Bundesanstalt fiir Arbeit ; Gebietskcirperschaften (Bund, Ldnder) (Arbeitsfcirderung)
Bu ndeski ndergeldkasse
Unternehmen; Gebietskrirperschaften (Bund, Ldnder, Gemeinden) ; Sozialleistungstrdger, private
Organisationen ohne Erwerbscharakter ; Private Haushalte (Entgeltfornahlung bei Krankheit)
A2. Sondersysteme
1 Bundesknappschaft (Knappschaftliche Rentenversicherung)
2 Landwiftschaftliche Alterskassen (Altershilfe f0r Landwirte)
3 ' Versorgungswerke der freien Berufe (Altersversorgung der Selbstdndigen)
A 3. Statufazsche Systeme
1 Offentliche Unternehmen ; Gebietsk<jrperschaften (Bund, Ldnder, Gemeinden) ;.Sozialleistungstrdger,
Private Organisationen ohne Erwerbscharaktet (Soziale Sicherung der Beamten : Pensionen,
Familienzuschldge, Beihilfen)
A4. Ergilnzungs- und ZusatzsYsteme
1 Versorgungsanstalt des Bundes und der Ldnder; Versicherungsanstalt der Deutschen Bundespost;
Bundesbahn-Versicherungsanstalt - Abt. B; Pensionskasse Deutscher Eisenbahnen und Stratsen'
bahnen ; Versorgungsanstalt der deutschen Kulturorchester; Versorgungsanstalt der deutschen
Bthnen ; Kommunale Zusatzversorgungskassen (Zusatzversicherung im offentlichen Dienst)
Z Landesversicherungsanstalt Saarland : Hiittenknappschaftliche Pensionsversicherung
3 Versorgungsanstali der deutschen Bezirksschornsteinfegermeister, Versorgungsanstalt der Kamin-
kehrergesellen (zusdtzliche Altersversicherung)
4 ' Zusatzversorgungskasse des Baugewerbes (Altersversorgung f0r Arbeiter und Angestellte)
A5. Freiwitlige Systeme
1 Orts-, Betriebs- und lnnungskrankenkassen ; See-Krankenkasse; Bundesknappschaft: Ersatzkassen
fiir Arbeiter ; Ersatzkassen fiir Angestellte ; Landwirtschaftliche Krankenkassen (freiwillige Kranken-
versicherung) (1)
2 Landesversicherungsanstalten ; Bundesbahn-Versicherungsanstalt - Abt' A; Seekasse (freiwillige
Rentenversicherung der Arbeiter) (1)
3 Bundesversicherungsanstalt frir Angestellte ; Seekasse (freiwilfige Rentenversicherung der Angestell-
ten) (t)
4 Bundesknappschaft(freiwilligeknappschaftlicheRentenversicherung)(t)
S Landwirtschaftliche Alterskassen (freiwillige Altershilfe fiir Landwirte) (')
Systeme des Typs B : Freiwillige Arbeitgeberleistungen
1 Unternehmen
2 Gebietskorperschaften (Bund, Ldnder)
(r) Die Daren sind in A 1 bzw. A 2 enthalten.
APPENDIX II . i BR DEUTSCHLAND (Fortsetzung)
Systeme des Typs G : Leistungen an Opfer von politischen Ereignissen und Naturkatastrophan





C 2. Leistungen an Opfer von Naturkatastrophen
Systems des Typs; D : Sonstige soziale Hilfen und Dianste
D1. affentliche soilale Hilfen und Dienste
Bund, Ldnder, Gemeinden (Versorgung der Kriegs- und Wehrdienstopfer)
Bund, Ldnder, Gemeinden (Lastenausgleich)
Bund, Ldnder (Wiedergutmachung)







Bund, Liinder, Gemeinden (Sozialhilfe)
Bund, Liinder, Gemeinden (Jugendhilfe)
(Bund) : Bundesanstalt fiir Arbeit (Arbeitslosenhilfe)
Bund, Ldnder, Gemeinden (Offentlicher Gesundheitsdienst)
Bund, Liinder, Gemeinden (Wohngeld)
Bund, Liinder (Ausbildungsforderung)
D2, Freie soziale H,ilfen und Dienste (iiffentlich gefiirdert)
1 ' Trdger dr:r freien Wohlfahrtspflege
2 ' Triiger der {reien Jugendhilfe
D 3. Freie soziate Hillen (nicht tiffentlich gefcirdert)
1 ' Freie Einrichtungen
France
R6gimes d6 type l\
41. Rdgimes g€ndraux
1 Agence centrale des organismes de s6curit6 sociale (= ACOSS) U.R.S.S.A.F.
2 Caisse nationale et caisses r6gionales d'assurance vieillesse des travailleurs salari6s
3 Caisse nationale, caisses 169ionales et caisses primaires d'assurance maladie des travailleurs salari6s
4 Caisse nationale et caisses r6gionales d'allocations familiales
5 Caisse des d6p6ts et consignations
51 Fonds commun des accidents du travail (salari6s non agricoles)
52 Fonds spr5cial d'allocation vieillesse (Fonds des exclus)
53 Fonds de compensation des organismes de s6curit6 sociale (FCOSS)
42. R69imes sp5ciaux
1 Union des caisses centrales de mutualit6 agricole (maladie, vieillesse, invalidit6 des agriculteurs:
salari6s et non-salari6s)
2 Caisse centrale de secours mutuel agricole
21 Gestion sialari6s (maladie, vieillesse. invalidit6)
22 Assurance maladie-infirmit6-invalidit6 des exploitants agricoles (AMEXA)
3 Caisses dr5partementales de mutualit6 sociale agricole (maladie, vieillesse, invalidit6 des agriculteurs :
salari6s et non-salari6s)
4 F6d6rations d6partementales de la mutualit6 agricole
5 Caisse centrale d'allocations familiales mutuelles agricoles (allocations familiales des salari6s et non-
salari6s agricoles)
6 Caisse nalionale d'assurance vieillesse mutuelle agricole (vieillesse des non-salari6s agricoles)
7 Soci6t6s Cle secours minidres. Unions r6gionales des soci6t6s de secours minidres. Caisse autonome








FRANCE (suite) APPENDIX I 
'. 
,,
I Etablissement national des invalides de la marine (maladie, vieillesse, invalidit6 des marins de
commerce et marins p€cheurs)g Caisse de pr6voyance et caisse de retraite des clercs et employ6s de notaires (maladie, vieillesse,
invalidit6)
1O Caisse autonome mutuelle de retraite des agents des chemins de fer secondaires d'int6r6t g6n6ral,
des chemins de fer d'int6r6t local et des tramways (vieillesse, invalidit6)
11 Caisses professionnelles et interprofessionnelles. Caisse de compensation de l'organisation autonome
nationale de t'industrie et du comrnerce (ORGANIC) (vieillesse, invalidit6)
12 Caisses professionnelles et interprofessionnelles. Caisse autonome nationale de compensation d€
l'assurance vieillesse artisanale (CAN CAVA) (vieillesse, i nvalidit6)
13 Caisses professionnelles et Caisse autonome nationale de compensation de l'assurance vieillesse des
professions lib6rales (vieillesse, invalidit6)
Caisse nationale des barreaux frangais (vieillesse, invalidit6)
Caisse nationale de garantie des ouvriers dockers (ch6mage)
Caisse nationale de surcompensation des ouvriers du batiment (ch6mage-intemp6ries)
Caisse' nationale militaire de s6curit6 sociale
Caisse nationale d'assurance-maladio des travailleurs non salari6s des professions non agricoles
(= CANAM)
43. R6gimes statutaires
1 Administration publique centrale
11 Fonctionnaires civils (vieillesse, invalidit6 et allocations familiales)
12 Militaires de carri0re (vieillesse, invalidit6 et allocations familiales)
Caisse nationale militaire de s6curit6 sociale (maladie)
Administrations publiques locales (altocations familiales ot retraites viagdres des agents titulaires)
Caisse de retraite des agents des collectivit6s locales (CRACL) (vieillesse, invalidit6)
Fonds sp6cial de pensions des ouvriers des 6tablissements industriels de l'€tat (vieillesse, invalidit6)
Entreprises publiques (accidents de travail ; allocations familiales des agents des Postes et Tdl6'
communications et des autres 6tablissements industriels de l'Etat)
Caisses de pr6voyance de la SNCF, Caisse de retraite de la SNCF (maladie, vieillesse, invalidit6,
accidents du travail et allocations familiales des agents de la Soci6t6 nationale des chemins de fer
frangais)
I Caisses de pr6voyance de la RATP, Caisse de retraite de la RATP (maladie, vieillesse, invalidit6'
accidents du travail et allocations familiales des agents de la R6gie autonome des transports
parisiens)g Caisses de pr6voyance de l'Electricit6 de France, Caisse de r€traite de l'Electricit6 de France, Caisse
de pr6voyance de Gaz de France, Caisse de retraite de Gaz de France, Caisse d'assurances sociales
mutuelles d'EdF-GdF (maladie. vieillesse, invalidit6, accidents du travail et allocations familiales des
agents d'Electricitd de France et de Gaz de France)
1O Caisses de pr6voyance et caisse de retraite de la Banque de France (maladie. vieillesse, invalidit6,
accidents du travail et altocations familiales des agents titulaires de la Banque de France)
11 Caisse de pr6voyance et caisse de retraite du Cr6dit foncier (vieillesse, invalidit6 des agents titulaires)
12 Caisse de pr6voyance et caisse de retraite de la Compagnie g6n6rale des eaux de la r6gion parisienne
(maladie. vieillesse, invalidit6)
13 Caisse de retraite des th66tres nationaux (vieillesse, invalidit6)
14 ' Caisses de retraite de l'Assembl6e nationale et du S6nat (vieillesse, invalidit6)
15 ' Caisse de retraite de l'imprimerie nationale (vieillesse, invalidit6)
A 4. REgimes complAmentaircs et supplAmentaires
1 Association g6n6rale des institutions de retraites des cadres (AGIRC) (vieillesse, d6cds des cadres de
l'industrie et du commerce)
2 Caisse centrale de prlvoyance mutuelle agricole, Caisse de pr6voyance des cadres d'exploitations
agricoles, Association g6n6rale de retraites par r6partition (section agricole) (vieillesse, d6cls des
cadres agricoles)
3 Association des rfgimes de retraites compl6mentaires (ARRCO) (vieillesse, d6cds pour divers) (t)
4 Associations pour l'emploi dans I'industrie et le commerae (ASSEDIC), Union nationale interprofes-
sionnelle pour l'emplni dans l'industrie et le commerce (UNEDIC) (ch6mage des salari6s de
l'industrie et du commerce)
5 Organismes g6rant un r6gime de retraite surcompl6mentaire (RESURCA, etc.)









APPENDIX II .I FRATTGE (gUitg)
45. Rdgimes volantaires
1 Caisse nationale d'assurance vieillesse : assur6s volontaires (2)
2 Caisse nationale d'assurance maladie l assur6s volontaires (2)
3 Caisses d6partementales de mutualitd sociale agricole: assurance maladie facultative des salari6s et
non-salari6s (2)
4 Sgci6tdis mutualistes (1) (assurance maladie, vieillesse, d6cbs pour cat6gories diverses l salari6s de
l'industrie et du commerce, exploitants, fonctionnaires, travailleurs individuels)
5 Caissesi d6partementales de mutualit6 sociale agricole (accidents du travail des salari6s agricoles) (z)
R6gimes de typo B : Prestations b6n6voles d'employeurs
I Entrsprises privdes
2 Entreprlises publiques
R69imes de type,C: Prestations en faveur des victimes d'6v6nement politique ou de calamit6 naturelle
C 1. Prestations en faveur des victimes d'{vdnement politigue
1 Administration publique centrale : prestations aux anciens combattants
2 Otfice rrational des anciens combattants et victimes de guerre (ONAC)
C 2. Prestations en faveur des victimes de calamitd naturelle
R6gimes de type D : Autres actions socialea
D 1. Aide sociale publique
1 Administration publigue centrale
11 Fonds national de chOmage
12 Fonds divers de secours et d'indemnit6s (indigents et divers)
13 Centre national pour l'am6nagement des structures des exploitations agricoles (CNASEA): indem-
nit6s viagdres de d6part
14 Association pour la formation professionnelle des adultes (AFPA) : indemnit6s aux stagiaires des
centres
15 Fonds national d'allocation logement
16 Agence nationale pour l'indemnisation des Frangais d'outre-mer (ANIFOM)
17 Fonds commun des accidents de travail agricole (salari6s agricoles)
18 Fonds national de solidarit6
2 Administrations publiques locales
D 2. Aide sociale privAe subventionnde
1 Adminisrtrations priv6es
D 3. Aide sociale privAe.non subventionnde
1 ' Administrations priv6es
Italia
Regimi di tipo A
A1. Regimi generalti
1 lstituto nazionale per l'assicurazione contro le malattie (INAM) : assicurazione obbligatoria contro le
malattie e di materniti
2 Cassa mutua provinciale malattia di Bolzano
3 Cassa mutua provinciale malattia di Trento
(r) Sauf Caisse d'assurances sociales muruelle d'EdF-GdF (cf. A 3. 9).(,) Les donn6es sont inciluses sn A 1 ot A 2 respectivement.
-f,-





































lstituto nazionale della previdenza sociale (INPS)
Gestione patrimoniale
Assicurazione obbligatoria per la maternitd
Assicurazione obbligatoria contro la tubercolosi
Fondo pensione dei lavoratori dipendenti (t)
Fondo sociale
Assicurazione obbligatoria per la disoccupazione involontaria
Cassa integrazione guadagni degli operai dell'industria
9assa unica assegni familiari
Cassa per il trattamento di richiamo alle armi degli impiegati privati
lstituto nazionale assicurazione contro gli infortuni sul lavoro (lNAlL)
Gestione industria e gestione c/tezi
Gestione agricoltura
Associazione nazionale mutilatie invalidi del lavoro (ANMIL)
lstituto nazionale assicurazioni (lNA) : fondo indenniti licenziamento impiegati privati
Opera nazionale pensionati d'ltalia (ONPI) ; assistenza ai penslonati























Regimi speciali per lavontori dipendenti




Servizio per i contributi agricoli unificati (SCAU)
Casse mutue di malattia aziendali
Fondo assistenz'a sanitaria per i dirigenti di aziende industriali
lstituto nazionale previdenza e assistenza dirigenti aziende industriali (lNPDAl)
lstituto nazionale della previdenza sociale (INPS)
Gestione speciale di previdenza dipendenti da imprese esercenti miniere, cave 6 torbiere
Fondo previdenza personale dipendente da aziende private del gas
Fondo previdenza personale dipendente dall'ENEL e da aziende elettriche private
Fondo previdenza e fondo integrazione personale addetto ai pubblici servizi di trasporto
Fondo per gli assuntori ferroviari
Cassa nazionale per la previdenza marinara
Fondo previdenza per il personale di volo dipendente da aziende di navigazione aerea
Fondo previdenza personale addetto ai pubbfici servizi telefonici
Fondo previdenza impiegati dipendenti da esattorie e ricevitorie imposte dirette
Fondo previdenza o adeguamento personale addetto alla gestione imposte di consumo
Fondo assistenza sanitaria dirigenti aziende commerciali e di trasporto e spedizione
Casse soccorso malattia personale dipendente da aziende ferrotranviarie
Cassa marittima adriatica (CMA)
Cassa marittima meridionale (CMM)
Cassa marittima tirrena (CMT)
Ente nazionale assistenza gente del mare (ENAGM)
Cassa di previdenza fra i lavoratori del porto di Savona : gestione malattia
Cassa nazionale malattia gente dell'aria
Cassa mutua nazionale per i lavoratori i addetti ai giornali quotidiani
lstituto nazionale previdenza per i giornalisti italiani (lNPGl)
Ente nazionale previdenza e assistenza lavoratori dello spettacolo (ENPALS) : gestione malattia
Ente nazionale previdenza e assistenza dipendenti statali (ENPAS)
lstituto nazionale assistenza dipendenti da enti locali (INADEL)
Cassa pensione ai dipendenti degli enti locali
Ente nazionale previdenza dipendenti da enti di diritto pubblico (ENPDEDP)
Cassa integrativa previdenza per il personale telefonico statale
lstituto postelegrafonici
Cassa pensioni ai sanitari
Cassa pensioni agli insegnanti di asilo e scuole elementari parificate
Cassa pensioni ufficiafi giudiziari e aiutanti ufficiali giudiziari







APPENDIX ll . L IALIA (seguito)
27 Fondo p,er gli assegni vitalizi e straordinari al personale del lotto
28 lstituto nazionale assicurazione (lNA) : fondo di accantonamento delle indenniti di licenziamento
per i dipendenti da studi professionali
29 Opera nazionale assistenza orfani sanitari italiani (ONAOSI)
30 Fondi az:iendalisostitutivi del regime generale IVS dell'INPS
- 
Reginti speciali per lavoratori autonomi e liberi professionisti
31 lstituto nazionale della previdenza sociale (INPS)
31 1 Gestione speciale assicurazione invaliditd, vecchiaia e superstiti coltivatori diretti, mezzadri e coloni
312 Gestione speciale assicurazione invaliditd, vecchiaia e superstiti artigiani
313 Gestioner speciale assicurazione invaliditd, veccniaia e superstiti commercianti
314 Fondo assicurazione invaliditi e vecchiaia del clero cattolico
31 5 Fondo arssicurazione invaliditd e vecchiaia dei ministri di culti diversi dalla religione cattolica
32 Federazione nazionale e casse mutue malattia coltivatori diretti
321 Gestione federazione
322 Gestione malattia casse mutue provinciali \
323 Gestione malattia casse mutue comunali e zonali
33 Federazione nazionale e casse mutue malattia artigiani
331 Gestione federazione
332 Gestione malattia casse mutue provinciali
34 Federazione nazionale e casse mutue malattia esercenti attivitA commerciali
341 Gestione federazione
342 Gestione malattia casse mutue provinciali
35 Ente nazionale assistenza agenti e rappresentanti di commercio (ENASARCO)
36 Fondo previdenza spedizionieri doganali
37 Cassa nazionale assistenza previdenza fra gli autori drammatici
38 Cassa previdenza soci della societ} italiana autori e editori
39 Cassa nazionale previdenza assistenza awocati e procuratori
40 Cassa nazionale previdenza assistenza dottori commercialisti : gestione previdenza
41 Cassa hazionale previdenza assistenza geometri
42 Cassa na:zionale previdenza ingegneri ed architetti
43 Ente nazionale previdenza assistenza farmacisti (ENPAF)
44 Ente nazionale previdenza assistenza medici (ENPAM)
45 lstituto nazionale assicurazione contro gli infortuni sul lavoro (tNAlL) : gestione medici esposti a
radiazioni ionizzanti
46 Cassa nazionale assistenza musicisti
47 Cassa nazionale del notariato
48 Ente nazionale previdenza assistenza ostetriche (ENPAO)
49 Ente nazionale previdenza assistenza pittori e scultori
50 Cassa nazlionale previdenza assistenza ragionieri e periti commerciali : gestione previdenza
51 Cassa nazionale assistenza previdenza tra gli scrittori italiani
52 Ente nazionale previdenza assistenza veterinari (ENPAV)
53 Cassa previdenza per gli agenti delle librerie di stazione <.Angelo e Giovanna Marco >54 Patronati per la tutela dei lavoratori
A3. Regimi statutari
1 Stato
2 Aziende autonome dello Stato3 Enti territoriali
4 Enti pubblici della sicurezza sociale
5 Altri enti prubblici
6 Ferrovie d,ello Stato
A 4. Regimi complenentail
1 Ente nazionale previdenza e assistenza impiegati agricoltura (ENPAIA) : fondo previdenza2 lstituto nazionale assicurazioni (lNA)
21 Fondo previdenza impiegati dipendenti da aziende industriali
22 Fondo pre'videnza viaggiatori e piazzisti dipendenti da aziende industriali23 Fondo pre'videnza impiegati dipendenti da proprietari di fabbricati3 Cassa nazionale mutualiti e previdenza addetti industria della stampa e della carta4 Cassa di previdenza per la vecchiaia e l'invaliditA fra gli operai panettieri di Roma5 Fondo prerridenza dirigenti aziende commerciali di spedizione e trasporto < Mario Negri I6 Fondo nazionale previdenza per gli impiegati delle imprese di spedizione e dellei agenzie maiittime
-(-
ITALIA (seguito) APPENDIX I
7 Cassa di previdenza fra i lavoratori del Porto di Savona : gestioni pensioni integrative8 Fondo nazionale previdenza lavoratori giornali quotidiani
9 Ente nazionale assistenza agenti e rappresentanti di commercio (ENASARCO) : gestions assistsnza
e malattia
10 Fondi aziendali di previdenza integrativa
11 Fondi di previdenza integrativa a favore dei dipendenti statali e assimilati
45. Regimi volontari
1 lstituto della previdenza sociale (INPS)
10 Fondo previdenza delle iscrizioni collettive
11 Gestione speciale mutualitA pensione a favore delle casalinghe
12 Assicurazione facoltativa invaliditd e vecchiaia
Regimi di tipo B : prestazioni benevole dei datori di lavoro 
i
Regimi di tipo C : prestazioni a favore delle vattime di awenimenti politici o di calamitl naturali
C 1. Prestazioni a favore delle viaime di avvenimenti politici
1 Stato
2 Altri enti dell'amministrazione centrale
3 Amministrazioni provinciali
C 2. Prestazioni a favore delle vittime di calamitd naturali
1 Enti comunali di assistenza (ECA)
Regimi di tipo D : altre azioni sociali
D 1. Assistenza pubblica
1 Stato
2 Altri enti e gestioni dell'amministrazione centrale
3 Enti territoriali
4 Altri enti e gestioni dell'amministrazione locale
5 lstituti pubblici di assistenza e beneficenza
D 2. Assistenza privata sovvenzionata
1 Patronati
2 ' lstituzioni sociali varie
D 3. Assr'stenza privata non sovvenzionata
1 ' lstituzioni sociali varie
Nederland
Stelsels van het A-type
A. 1 Algemene stelsels
1 Sociale Verzekeringsbank, Raden van Arbeid
11 Algemene Ouderdomswet (AOW)
12 Algemene Weduwen- en Wezenwet (AWW)




2 Bedrijfsverenigingen. Algemeen Werkloosheidsfonds (Werkloosheidswet = WW)3 Bedrijfsverenigingen
31 Ziektewet (ZW)
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4 Algemene Ziekenfondsen : Ziekenfondswet; vorplichte vorzekering (ZFW, vetPl.)
S Algemene Ziekenfondsen, Particuliers Ziektekostenvezekeraars, Organen Ziektekostsnregelingen
overhrsidspersoneel : Algemene Wet Bijzondere Ziektekosten (AWBZ)
A 2. B ijzondere ste/sa/s
1 Risicofondsen Bouwnijverheid en Schildersbedrijf (RFBS) (Vorstwerkloosheidsverzekering)
A3. Statutahe ste/se/s
Rijk, overige publiekrechtelijke lichamen, overheidsbedrijven
Doorbetaling lonen en salarissen overheidspersoneel bij ziekte of ongeval (DSO)
Kindertoelageregeling overheidspersoneel (KTO)
lnterinnregeling ziektekosten ambtenaren (IRZA)
Wachttgeldregeling overheidspersoneel (WRO) (uitkering bij werkloosheid)
Rijk: Algemene Militaire Pensioenwet (AMP) (eigen pensioenen Militairen)
f nstituut Ziektekostenverzekering Ambtenaren, Interprovinciale Ziektekostenregeling (lZ llZR)
(Ziektekostenvezekering ambtenarsn overige publiekrechtelijke lichamen en overheidsbedrijven)
Diens1 Geneeskundige Verzorging van de Politie (DGVP) (Ziektekostenverzekering Politiepersoneel)
Algenreen Burgerlijk Pensioenfonds (ABP) (algemene Burgerlijke Pensioenwet)
Stichting Administratie lndonesische Pensioenen
pensioenregeling nabestaanden gewezen overheidspersoneel Ovezeese Rijksdelen (PNOOR)
Pensioenregeling gewezen overheidspersoneel Ovezeese Rijksdelen (POO R)
A4. Aanvullende en biikomstige sfe/se/s
1 Bedrijtfspensioenfondsen (BPF) (Pensioenvoorziening particuliere bedrijven en organen sociale ver-
zekerirrg : eigen risico)
2 Ondernemingspensioenfondsen (OPF) (pensioenvooaiening particuliere bedrijven : eigen risico)
3 Levensverzekeringsmaatschappijen (LM) (Pensioenvoorziening particuliere bedrijven en organen
sociale vezekering : collectieve verzekering en herverzekering bedrijfs- en ondernemingspensioen-
fondsen)
4 Algerneen Mijnwerkersfonds: Pensioenkas (AMF) (Pensioenvoorziening Mijnbedrijf)
5 Pensioenfonds Produktschappen Voedselvoorziening (PVV) (Pensioenvoorziening personeel Pro-
duktschappen Voedselvoorziening)
6 Spoorwegpensioenfonds (SPF) (Pensioenvoorziening personeel Nederlandse Spoorwegen)
7 Fonds Voorheffing Pensioenverzekering (FVP)
A 5. Ste/se/s van vriie verzekering




2 Sociale Verzekeringsbank, Raden van Arbeid (Ouderdomswet 1919 = OW 1919)
Stelsels van het B-type : Vrijwillige uitkeringen van werkgevers
1 Particuliere bedrijven (onverplichte pensioenen, onverplichte tosslagen op pensioenen: Onverpl.
pens.)
Stelsels van hst C-typo : Uitkeringen aan slachtoffere van politieke gebeurteniaeen sn natuur-
rampon
C 1. Stelsel van u,itkeringen aan slachtoffers van politieke gebeuttenissen
1 Rijk
11 Wet buitengewoon pensioen 1940-1945 en Wet buitengewoon pensioen Zeelieden Oorlogsslacht-
offers (WBP)
12 Algemene Oorlogsongevallenregeling (AOR)
13 Wetuitkeringenvervolgingsslachtoffersl940-1945(WUV)
2 Rijk, overige publiekrechtelijke lichamen (Rijksgroepsregelingen Oorlogsslachtoffers Gerepatriderden
en Ambonezen = ROGA)
C 2. Stelsel van uitkeringen aan slachtoffers van natuuffampen
-la-
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Stclrlr yln h.t D-typc : Ovrrlgr locl!|. voonlcnlngrn
D 1. Socrb/e bijstand van dc Overhcid
I Sociale Vezekeringsbank, Raden van Arbcid (Kind;biirlrgwrt klclnr rofrtridigpn - KIIZ)2 Rijk
21 Kostwinners- en demobilisatievergoedingcn (KDV)22 Bijstand aan emigranten (BE)
3 Rijk, overige publiekrechtelijke lichamcn31 Wet Werkloosheidsvoorziening (WWV)32 Wet sociale Werkvoorzienlng (WSW)
33 Algenene Bijstandswet (ABW)
D 2. Sociele bijstand van pafticuliere gcsubsidiccde installingcn
I ') Particuliere instellingen : Gezinrvsnorging cn Gezinshulp (GG)
D 3. Socielc bijstand van particuliuo nlct-gcsubsldlcudc htalllngcn






1. r) Rijksd.ienst voor Sociale Zekerheid.
b) Nat j-c,naal Pensioenfond.s voor Irrli jnwerkers
c) ni;tsinstituut voor Ziekte- en Invaliditeitsverzekering (geneesk'.m-
d.i.ge verzorging en uitkeringen)
d.) wationale verbond.en va.:r fed"eraties varl erkend.e ziekenfond.sen
e) Hulptras voor Ziekte- en Invalid-iteltsverzekering
f) Zieke,nfondsen, Diensten van de Hulpkas (ziekte-invalid.iteit van de
werkn.emers )
Rijksinstituut voor Ziekte- en Invalid.iteitsverzekering
l{ationale verbond.en vanr fed.eraties van erkende ziekenfond"sen
Zieke,nfond.sen
So ci a.le-verz ekerings fond.s en
Nationale Hulpkas voor soci aIe verzekeringen (ziekteverzekering voor
d.e ze,lfstarrd.igen)
Rijksd.ienst voor Sociale Zekerheid
Ri jksdienst voor werknemerspensioenen
Rijkskas voor Rust- en Overlevingspensioenen
Algemene Spaar- en Lijfrentekas (oud.erd.orns- en overlevingspensioen
voor handarbeid.ers, hoofd.arbeid.ers : ind.iviiiuele fond.svo:ming)
Rijksd.ienst voor Sociale Zekerheid.
Ri jksd.i enst voor werlcremerspensioenen
Rijkskas voor Rust- en Overlevingspensioenen
Algemene Spaar- en Lijfrentekas
Nationale Kas voor Bed.iend.enpensioenen
Erkend.e verzekeringsmaatschappi jen (oud.erd.oms- en overlevingqpen-
sioen voor hand.arbeid.ers, hoofd.arbeid.ers, mijnwerkers en zeelied.en :
co llect ieve fond.svorming)
Rijksinsti.tuut voor d.e sociale verzekeri.ngen der zelfstand.igen
Algemene Spaar- en Lijfrentekas
So cia 1e-ve rzeke ringsfonds en
Nationale Hulpkas voor sociale verzekeringen (rust- en overlevings-
pensioen voor 4elfstandigen)
a) Fond.s voor Arbeid.songevallen
b) Algemene Spaar- en Lijfrentekas
c) Ond.ernemingen
d.) Erkend-e verzekeringsinst ellingen
e) Erkende gemeenschappelijke werkgeversfondsen (arbeid.songevallen)
a) n:-5t<saienst voor Sociale Zekerheid
l) Nationaal Pensioenfond.s voor Ivli jnwerkers
c) Dienst voor maatschappelijke veiligheid. voor d"e zeelied"en d.er koop-
vaardi.i
























Rijksdienst voor Sociale Zekerheid
Nationaal Pensioenfond.s voor I,[:i jnwerkers
Ri jksd.ienst voor Arbeiclsvoorzi ening
Hulpkas voor werkloosheid.suitkeringen
Erkend.e beroepso rgani s at i es voo r werknemers
Plaatselijke secties of kantoren van d.e Hulpkas (werkloosheid)
Rijksdienst voor Soclale Zekerheid
lfat ionaal Pens io enfond.s vo or l,ti jnwerkers
Dienst voor maatschappelijke veiligheid. voor d.e zeelied.en der koop-
vaardi j
Rijksdienst voor Kinderbijslag voor Verknemers
Primaire kind.erbi js lagfond.sen
Erkend.e vrije fondsen
Erkend.e bijzond.ere kind.erbijslagfondsen (gezinsbijslag voor werk-
nemers J
Rijksd.ienst voor Kind-erbijsla6 voor Zelfstand.igen
So ciale-verzeke ringsfond.s en
l'trationale liulpkas voor sociale verzekeringen (gezinsbi jslag voor
zelfstandigen)
A2. Bijzond"ere regelingen




















IIulp- en Voorzorgsicas voor Zeevarend.en onder Belgische vlag
( ziekte-invalid.iteitsverzekering voor zeelieden)
Di-enst voor Overzeese sociale zekerheid. (ziekte, invalid,iteit,
ouderd.om en overleving, arbeidsongevallen en beroepsziekten)
Nationaal Pensioenfond-s voor i{i jnwerkers
Rijksd.ienst voor werknemerspensioenen
Voorzorgskassen
Algemene Spaar- en Lijfrentel<as
Rijkskas voor Rust- en Overlevi-ngspensioenen (rust- en overlevings-






4. ^) Dienst voor maatschappelijke veiligheid. voor de zeelieden derkoopvaard.i j
l) ttutp- en Voorzorgskas voor Zeevarend.en ond.er Belgische vlag
c) tti.1t<stas voor Rusb- en OverLevingspensi-oenen (rust- en overlevings.
pensioen voor zeelied"en : ind.ivid.uele fondsvorming)
5. a) ilationaal Pensioenfond.s voor i,lijnrrrerkers (invalid"iteit hand.arbei-
oers i
5. 
") Gemeenschappeli-jke I(as voor d.e koopvaard.ijvlootb) Gemeenschappelijke Kas voor d.e zeevisserij (arbeid.songevallen
zeelied-en)




11 Anrbtenaren en handarbeid.ers (uitkeringen voor ziekte, verzeke-
ring arbeid.songevallen, gezinsbijslag en d.iverse uitkeringen)
12 Berroepsmilitairen (uitteringen voor ziekte, rustpensioenent
invalidit eitspensioenenr gezinsbi jslag)
13 Anrbtenaren (rustpensioenen)
141 l'Ierrklied.en rran d.e Staat
142 'r'ilerrklied.en van d.e Regie van Telegraaf en Telefoon
2 l(as vc,or wed.uwen en wezen
21 Anbtenaren en militairen (pensioenen voor overlevend.en)
22 l^lerkliecLen va,n d.e Regie van Telegraaf en Tefefoon (pensioenen
vc)or overlevend.en)
Plaatsrelijke besturen : provincies (uitteringen voor ziekte.rr:,st-
pensioenen en pensioenen voor overlevend.en, gezinsbijsla,g) '
gemeenten (uittceringen voor zielcte, rustpensioenen en pensioenen
voor overlevend.en)
Biizorrd.ere Compensatiekas voor Kinderbijslag voor d.e gemeentenr d.e
openberre instellingen d.ie ervan afhangen en de verenlgingen van ge-
meent ein ( gezinsbi jsIa.e)
Regie van Telegraaf en Telefoon (uitkeringen voor ziekte, rustpen-
sioenen voor hoofdarbeid.ers en pensioenen voor overlevenden van
hoofd:rrbeicters I gezinsbi. j sla,g)
Regie der luchtwegen (rustpensioenenrpensioenen voor overlevendent
gezinsbijsfa6)
Regie der Belgische Rijkskoel- en Vriesd.iensten (rustpensioen,
pensioenen voor overlevend.en, gezinsbijslag)
Nationale l{aatschappij van Betgische Spoorwegen : Fonds voor sccia'
le we:nken (uitkeringen voor ziekte, verzekering arbeid.songevallent
presta,ties voor gezinslasten, Fond.s voor pensioenenfrust- en in-
valid.:Lteitspensioenen, pensioenen voor overlevend.en)
A4 Compleiaentaire en supplementaire regelingen
1 Verzeheringsmaatschappijen en sociale instellingen (ouderd.om en
overleving)
2 Fond.s voor bestaanszekerheid. (werkloosheid-, d.iversen)
3 Dienslb voor Overzeese sociale zekerhei-d (aanvullend.e verzekering
orRACo )
A). Vrijwillige regelingen
1 Nationale verbond.en van fecl.eraties va:r erkend.e ziekenfond.sen (zielcte)
2 Dienst voor Overzeese sociale zekerheid. (ziekte, invali.d.iteit, ouder-
d.om en o"erleving)
3 a) iitinisterie van Sociale Voorzorgb) llgemene Spaar- en Lijfrentekas
c) niStstas voor Rust- en Overlevingspensioenen
a) Nationale verbond.en van feclera.ties van erkend.e ziekenfond.sen (vrij-
willige oud.erd"oms- en overlevingsverzekering)
-L+^
Regelingen van het B-type : Vrijwillige
werkgeversbi jd.ragen
Regelingen v€ul het C-type : Uitkeringen
ten g:r:nste van d.e slachtoffers van publieke
gebeurtenissen of natuurranpen
C1. Prestaties ten voordele van slachtoffers van politieke Eebeurtenissen
1 Centraal bestuur
1 1 Burgerlijke oorlogsslachtoffers
1 2 I',Iri litaire oorlogsslachtoffers
l{ationaal werk voor oorlogsinvalid.en (O.N.I.G.)
Nationaal werk voor oud.strijd.ers en oorlogsslachtoffers (O.N.A.C.)
C2. Prestaties tgn voord.ele vq4 5lachtoffers van natuurranpgn






10 Tegemoetkomingen aan gebrekl<igen
11 E\rropees sociaal fond.s
12 llulpverlening E.C.K.S. (art. 56)





2 Loca1e besturen : Openbare centra voor maatschappelijk welzijn
I Rijksfond.s voor sociale reclassering van d.e mind.er-valid.en
4 Nationaal werk voor kind.erwelzijn
D2. Particuliere gesubsid.ieerd.e hulpverlening
1 Privd-instellingen i
Dl. Nieb-gesubsid.ieerde parbiculiere hulpverlening
1 Priv6-instellinEen
l\*rf
APPENDIX I i. t BEIGIOUE (suite)
7 a) Office national de s6curit6 sociale
b) Fonds national de retraite des ouvriers mineurs
c) Office de s6curit6 sociale des marins de la marine marchande
d) Fonds des maladies professionnelles
(indemnisation des maladies professionnelles)
8 a) Office national de s6curit6 sociale
b) Fonds national de retraite des ouvriers mineurs
c) Office national de l'emploi
d) Caisse auxiliaire de paiement des allocations de chOmage
e) Organisations professionnelles de travailleurs agr66es
f) Sections locales ou bureaux de la Caisse auxiliaire
(chOmage)
9 a) ilificc national de s6curit6 sociale
bl ljonds national de retraite des ouvriers mineurs
c) i.)ffice de s6curit6 sociale des marins de la marine marchande
d) Office national d'allocations familiales pour travailleurs salari6s
e) Caisses primaires de compensation pour allocations familiales
t) Caisses libres agr66es
g) Caisses sp6ciales agr66es
(allocations familiales aux travailleurs salari6s)
10 a) Office national d'allocations familiales pour travailleurs ind6pendants
b) Caisses d'assurances sociales
c)' Caisse nationale auxiliaire d'assurances sociales
(allocations familiales aux travailleurs ind6pendants)
A2. Rdgimes spCciaux
1 a) Office de s6curit6 sociale des marins de la marine marchande
b) Caisse de secours et de prdvoyance en faveur des marins naviguant sous pavillon belge
(maladie-invalidit6 des marins)
2 a) Office national de s6curit6 sociale d'outre-mer
(maladie, invalidit6, vieillesse et survie, accidents du travail et maladies professionnelles)
3 a) Fonds national de retraite des ouvriers mineurs
b) Office national de pensions pour travailleurs salari6s
c) Caisses de pr6voyance
d) Caisse g6n6rale d'6pargne et de retraite
e) Caisse nationale des pensions de retraite et de survie
(vieillesse et survie des ouvriers mineurs: capitalisation individuelle)
4 a) Office de s6curit6 sociale des marins de la marine marchande
b) Caisse de secours et de pr6voyance en faveur des marins naviguant sous pavillon belge
c) Caisse nationale des pensions de retraite et de survie
(vieillesse et survie pour les marins : capitalisation individuelle)
5 a) Fonds national de retraite des ouvriers mineurs
(invalidit6 des ouvriers)
6 a) Caisse commune de la marine marchande
b) Caisse commune de la p6che maritime
(accidents du travail des marins)
7 a) Pool des marins de la marine marchande
(chOmage des marins)
A 3. R6gimes statutaires
1 Administration centrale
11 Fonctionnaires et ouvriers (indemnit6s pour maladie, assurance accidents du travail, prestations
familiales et indemnit6s diverses)
'12 Militaires de carribre (indemnit6s pour maladie, pensions de retraite, pensions d'invalidit6, prestations
familiales)
13 Fonctionnaires (pensions de retraite)
14 Caisse des ouvriers de l'Etat (pensions de retraite)
141 Ouvriers de l'Etat
'142 Ouvriers de la R6gie des t6l6graphes et t6l6phones
2 Caisse des veuves et orphelins
21 Fonctionnaires et militaires (pensions aux survivants)
22 Ouvriers de la R6gie des t6l6graphes et t6l6phones (pensions aux survivants)
-l?-







Administrations locales : provinces (indemnit6s pour maladie, ponsions de retraite et aux survivants,
prestation$ familiales), communes (indemnit6s pour maladie, pensions de retraite et aux survivants)
Caisse sp6ciale de compensation pour allocations familiales des communes, 6tablissemonts qui en
d6pendenrt et associations de communes (prestations familiales)
R6gie des t6l6graphes et r6l6phones (indemnit6s pour maladie, pensions de retraite des employ6s et
pensions aux survivants d'employ6s, prestations familiales)
h69i" d", voies a6riennes (pensions d_e retraite, pensions aux survivants, prestations familiales)
neiie des services frigorifiques de l'Etat (pensions de retraite, pensions aux survivants, prestations
familiales)
Soci6t6 ntrtionale des chemins de fer belges: Caisse des euvres sociales (indemnit6s pour maladie,
assurance accidents du travail, prestations pour charges de famille), Fonds des pensions (pensions
de retraite et d'invalidit6, pensions aux survivants)
R6gie des postes (pensions de retraite des employ6s, pensions aux survivants des employ6s)










A 4. Rdgimes compl4imentaircs et supplAmentaires
compagnies d'assurance et organismes sociaux (vieillesse et survie)
Fonds de s6curit6 d'existence (ch6mage, divers)
Office natlional de s6curit6 sociale d'outre-mer (assurance compl6mentaire OTRACO)
REgimes volontethes
unions nationales de f6d6rations de mutuelles Isconnues (maladie)
Office national de s6curit6 sociale d'outre'mer
(maladie, invalidit6, vieillesse et survie)
a) Minist,bre de la Pr6voyance sociale
b) Caisse g6n6rale d'6pargne et de retraite
c) Caisse nationale des pensions de retraite et de survie
d) Unions nationales de f6d6rations de mutuelles reconnues
(assuranc,e libre vieillesse et survie)
R6gimes de type B : Prestations b6n6voles d'employeurs
R6gimes de type C : Prestations en faveur des victimes d'6v6nemsnt politique ou de calamit6
naturelle
C 1. Prestations en feweur des victimes d'$vdnement politique
1 Administriation centrale
11 Victimes civiles de la guerre
12 Victimes rnilitaires de la guerre
2 Guvre nationale des invalides de guerre (= ONIG)
3 Guvre nationale des anciens combattants et victimes de la guerre
C 2. Prestations en faveu des victimes de calamitd naturelle
R6gime de type D : Autres actions sociales
D 1. Aide sociale pul\lique
1 Administration centrale
10 Prestations aux estropi6s et mutil6s
11 Fonds social europ6en
12 Aides C.E.C.A. (art.56)
13 Indigents et divers
Administrations locales : commissions d'assistance publique
Fonds national de reclassement social des handicap6s
(Euvre nationale de l'enfance
D 2. Aide sociale suttventionnde
1 Institutiorrs priv6es
A 3. Aide sociale non subventionnde






R6gime de tYPe A
A1. Rdgimes g6ndraux
I Caisse nationale d'assurance maladie des ouvriers
2 Caisses de maladie des employ6s priv6s (employ6s priv6s ; employ6s de l'Etat, des communes, des
6tablissements publics et d'utilit6 publique et des C.F.L.)
3 Caisses d'entrePrise de maladie
31 Ouvriers
32 Employ6s
L Caisse de maladie des fonctionnaires et employ6s publics (fonctionnaires (r) de l'Et;rr, des 6tablisse-
ments publics et d'utilit6 publique)
S Caisse de maladie des fonctionnaires et employ6s cqrnmunaux (fonctionnaires des cornrnunes)
6 Entraide m6dicale des chemins de fer luxembourgeois (agents et ouvriers des C.F.L.)
7 Caisse de maladie des professions ind6pendantes
I Caisse de maladie agricole (ind6pendants agricoles et leurs aidants)
9 Office des assurances sociales
91 Etablissement d'assurance contre la vieillesse et l'invalidit6
91 1 Pensions vieillesse / d6cds / invalidit6 des ouvriers
912 Caisse d'allocations familiales des ouvriers
92 Association d'assurance contre les accidentsg2l Section agricole et forestidre (chefs d'entreprise et membres de leur famille : salari6s agricoles)gZ2 Section industrielle (2) (ouvriers et employ6s priv6s; employ6s de l'Etat, des communes, des 6ta-
blissements publics et d'utilit6 publique ; agents des C.F.L.)
1O Caisse de pension des employ6s priv6s
101 pensions de vieillesse / d6cds / invalidit6 (employ6s priv6s; employcs de l'Etat. des communes, des
6tablissements publics et d'utilit6 publique et des C.F.L.)
102 Caisse d'allocations familiales des empioy6s (employ6s priv6s : fonctionnbires et employ6s de l'€tat,
des communes, des 6tablissements publics et d'utilit6 publique et agents et employ6s des C.F.L')
11 Caisse de pension des artisans
12 Caisse de pension agricole (ind6pendants agricoles et leurs aidants)
13 Caisse de pension des commergants et industriels
14 Caisse d'allocations familiales des non-salari6s
15 Fonds des allocations de naissance
A2. Rdgimes spdciaux
I Administration centrale : militaires (couverture accidents du travail)
A3. RCgimes statutaires
1 Administration centrale (pensions des fonctionnaires (') de l'Etat)
2 Caisse de pr6voyance des fonctionnaires et employ6s communaux (pensions des fonctionnaires
communaux)
3 Administrations de s6curit6 sociale (pensions des fonctionnaires)
4 Soci6t6 nationate des chemins de fer luxembourgeois (pensions des agents de la S.N.C.F'L.)
A4. Rdgimes complhmentaires et supplAmentaires
1 Administration centrale (suppl6ments de pension aux employ6s et ouvriers de l'Etat et d leurs
veuves)
2 Administrations locales (suppl6ments de pension aux employ6s)
3 Administrations de s6curit6 sociale (suppl6ments de pension aux employ6s)
A5. Rdgimes volontaires
1 Caisse chirurgicale, Caisse dentaire
2 Soci6t6s de secours mutuel (assurance d6cds invalidit6)
(r) Y compris lss instituteurs et les ministres des cultes.
(2) Y compris I'assurance maladies professionnelles.
- 1.0 -
LUXEMBOURG (suite) APPENDIX | {. l,
R6gimes de type B : Prestations b6n6voles d'employeurs
1 * Entreprises priv6es
2 Administration centrale
3 Administrations locales
R69imes de type C: Prestations en faveur des victimes d'6v6nement politiqu6 ou de calamit6 naturelle
C 1. Prestations aux uictimes d'6v6nement politique
1 Administration centrale : Service des dommages de guerrg corporels
C 2. Prestations aux rtictimes de calamitd naturelle
R6gimes de type D ; Autres actions sociales
D 1. Aide sociale publique
1 Fonds national de solidarit6 (pensions et suppl6ments de pension)
2 Administration centrale
21 Office national du travail
211 Aide sociale publique (ch6mage et r6emploi)
212 Office de placement et de r66ducation professionnelle des travailleurs handicap6s
22 Aide sociale publique (aides et secours divers)
3 Administrations locales (aides et secours divers)
31 Communes
32 Bureaux de bienfaisance
D 2. Aide sociale priv,Se subventionnde
1 Croix Rouge luxembourgeoise
2 G.uvre nationale de secours Grande-Duchesse Charlotte
3 Guvre des pupilles de la nation
4 Ligue luxernbourgeoise contre la tuberculose. etc.
D 3. Aide sociale privtle non subventionnde





11 National Inrsurance Funds
12 Hospital Servrces
13 Family Prac'titioner Services
14 Other Central Health Services
15 Industrial lrrjuries Funds
16 Family Allo'wances
17 Redundanc'y Payments (including obligatory component borne directly by the employer)2 Local Healtlh Authoritv Services
A 2. Special schemes




(t) Public sefvants are covered by the general basic schames.
-1"t'
npperuorx r i,L
A 4. Complementaty and supplementary schemes
1 Local Authority School Health Services
2 Employers' sickness schemes for employees :
21 Funded schemes
22 Direct payments by employers
3 Occupational Pension Schemes
31 Funded schemes
32 Direct payments by employers
45. Voluntary schemes
1 ' Friendly societies
Type B schemes : voluntary benefits by employers (1)
1 - Private enterprises
UNITED KINGDOM (cont.)
Type C schemes : benefits in favour of victims of political events or natural disasters
C 1. Eenelits in favour of victims of political events
1 Central Government : pensions for persons disabled in the Armed Forces and their survivors
C 2. Benefits in favour of victims of natural disasters
Type D schemes : other social measures
D 1. Public social aid
1 Central Government
11 Non-contributory benefits
12 Employment Exchange services
13 Employment Transfer Scheme
14 lndustrial rehabilitation
15 Grants in respect of voluntary child care services
16 Welfare Food Service
17 Vocational training of the unemployed or poorly employed
18 Vocational training of the disabled
2 Local Authorities
21 Personal social services
22 School milk
23 School meals
D 2. Subsidized private social aid (z)
1 ' Private bodies
D 2. Non-subsidized private social aid (2)
1 ' Private bodies
lreland




12 Social insurance fund
13 Occupational injuries fund
14 Children's allowances
1 5 Redundancy payment fund
(t) Probably som€ payments included under A 4 are voluntaty.(2) Social expendilurebyprivatobodiesisomittedexceptwhereitiscoveredbypaymentsfromcentral governmontotlocal authorities
in respect of child-care services and other residential care.
-tt-
TRELAND (cont.) APPENDIX I l'2'
2 Local Govelnment: Health Boards
3 Private entenrises
31 RedunrdancY Payments
32 * Payment of wages and salaries in case of sickness, ...
A2. Specialsysle,ms




11 Superannuation of employees
12 ' Payment of salaries to employees in case of sickness, ...
2 Local Government
21 Superannuation of emPloyees
22 * Payment of salary to employees in case of sickness, "'
A4i Conplementary and supplementary systems
1 ' Private enterprises (superannuation payments) (r)
A5l Voluntary systems
1 Voluntary health insurance board
2 ' Private pension funds
Systems of type B : Gratuity payments from the employer
System of type 0 : benefits in favour of victims of political avonts or natural dlsasters
C 1. Benefits in favour of victims of political events
C 2. Benefits in favour of victims of natural disasters
Systems of type D : other social measures
D 1. Public social aid
1 Central Government
2 Local Government
D 2. Subsidized private social aid
1 ' Private charity lunds
D 3. Unsubsidized private social aid
1 ' Private charity funds
Danmark




3 Private forsikringsselskaber (lovpligtig arbejdsulykkesforsikring)
4 Arbejdsloshedskasser
5 Private 'virksomheder (lon under sygefravar til funktionarer)
(') Entorpfises coverecl by th€ Census of Industrial Production.
- 
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AppENDtX I l.t DANMARK (fortsat)
6 Centraladministration
61 Ydelser, der administreres af det offentlige62 Lon under sygdom til tjenestemand
7 Lokal administration (ydelser, der administreres af det offentlige)
42. Sarlige systemel
43. Vedtagtsmassige systemer
A 4. Komplettercnde og supplerende systemer
1 A.T.P. (arbejdsmarkeders tillagspension)
2 Centraladministration (tjenestemandspensioner)
3 Lokaf administration (tjenestemandspensioner)
4 Pensionskasser
A5. Frivillige systemel
Systemer af kategori B : arbejdsgiverens frivillige ydelser
1 centraladministration(ydelsertilikke-aktivetidligeremedarbejdere)
Systemer af kategori C : ydelser tit ofro for politiske handelser og naturkataatrofer
C 1. Ydelser til ofre for politiske handelser
1 Centraladministration
C 2. Ydelser til ofre fot naturkatastrofer
1 Centraladministration
Systemer af kategori D : andre sociale aktiviteter
D 1. Offentlig socialhjalp
1 Lokal administration
D 2. Privat social hjalp med offentlige tilskud
D 3. Privat social hjetp uden offentlige tilskud
\>I'
Principal definitions relating to the field of observation,
classifications and the method.
A?saND'Y
Jf ,1.
I. FIELD OF OBSERV/\TION
1.1 Social accountr
Statistics of social 'expenditure and of tho roceipts trom
which this expenditure is financed.
Expenditure is broken down according to nature and object,
receipts according to narture and source. ln addition to the
general accounts, separate accounts may be drawn up for
each system (see lll.2).
The social accounts have been drawn up in strict accord-
ance with the principlers of the European system of inte-
grated economic accounts (ESA). In particular, an endeav-
our has been made to accord identical meanings to any
term (for example : contribution, benefit) which is used in
both these statistical works.
1.2 Social expenditur,a
Any expenditure involved in meeting expenses by house-
holds would have incurred as a result of the materialization
or existence of certain risks or needs, insofar as this expen-
diture gives rise to the intervention of a 'third party', namely
a unit other than the horuseholds themselves 1 
- 
a public or
private administration or undertaking 
- 
without there being
any si;rrultaneous equiverlent counterpart by the beneficiary.








physical or mental disability,
- 






political events 3, nalural disasters. 3
il. cLASStF|CAT|ONS
The social accounts aro broken down into the following
classifications :
1. Nature o{ social expenditure
2. Function of social benefits
3. Nature of receipts
4. Source ol receipts
All these breakdowns arre providod in accordance with a
unilorm systenl nonrenclature (see lll.2).
ll.1 Nature of social erxpenditure
Social expenditure cornprises current expenditure and
capital expenditure.
Current expenditure is made up of :
(al social benefits. Social benefits aro that part of social
exrrenditure which is distributod to households in the
form of personal allocations.
They may be granted to households either by a social
institution (see lll.1), or directly by the employers.
They may be provided in cash or in kind ; for this
reason, a distinction is made between :
- 
cash benefits paid periodically (pension, allowance)
or on a single occasion (buying-in of a pension.
single lump sum compensation, etc.)
- 
reimbursement in cash of goods and services bought
by households.
- 
equivalent value of goods and services supplied in
kind to households.
(b) administrative expenditure related to benefits :
- 
administation costs (compensation of employees of
the instilutions and agencies concerned, purchases
of goods and services).
- 
other current expenditure.
Transfers to another institution ot agency (see lll.1)
constitutF an item in the book-keeping of the institu-
tions and are shown in the accounts for information
purposes; however, they have not been included in the
figures for expenditure, because this could cause over-
lapping ol information. A special study is being made ol
their nature.
Provisionally, capital expenditure is not included in the
social accounts.
ll.2 Function of social benefits
The list of the functions is the same as that of the risks or
needs taken into consideration (see 1.3). The functions
sometimes relate to circumstances (unemployment. mater-
nity, etc.), and sometimes to the causes of the circum-
stances, in cases where the circumstances may be due lo
several causes (sickness ; unrelated to occupation, occupa-
tional illness).
ll.3 Nature of recoipts
The receipts from which social expendituro is financed are
made up of current receipts and capital receipts, and these
t lt has been agreed that expenditure by a household in favour of:
* on6 or nrore of ;ts members is not deemed to bo 'social ';
- 
another family (for exanrple : direct gifts) is incapable of being
included in statistics.
r,Adult vocational training' and 'housing' are to be included in
the nsa. future, but prelinrinary studies ato still in hand.
r Personal iniury only.
In turn conespond to tho ram6 two major categories of
sxpenditure.
Cufrent receipts are made up as follows :
(a) actual social contributions : these comprise all compul-
sory or voluntary payments made by insured persons or
their employers to institutions which grant social bene-
fits, with a view to qualifying for and/or maintaining
their right to these benefits.
These actual social contributions are subdivided as
follows:
(aa) employer's contributions
(ab) households' contriburions, which are further sub-







a pensioner or other person.
(bl imputed social contributrbns..these represent the coun-
terpart of social benefits granted directly (that is, inde-
pendently of any system of contributions) by employers
to their employees or former employees and their
assigns, irrespective of whether these benefits are paid
in pursuance of a legal or other statulory obligation, a
collective-agreement within a branch of industry or
commerce, an employer/employee agreement within
an undertaking, the contract of employment itself, or
even in certain cases. on a voluntary basis.
(cl miscellaneous contributions.' these comprise participa-
trons in social expenditure other than contributions
within the system by any sector of the economy, except
social secutiry institutions (see ll.4).
(dl income ftom propetty.
(e) other cunent rcceipts.
Transfers to .tnother institution or agency (see lll.1 ) con-
stitue an itern in the book-keeping of the institutions, but
they have not been included in the figures for receipts,
because this could cause overlapping of information. A
special prior study is being nrade of their nature.
Capital receipts, like capital expenditure, are provisionally
excluded from the social accounts.
ll.4 Sources of receipts
The source of a receipt is defined in relation to the sectors of
the economy, that is to say groupings of agents or units
characterized by a similar type of economic behaviour, as
regards both their main tunction and the source of their
princrpal fesources.
A distinction is made between :
(a) undertakings, units whose main function is to produce
goods and services with a view to their being sold on
the market, and whose main resources are derived from
the sale of their production.
In the social accounts, this sector is not subdivised. l
(b) public administrations, units whose main function is to
produce non-market services intended for collective
consumption, and to redistribute national income and
wealth. Their main resources are derived from com-
pulsory payments made by the units belonging to other
seclors.
In the social accounts, 2 public administrations are
divided into three subsections :
-)'F'
ba) central government, that is, administrative depart-
ments of the State and central agencies whose compe.
tence extends over the whole territory with the excep-
tion oi the central administration of the social securitv
funds ;
bb) local government, that is, public administrations
whose competence extends to one part of the country
only, excluding local social security administrations ;
bc) social security funds, that is, central and local
' institutional rrnits whose principal activity is to provide
social benefits, and whose main resources are derived
from compulsory social contributions paid by other
units.
(c) private administrations (private non-profit institutions
serving households), recognized as separate legal
entities whose main function js to produce non-market
services intended for particular groups of households ;
their main resources are derived fron.t voluntary contri-
butions fiom households and from property inconte.
(d) households in their capacity as consumers whose main
resources are derived from the remuneration of faclors
of produclion and transfers received from other sectrf,fs.
(e) the rest of lhe world is a sector without any character-
istic functions and resources ; it consists of non-
resident units in so far as they are engaged in trans-
actions with resident institutional units.
For the purposes of analysis of the social accounts, the term
'social organisms' is sometimes used. This term covers all
the institutions and agencies (cf. lll.1 and Appendix l),
irrespective of the sector to which they belong, which have
responsibility for social expenditure ; by definition it




lll.l The unit of observation
The unit of observation is the agency :
- 
lt is possible for the agency to become confused with an
institution ; this is panicularly true when the latter has
only one activity (for example : old-age insurance for
self-employed farmers), so that its book-keeping is not
broken down into a number of different accounts.
- 
The agency may be a section (or a division) of an
institution (or of an organism) ; it will rhen have irs own
accounts corresponding only to the part of the institu-
tion's (or organism's) overall activities for which it is
administatively responsible.
- 
The agehcy may be a grouping of institutions (or of
organisms). This is what occurs in cases where several
organisms (for example : sickness insurance funds) cover
t lt may be of interest lo note that tho European system of integrated
economic accounts (ESA) distinguishes between the following
' undertakirrgs ' :
- 





households as entrepreneurs, thal is to say individual enter-
prses and partnerships which do not constitute quasi-corporate
entetprises.




ths same risk under the same conditions for the same
categories of insured p,ersons. etc., but are where th€y ar6
geographically decentralized because of the necessity to
pay benelits locally ; this would apply when the condi-
tions required by the insurance under consideration,
without being identical, are nevertheless similar (for
example industrial pension scheme).
lll.2 Classification into schemes
The units of observation can be classified in gtoups,
account being taken of certain aspects of social policy;
these goups are referred to here as 'schemes '. A 'scheme '
should not be taken to mean an organizational unit (al-
though the two may correspond to each other occasional-
ly), but as a set of sodial measures having common charac-
leristics, for example, in relation to the group of persons
covered or to the nature and origin of the risks and needs
covered. In the social accounts. there are four main types of
scheme (A, B, C, D), and the type A schemes are them-
selves furlher subdivided for the purposes of analysis.
Type A schemes
All the welfare schemes which, pursuant to legal or othor
compulsory provisions, cov6r one or mors of the risks or
needs listed in 1.3 
- 
with the exception of personal injury
caused by political events or natural disaster 
- 
in so far as
these schemes do not belong to the fiels of 'other social
measures' (types D). The criterion of cumpulsoriness nrust
be fulfilled in three respects :
(a) Compulsory pa.ticipation by all persons belonging to
the groups concerne'd ;
(b) Compulsory payment for the right to participate (for
exanrple : contribution), if such payment is forsseen ;
(c) Inalrcnable right to brgnefits in the evont of tho material-
ization of the risk if the prescritred conditions are
fulf illed.
This being the case, ttper A comprises all 'social security '
schemes as defined in 1.1...O. convention No 102, including
the schemes applicable to public servants, self-employed
persons and searnen, and collective contractual schemes.
Voluntary schemes are included under certain specific cir-
cun'rstances, provided they afford cover against the risk in
accordance with principlers of a social nature ; I the criterion
ol compulsory pirrticipation, therefore, only applios to types
A 1 to A 4 of those listed below.
- 
Type.4 I (General schermes) :
Basic schemes 2 under which cover is provided for the
population as a whol$ or for substantial sections of it,
irrespective of whether they are employed in specific
branches of the economy.
- 
fype 12 (Special schemes) :
Basic schemes whiclh protect specific occupational
groups or pefsons working in certain branches of the
economy (mining, shipping, farming, etc.), which differ
tronr lhe general schemes in that specific rules apply to
the granting and financ;ing of benefits.
Accordingly, the benefits provided under a special scheme
take the place of those pnrvided under the general scheme;
the latter may thus be said to be replaced by the former in
two ways. lndeed, depernding on the case, the special
scheme benefit either:
- 
takes the place of the benefit granted under tho general
scheme, in the event of the materialization of a risk
covered by both, or
- 
compensates for the absence of benefits under the
general scheme, in the case of a risk for which the latter
provides no cover. 3
- 
Type,43 (Statutory schemes) :
Basic schemes for the members of the statf of public
services and the officials of public undertakings having
an official status under public law.
- 
lype .A4 (Complementary and supplementary schemes) :
Benefits are only granted under the complementary
schemes in cases where the elementary benefit is already
granted under a basic scheme. Moreover, the amount
of the complementary benefit is directly related to
that of the basic benefit which it is designed to make
up.
The supplementary schemes operats totally indepen-
dently of the corresponding basic schemes covering the
same risk or need ; benefits under them are therefore
granted concurrently with the basic benefits (or even if
no basic benefits are granted), and there is no legal or
proportional relationship between the two. However, in
principle, there must be provision in a basic scheme for
the cover o{ the risk itself. and if a basic benefit is not
granted in the event of the materialization of a risk, this
would be because certain conditions lor its allocation
have not been fulfilled. On the other hand, in a case
where the risk as such does not fall within the scope of
the cover provided under the corresponding basic
scheme, the scheme granting the benefit is not a supple-
menlary schemo but a trasic schems.
- 
Type /5 (Voluntary schemes) :
All schemes of types A1 to A4 under which the indivi-
dual is free to join and withdraw at his discretion,
Type 8 schemes (Employer's voluntary benefits) :
All arrangements under which employers grant non-contri-
butory social benefits, without legal or contractual obliga-
tion, to their employees (or former employees) and their
families. a
Type C schemes:
All arrangements whose purpose it is to grant social benefits
to the victims of civil events and natural disasters. Since
war can be considered as a particularly destructive form of
civil commotion, all schemes for the assistance of war
victims belong to type C,
I l. e. excluding private commercial insurance schemes op€rsted on
th6 basis of premiums which are proportional to the individual risk.2 The term 'basic schemes' is intended to indicat€ at the sam6
time :(a) that these schemes provide an elementary level of cover whose
purposo il is to maintain the minimum socially acceptable
standard of living, but not, in €ach caso, tho actual individual
standard of living ;(b) that th6 benefils are not intended as a complement to other
social benefits granlod for tho same risk.3 For tlre opposite situation, s€e type A4 * supplementary schemes.
a This excludes all financial contributions by the interested pany,
otherwise there would ba a conlfactual ot similar situation, which
would cause tho scheme to be classifisd among tho type A
schemes.
fype D tchemes (Other social meesures) :
All public and pfivate schemes concerned with other social
measures. ln particular. among the latter, it is the public
activity of social assistance, sometimes supplemented by
private collaboration, which is designed to elirJrinate cir-
cumstances of need affecting the physical well-being of the
-L1'
individual, his means of subsistence, his moral or intellectual
development or his working life, particularly when the social
insurance or social security schernes or any other scheme of
collective protection against the risks or needs under con-






I'tr,UNCTIONS'I INCLUDED IN TIIE ETIROPEAN SOCTAT BUDGET
SICK}IESS
This firnction includes all expenditure relating to :
cash benefits to compensate, in whole or in partr for loss of
income as a result of interrrrpti.on of work due to sicloness,
preventiv€ or curative medical care of the sick, including the
unemployed and eIder1y, but excluding prenatal, maternity and
postn.atal care and care of invalids and the disabled, irrespective
of the cause of their disability or disabfement.
Expenditure by public health services rmrst be taken into account
in so far as it has a bearing on cash benefj.ts or medical care.
Medical care is und.erstood to mean :
medical treatment by general practitioners and specialists(consultation, clomiciliary visits, nursing homes) ;
surgery and other specialized treatrnent (rad.iography, laboratory
analyses and tests, physiotherapy etc.);
suppl.,y of pharmaceutical products : pharmaceutical specialities
and other preparations, a"nd dressings, bandages etc.l
suppl,y of prostheses and appliances (including spectacles);
dental treatment (dental conservation treatment and prostheses);
stays in hospitals, nursing homes, convalescent homes, sanatoria,
rest-lhomes or other med.ical-care establishmentsl
treatment rend"ered by auxiliary medi-cal personnel (nurses,




tra^nsport of the sick;
preventive med.icine (mass examinations, prophylactic inoculation
campaigns, health education, prophylactic measures etc.).
INVALIDITiY
A. According to Article l{ of the Convention No. 102 adopted by the
Tnternational Labour Conference on {th June 1952, regarding the
social security minimum standard, invalidity is understood to
mean :
'rinability to work at a prescribed Ievel, if it is probable thatthis inability will be permanent or if it persists beyond the
period of sicloness benefit payments'r.
B. The following expenditures are includ.ed, here :
pensions, allowances and privileges to invalids;
medical care for invalids (excluding medical care for members of
their fa^milies which, in principle, is classified under the
function tt sicl,cress" ) I
functional, vocational and social rehabilitation of invalids;
other dishusenents for the welfare of invalids.
DISABILITY
A. Physical or mental disability can be understood to mean unfitness
for occupational and social life. It may be congenital or a resuft
of illness or an accident.
Physical or mental disabilitJ is, by definition :
not disablement (invalidity) in the sense defined by the social
security;




B. lltre following social benefits relate to this function :
allowa^nces and. benefits for the disabled;
care of the di-sablecl, including costs of staying in homesl
expeniliture for functional, vocational and. social rehabilitation
of the disabted;
other dishrrsements for the welfare of the d,isabled..
EMPIO'N{ENflT INJURIES AND OCCUPATIONAL DISASES
A. This :function comprises rsstitution for harm or injury caused. by
accidents at work and occupational diseases. Accidents at work
are accidents which occur as a result of, or during work, and posslbly
accidents on the my to the place of work. Occupational diseases
are diseases which are recognized as such in the legislation of
membe:n-countries.
B. The f<lIlowing payments are included here 3
pensions, allowances a"nd benefits to the victimsl
medical care for the victims (medical attention and supply of
pharmaeeutical products; hospitalization; supply repair and
repla<lement of prostheses of orthopaedic appliances necessary as
a results of the accident), ht excluding any pal[nents to members
of the fanily;
e:rpencliture for functional, vocational and social rehabilitation
of the; victims;
pensiclns, allowances, death grants and capital pa;rments to survi-
ving itependants (spouses, orphans, older relativesr grrand-children,
brothers and sisters);
disbursements for accident prevention (confined- to expenditure
allowerd by social security institutions);




The following e:cpenditure is classified under this function :
pensions, allowances and benefits paid when a person survives
beyond a certain agel
pa;rments for meeting costs incurred on d.eath (d.eath grant);
capital pa;nnents if the person surviveg and in the case of death(includ.ing paynents convertible into pensions) ;
pensions, allowances and benefits for surviving dependants(includ.ing orphans) except in the case of emplo3rment injuries,
occupationsl diseases or political occumences (incl. war);
costs for stays in old peoplets homes or pensionersthomesg
other d-isbursements for o1d,-peoplets welfare (domiciliary help,
benefits in kj.nd. etc.) with the exception of expenditure for
medical car€r
FAMILY
A. Thie function includes all payments to cover expenditure in respect
cf the birth and upbringrng of children a.nd, where national
legislation provides for this, in respect of maintenance of other
members of the family (spouses, older relatives etc.),
B. This function comprises the following expenditure :
maternity allowances and benefits, including the periods immediately
preceding and following childbirth;
prenatal, maternity and postnatal nedical care;
- 
allowances, benefits and supplements for family chargpst even if





provision of food and. clothing, holidays a.nd help, particularly
in the home (except for payments d.irectly corunected with education);
- 
infant care and nurseries.
EXUPIJOYMENT
This function comprises the following expenditure :
allowa;nces, benefits and privileges to the unemployed. within
the so,cial security or welfare systeml
e:qpend,iture for wages and salaries for work organized. by public
author:ities, where the payment is mad.e in lieu of unemploynent
benefi'b;
expend:lture for re-training a.nd re-integration of the unemployed(including removal and. i.nitial outlay for unernployed persons who
have ar:cepted a job in another area and are moving there);
other clisbursements, for the welfare of the unemployed, excepting
expendilture for medioal c?ror
MISCEL],ANEOUS
This heading includes payments. which cannot be classified under ariy
of the other functions.
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